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Abstract
As robots become more accessible to humans, more intuitive and human-friendly ways of
programming them with interactive and group-aware behaviours are needed.
This thesis addresses the gap between Learning by Demonstration and Multi-robot
systems. In particular, this thesis tackles the fundamental problem of learning multi-robot
cooperative behaviour from concurrent multi-teacher demonstrations, problem which had
not been addressed prior to this work.
The core contribution of this thesis is the design and implementation of a novel, multi-
layered framework for multi-robot learning from simultaneous demonstrations, capable
of deriving control policies at two different levels of abstraction. The lower level learns
models of joint-actions at trajectory level, adapting such models to new scenarios via
feature mapping. The higher level extracts the structure of cooperative tasks at symbolic
level, generating a sequence of robot actions composing multi-robot plans. To the best of
the author’s knowledge, the proposed framework is the first Learning by Demonstration
system to enable multiple human demonstrators to simultaneously teach group behaviour
to multiple robots learners.
A series of experimental tests were conducted using real robots in a real human workspace
environment. The results obtained from a comprehensive comparison confirm the appli-
cability of the joint-action model adaptation method utilised. What is more, the results
of several trials provide evidence that the proposed framework effectively extracts rea-
sonable multi-robot plans from demonstrations. In addition, a case study of the impact
of human communication when using the proposed framework was conducted, suggesting
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no evidence that communication affects the time to completion of a task, but may have
a positive effect on the extraction multi-robot plans. Furthermore, a multifaceted user
study was conducted to analyse the aspects of user workload and focus of attention, as
well as to evaluate the usability of the teleoperation system, highlighting which parts were
necessary to be improved.
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1. Introduction
Robots are already mainstream. For decades, robots have been part of industrial man-
ufacturing lines assembling cars, packaging and palletising food products, and so forth.
Robots have also made into retail warehouses, plucking products from shelves and deliv-
ering to human workers for shipment. Meanwhile, robots are playing an important role in
inspection of debris, as well as search and rescue of victims, in the aftermath of natural
disasters.
In addition, robots are making into homes, vacuuming and mopping the floor, as well
as mowing the lawn. At the same time, a growing interest in telepresence is shown by
major robotics companies, which have been developing robots such as Jazz from Gostai,
AVA from iRobot, and Texai from Willowgarage. This trend in robotics is bringing robots
closer to humans than never before.
As robots get closer and more accessible to humans, new ways, more intuitive and
human-friendly, of programming them are needed, which do not require significant exper-
tise by the user. Programming by demonstration is one of these methods. This thesis
is concerned with its applications and scenarios where there are multiple teachers and
multiple robots to be programmed.
1.1. Motivation
Researchers in Robotics and Artificial Intelligence (AI) have extensively explored a large
number of techniques to robot learning, including numerous approaches to robot Learning
by Demonstration (LbD), from biologically-inspired architectures (Demiris and Khad-
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houri, 2006) to classification techniques (Chernova and Veloso, 2007a), including motor
babbling (Demiris and Dearden, 2005), imitation of primitive behaviours, such as Schaal
et al. (2003), Johnson and Demiris (2005) and Demiris and Khadhouri (2006), among
others.
Likewise, a remarkable variety of studies in Multi-robot Systems (MRS) has been devel-
oped addressing the potential applications of engaging multiple robots to collaboratively
deploy complex tasks such as search and rescue, distributed mapping and exploration of
unknown environments, as well as hazardous tasks and foraging, as discussed in the work
of Parker (2008a), and Veloso and Nardi (2006).
Regarding LbD, the methods which have been proposed to date are mostly focussed on
a single teacher, single robot scenario. In Demiris and Khadhouri (2006), a single robot
learnt a sequence of actions demonstrated by a single teacher. In Nicolescu and Mataric
(2003), the authors presented an approach where a human acted both as a teacher and
collaborator to a robot. A supervised learning method was presented in Chernova and
Veloso (2007a) using gaussian mixture models, in which a four-legged robot was remotely
operated during a navigation task.
Few studies addressed action understanding in adversarial multi-agent scenarios, such
as the work of Butler and Demiris (2009), in which group manoeuvres could be predicted
based upon existing models of group formation. In the work of Chernova and Veloso (2008),
multiple humanoid robots requested a teacher’s demonstration when facing unfamiliar
states. In Taka´cs and Demiris (2008), the problem of extracting group behaviour from
observed coordinated manoeuvres of multiple agents along time was addressed by using a
clustering algorithm. The method presented in Kelley et al. (2008) allowed a single robot
to predict the intentions of two humans based on spatiotemporal relationships.
However, the challenge of designing systems in which multiple robots learn group be-
haviour by observation of multiple teachers concurrently executing a task has not been
addressed prior to this thesis. Since robots are becoming remarkably widespread into hu-
man workspaces and homes, equipping robots with the ability to understand the context
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in which they interact, as well as learning group behaviour without the need for expert
designers configuring or programming such behaviours and state-actions mappings is an
extremely desired feature.
1.2. Thesis objectives
The aim of this thesis is to build a framework which allows multiple robots to learn group
behaviour by observing humans interacting and demonstrating the execution of a task,
thus extending the research in LbD to MRS.
Group behaviour can be seen as an activity where two or more peers are in constant
interaction and depend on each other to jointly accomplish a very specific task. Also,
group behaviour can be understood as a time-extended sequence of actions at individual
level and joint-actions that, when performed in conjunction, describe such behaviour.
Therefore, this framework, denominated Multi-robot Multi-teacher Learning by Demon-
stration (MRMT-LbD), must be able to encode tightly-coupled, cooperative joint-actions
denoting specific tasks, as well as extracting the structure of more complex, longer term
tasks, generating sequences of actions that may potentially lead to the same goals if au-
tonomously executed by a group of robots.
1.3. Contributions of this thesis
This thesis advances on the challenging topic of multi-robot group behaviour learning
from concurrent human-demonstrated task executions. The framework proposed in this
thesis is, to the best of the author’s knowledge, the first LbD system which allows multiple
demonstrators to simultaneously teach cooperative behaviour to multiple robot learners.
The core contribution of this thesis is the development of a novel, multi-layered frame-
work for multi-robot learning from simultaneous demonstrations, capable of deriving con-
trol policies at two distinct levels of representation, encoding joint-actions at trajectory
level and extracting the task structure at symbolic level.
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Furthermore, this thesis contributes an alternative proposition for categorisation of LbD
systems, based on the taxonomy of human-robot interactions, highlighting the key proper-
ties which differentiate the large number of existing LbD approaches from the MRMT-LbD
framework and subsequent studies addressing the central problem of multiple teachers and
multiple learners in LbD.
Additionally, rather than disregarding some of the fundamental questions in LbD, the
MRMT-LbD framework attempts to address, to some extent, all key questions, in contrast
to other LbD approaches, which usually focus on one of the questions only.
A more detailed description of contributions is highlighted in Sections 1.3.1 to 1.3.3.
1.3.1. Analytical
Since very little work has been done addressing the problem of learning group behaviour
from concurrent demonstrations, the literature review described in this thesis presents
contributions such as:
• Identification of limitations of LbD systems if used in MRS, and categorisation of
the key properties of such systems with a focus on multi-robot scenarios, showing
the reasons why the current approaches to robot programming by demonstration are
not suitable for multi-robot scenarios (Chapter 2).
• Characterisation of LbD systems based upon the interaction between the human
teachers and robot learners, emphasising the gap between LbD and MRS and stress-
ing the need for methods such as the proposed MRMT-LbD (Chapter 2).
• Contextualisation of MRS in regards to interaction aspects, as well as from a task-
centred perspective (Chapter 3).
• Determination of key design issues in extending single- to multi-robot multi-teacher
systems (Chapter 4).
• Addressing the design issues of the MRMT-LbD related to observation and embod-
iment mappings between human teachers and robot learners (Chapter 4).
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1.3.2. Algorithmic
• Design and implementation of a non-expert-friendly, modular teleoperation system
which can be used with distinct mobile robotic platforms, from wheeled robots to
unmanned aerial vehicles to humanoid robots (Chapter 5). The teleoperation system
comprises a human-robot interface (client side) and a robot controller (server side),
involving the implementation of algorithms for environment mapping and robot lo-
calisation, object recognition, fast and efficient autonomous collision avoidance and
sensor data visualisation.
• Modification of the algorithm used for group behaviour model adaptation for use with
real data from noisy and realistic scenarios, rather than synthetic data of simulated
virtual agents (Chapter 6).
• Adaptation of the spectral clustering algorithm utilised for group behaviour segmen-
tation, which is not commonly used with real world data, but with synthetic data
from simulated environments (Chapter 7).
Addressing the gap between LbD and MRS, in this thesis pertinent procedures were
formulated for:
• Development of the multi-layered MRMT-LbD framework, combining different levels
of abstraction (Chapter 4).
• Implementation of algorithms for automatic environmental feature extraction (Chap-
ter 6). Such features are the pivotal properties of map topology used to represent
the spatial context wherein the tasks are performed.
• Learning of multi-robot joint-action template models at trajectory level from simul-
taneous demonstrations (Chapter 6).
• Adaptation of modelled group behaviour to different contexts via feature mapping,
resulting in reconstructed trajectories accounting for the environmental changes
(Chapter 6).
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• Learning of multi-robot plans at symbolic level from concurrent demonstrations by
merging action recognition at single-robot level with group behaviour segmentation
(Chapter 7).
1.3.3. Experimental
A series of experimental tests were conducted to validate the proposed methodologies,
such as:
• Comparison of a total of 781, 056 matches of 576 different templates of group be-
haviour to 339 distinct scenarios (targets), which were generated from noisy, real
world data logged by the robots. From this extensive comparison, an analysis of
the different feature extraction methods proposed shows how the number and type
of features affect the resulting modelled group behaviour. In addition, this compre-
hensive comparison presents evidence of the effects of parameters in the adaptation
of modelled group behaviour. What is more, the results confirm the applicability of
the group behaviour model adaptation method utilised.
• Several trials performed in a realistic scenario, where multiple real robots were re-
motely operated by human teachers demonstrating the execution of a complex task,
which involved the search and transportation of a large and heavy object. Empirical
evaluation the results shows that the proposed framework is capable of extracting
reasonable multi-robot plans from demonstrations. Furthermore, these results cor-
roborate the use of the spatiotemporal spectral clustering algorithm with real robots
in a real environment.
• Ample study of the impact of human communication in MRMT-LbD scenarios
(Chapter 8). A total of 12 demonstrations involving 14 participants required to
perform a task involving the search and transportation of a large and heavy ob-
ject through tight and cluttered spaces in a rather large environment. The results
were compared to the impact of robot communication in MRS and were found to
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be consistent with reports from other studies. Moreover, these results suggested no
evidence that communication amongst human teachers significantly affects the time
to complete a task, though there is an indication that this communication may result
in the extraction of better quality multi-robot plans.
• Multifaceted usability testing of the teleoperation system based upon the feedback
of participants who performed the 12 demonstrations described above (Chapter 9).
This user study verify the user workload and focus of attention aspects. The results
confirm that the experimental tests conducted are mentally demanding, requiring a
constant attention to the task, as well as a level of effort to achieve cooperation, hence
not trivial. In addition, the participants were asked to assess usability of the sensor
data types, and the results were taken into consideration for further improvement of
the teleoperation system.
In addition, at the time of writing, part of the work developed in this thesis generated
two publications (Martins and Demiris, 2010b,a).
1.4. Thesis outline
The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows. Firstly, Chapter 2 introduces the
field of LbD, presenting a through categorisation of many studies recently developed,
along with the types of representation commonly used, including a formal model and the
different approaches to encoding information gathered from demonstrations. Secondly,
the field of MRS is presented in Chapter 3, where approaches for categorisation focussed
on interaction types classification of tasks are discussed.
Subsequently, Chapter 4 presents the proposed framework to address the unexplored
problem of learning multi-robot group behaviour from simultaneous demonstrations. Next,
Chapter 5 describes the design issues and implementation of the teleoperation system, its
key features, such as environment mapping, data logging and so forth.
Then, Chapter 6 presents a formal representation for the problem of learning group
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behaviour models from demonstrations, including the automatic environmental feature
extraction, joint-action template generation and adaptation. An exhaustive comparison
of empirical evaluation of methods for feature extraction is presented, as well as a critical
analysis of the parameters which play a key role in the template generation.
Afterwards, Chapter 7 introduces the novel approach to learning multi-robot plans at
symbolic level, combining an extensively studied approach to action recognition at single-
robot level with a spectral clustering algorithm to partition spatiotemporal data taking
into account interaction events amongst robots and objects. In addition, an empirical
evaluation of the approach is carried out.
Later, Chapter 8 describes a case study addressing the impact of communication between
human teachers during demonstrations when using the MRMT-LbD framework.
Subsequently, Chapter 9 presents the multifaceted usability testing conducted to evalu-
ate the teleoperation system described in Chapter 5, as well as to analyse the user workload
and focus of attention in regards to the sensor data available through the human-robot
interface
Lastly, Chapter 10 concludes this thesis and discusses fruitful directions of potential
future research that can be henceforth developed.
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In the robotics field, a remarkable variety of studies make use of correlative denominations
which can be grouped under the umbrella of LbD, such as Programming by Demonstration,
Learning by Observation, Learning by Imitation, Prediction of Intention, Action Recogni-
tion, and so forth. There are, however, differences amongst such terminologies, sometimes
subtle, other times obvious, as further discussed in Billard et al. (2008) and Argall et al.
(2009b).
Despite these distinct denominations, LbD approaches invariably share the same moti-
vation: to devise robotic systems which can be programmed in a human-friendly, intuitive
manner, without the need for expert designers. This is because developing the robots’ un-
derlying capabilities by hand is an overwhelmingly complex and extremely difficult task.
Besides, relying on methods in which robots learn from experience, such as Reinforcement
Learning (Sutton and Barto, 1998), is usually both computationally expensive and incon-
veniently time demanding. For these reasons, providing robots with the ability to learn
from demonstrations is such a desired feature.
2.1. Categorisation of LbD systems
At the present time, there is no standard formal definition or common metrics for eval-
uation and comparison of LbD systems. This is because LbD is such a comprehensive
and multidisciplinary topic, ranging from bio-inspired (Demiris and Khadhouri, 2006) to
probabilistic (Calinon, 2009) approaches. There are, however, specific properties which
can be used to effectively categorise LbD systems, as highlighted in recently published
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survey studies (Billard et al., 2008; Argall et al., 2009b; Billing and Hellstrom, 2010).
2.1.1. The fundamental questions in LbD
Pivotal questions have arisen within the field as an attempt to identify the key elements
which are consistent amongst most studies in LbD. Such questions are:
• Who to imitate (discussed in Chapter 4)
• How to imitate (addressed in Chapter 6)
• What to imitate (addressed in Chapter 7)
• When to imitate (addressed in Chapter 7)
These questions impose remarkable challenges in LbD and most studies invariably focus
on answering solely one of those questions. According to Billard et al. (2008), very little
work addressing the questions Who and When to imitate has been done. Conversely,
a substantial amount of studies have been done addressing What and How to imitate.
Although very generic, the use of these questions as the first step for categorisation of
LbD approaches conveniently narrows down the scope of each study and, therefore, the
fundamental problems being addressed.
Once the questions addressed have been identified, it is possible to further categorise
LbD systems from two distinct, yet correlated, perspectives: representation (Billard et al.,
2008) and computational formulation (Schaal et al., 2003; Argall et al., 2009b).
2.1.2. Representation of behaviours
Regarding the questions What and How, Billard et al. (2008) suggests a categorisation
based on how a skill, that is, a behaviour is represented. Low level representations,
mapping sensor inputs to actuator outputs, are referred to as trajectory level, whereas
behaviours represented at a higher level, such as sequences of discrete actions, are referred
to as symbolic level.
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Figure 2.1.: Distinct levels of representation, adapted from Billard et al. (2008)
At trajectory level (Fig. 2.1a), representations are relative to movements and thus allow
the codification of distinct demonstrations. On the other hand, the higher the complexity
of a demonstration, the harder the modelling and reproduction of such demonstration.
For instance, skills such as drawing simple shapes can easily be modelled by the corre-
spondent trajectories, while skills such as drawing composite shapes (e.g., a house – a
composition of shapes) or, furthermore, hand-writing, requires higher levels of abstraction
to incorporate the representation of such drawings. The work of Wu and Demiris (2010),
for instance, presents an approach in which a humanoid robot learns point-to-point paths
by demonstration in a tic-tac-toe game scenario.
In contrast with trajectory level representations, modelling behaviour at symbolic level
(Fig. 2.1b) requires a repertoire of underlying capabilities to be defined a priori (these
capabilities are also known in the LbD literature as inverse models or the robots’ primitive
behaviours). The resulting model is then represented as an organised sequence of these
capabilities. This way, a symbolic representation has the advantage of modelling decision-
making rules, repetitive loops and hierarchies of primitive behaviours. An example of
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symbolic representations is the work of Kelley et al. (2008), which makes use of Hidden
Markov Models to represent the high level underlying capabilities of a robot observer.
Each of these representations present significant design challenges and, not surprisingly,
very little work appears to have been done proposing an approach which combines both
representations (Billard et al., 2008; Argall et al., 2009b; Billing and Hellstrom, 2010).
2.1.3. Taxonomy of human-robot interactions
In addition to the categorisation aspects discussed above, this thesis suggests a proposition
for categorisation of LbD systems based on the topology of interaction amongst humans
and robots or, in more general terms, teachers and learners. This characteristic has not
been taken into account in most studies in LbD for the simple reason that the vast majority
of approaches consists of one teacher and one learner, which is herein designated as one-to-
one LbD scenarios. In this particular scenario, addressing the question Who to imitate is
trivial, since the learner is usually placed in a well-controlled environment with no external
interference.
As an example, Nicolescu and Mataric (2001) presented a one-to-one approach where
a human acted both as a teacher and collaborator to a mobile robot. The robot matched
predicted resultant state of the human’s movements to the observed state of the envi-
ronment, based on the robot’s underlying capabilities. The robot was able to request
the human’s help to deal with unexpected situations. A method for generalisation from
multiple observations was also presented, by which the robot was able to construct sym-
bolic representations of the demonstrated task oﬄine. An extension of this work, in which
the task representations were constructed online, was presented in Nicolescu and Mataric
(2003).
In contrast with one-to-one, scenarios in which more than one teacher provide learners
with demonstrations, namely many-to-one scenarios, would at first impose the problem of
Who to imitate. However, the few studies addressing such scenarios generally adopt two
distinct approaches to circumvent this problem. In case the demonstrations do not occur
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simultaneously, the problem can be reduced to generalisation of multiple demonstrations,
as in Argall et al. (2009a). In such systems, the main difference in comparison with one-
to-one systems is that the learner is not restricted to one single teacher, but multiple
people demonstrating potentially dissimilar solutions to a task. Other studies tackle the
problem by abstracting the demonstration to group level, modelling group behaviour, as
in Nicolescu et al. (2008), or group formation and manoeuvres, as in Butler and Demiris
(2009), rather than focussing on behaviours at individual level. In the majority of the
studies addressing the many-to-one approach, the demonstrators are likely to either be
unaware or, more crucially, not explicitly cooperating or sharing information with the
learner. For instance, in adversarial games such as football, a coach may recognise a
certain strategy played by the opponents and rapidly counter-act to maximise the chances
of winning.
Notice that, in fact, any LbD system which is capable of generalising a learnt behaviour
from multiple demonstrations can loosely be classified as a many-to-one system. The
main argument in such cases is, in truth, the chief characteristic of many-to-one scenarios:
demonstrations are likely to be from multiples sources which might present very different,
yet reasonable, executions of a particular behaviour. Furthermore, demonstrations from
multiple teachers may take place at the same time.
A third possible scenario is where a teacher demonstrates a behaviour to multiple learn-
ers, denominated one-to-many scenario. Once more, one-to-one scenarios could simply
be extended to one-to-many, as long as the learners are solely focussed on modelling be-
haviour at individual level. Obviously, the key difficulty in this particular scenario is when
robots must share the same workplace and, moreover, cooperate with each other.
After a thorough and comprehensive search, only one approach addressing this scenario
could be found in the literature. The work of Chernova and Veloso (2007b) presents an
approach in which two virtual robots must perform a task of moving a large furniture item
along a corridor. During execution, the robots were able to request demonstrations in case
their confidence level of task execution was lower than a set threshold. Such demonstra-
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Table 2.1.: Characterisation of human-robot interactions in LbD
LbD approaches
teacher ⇔ learner interaction
one ⇔ one one ⇔ many many ⇔ one many ⇔ many
(Nicolescu and Mataric, 2001)
√
– – –
(Ijspeert et al., 2002)
√
– – –
(Nicolescu and Mataric, 2003)
√
– – –
(Olenderski et al., 2005)
√
– – –
(Demiris and Dearden, 2005)
√
– – –
(Johnson and Demiris, 2005)
√
– – –
(Dearden and Demiris, 2005)
√
– – –
(Demiris and Khadhouri, 2006)
√
– – –
(Ekvall and Kragic, 2006)
√
– – –
(Saunders et al., 2006)
√
– – –
(Alissandrakis et al., 2007)
√
– – –
(Chernova and Veloso, 2007a)
√
– – –
(Sweeney and Grupen, 2007)
√
– – –
(Calinon et al., 2007)
√
– – –
(Chernova and Veloso, 2007b)
√ √
– –
(Nicolescu et al., 2008) – –
√
–
(Carlson and Demiris, 2008)
√
– – –
(Argall et al., 2009a) – –
√
–
(Butler and Demiris, 2009) – –
√
–
(Calinon et al., 2010)
√
– – –
(Chernova and Veloso, 2010) –
√
– –
(Wu and Demiris, 2010)
√
– – –
(Martins and Demiris, 2010b)
√
– –
√
tions were then performed by a single teacher, at individual level, hence characterising the
one-to-many scenario. This technique was later on applied to a scenario where two real
humanoid robots performed a ball sorting task (Chernova and Veloso, 2010).
Finally, the scenario which is certainly the most complex, extremely challenging and of
immense importance given its potential applications, the many-to-many scenario. In such
scenario, multiple teachers concurrently perform demonstrations to multiple learners. A
straightforward, yet naive, approach could possibly be extending LbD systems from the
previous scenarios by replicating the learnt behaviour at individual level and, simultane-
ously or in a later stage, share this behaviour amongst learners. However, the learners
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may not necessarily be homogeneous, thus resulting in the well-known central problem
of Transfer of Learning. Furthermore, replicating the learnt behaviour at individual level
does not guarantee cooperative group behaviour, because the learners would only seek in-
dividual objectives, being unaware of others and not concerned about objectives at group
level whatsoever. Learning at individual level solely is hence insufficient, and learning
at group level becomes just as important. What is more, due to demonstrations being
performed simultaneously, Who to imitate must, by some means, be addressed.
Table 2.1 presents a list of selected LbD approaches recently published, along with the
categorisation based on the topology of interactions between teachers and learners.
Although the one-to-one and many-to-one scenarios have been extensively studied
within the field of LbD, the one-to-many scenario has clearly not sufficiently been ex-
plored and, what is more, the many-to-many scenario appears to not have been addressed
in any study found in the literature prior to this thesis.
2.2. Computational formulation
Apart from the properties previously discussed, other studies have addressed the cate-
gorisation of LbD systems with a focus on the computational formulation and techniques
required to implement such systems (Schaal et al., 2003; Alissandrakis et al., 2007; Argall
et al., 2009b; Billing and Hellstrom, 2010).
In Schaal et al. (2003), a formalisation of imitation learning is defined focussed on specific
representations at trajectory level, in which a mapping from observed movements and joint
positions to motor commands, namely control policy, can be derived. A similar notation
is used in Argall et al. (2009b), though the presented formal definition of LbD is not
restricted to low level control policies, but broadly encompasses very different techniques
for policy derivation. This formal definition comprises a set of states S, a set of actions
A and a transition probability function T (s′|s, a) : S × A × S → [0, 1], representing a
mapping between states based on actions. In LbD scenarios, the states are likely to be
partially observable, therefore it is assumed that the learner is only able to perceive a set
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of partially observed states Z from a mapping MO : S → Z. It is thus possible to define
a policy pi : Z → A for action selection, given observations. In addition, a set D of m
demonstrations are provided by teachers, each of them consisting of n pairs of observed
states and actions, so that D : {(zij , aij) : i ∈ 1 . . . n, j ∈ 1 . . .m}, where zij ∈ Z and aij ∈ A.
Although this general formal definition entails all key elements essential to any LbD
system, two major design issues become apparent. Firstly, the mapping MO : S → Z,
and possibly a mapping ME : AT → AL, in case AT 6= AL, that is, the teacher’s set of
actions AT differs from the learner’s set of actions AL due to embodiment disparateness.
Secondly, the methodology employed to derive the policy pi : Z → A. The former relies
on the source of the pairs (z, a) of observations (Section 2.3), whilst the latter depends on
the representation and platform adopted in the system implementation (Section 2.4).
2.3. Methods for collecting demonstrations
Building the set D of demonstrations is not a straightforward procedure. This entails the
analysis of how state observations are carried out and, at the same time, what is the source
of the observed data. Several aspects have great influence in how the demonstration set
is built. The teacher may not be actively and explicitly performing a demonstration. On
the other hand, the teacher may be teleoperating a robot learner and is hence constrained
to the robot’s perceptual and actuation capabilities. The teacher’s awareness, tenacity
and dexterity are also factors which play a major role in determining the quality of a
demonstration. Regardless which task or teacher demonstrating such task, the set of
demonstrations must be of functional use to the learner.
As an illustrative example, let the teacher be a human and the learner be a humanoid
robot, and let the well-known “Blocks-world” be the environment in which a task is demon-
strated. For a human it is a very simple and intuitive endeavour to locate, approach the
hands, grasp, move the block to a desired location, and finally release the block. During
the demonstration, the robot must constantly observe the current state (e.g., the location
of the blocks) and simultaneously recognise the actions being performed by the human
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demonstration 
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behaviour 
recorded 
behaviour 
learner’s 
correspondent 
behaviour 
Observation Mapping Embodiment Mapping 
Figure 2.2.: Internal diagrammatic representation of the demonstration block
(e.g., grasp block). Even in this simplified scenario, a mismatch in perceptual and actua-
tion capabilities between human and robot is almost certainly unavoidable. This mismatch
imposes the widely recognised correspondence problem (Nehaniv and Dautenhahn, 2002),
which, in this thesis, is decomposed into two distinct mappings which assemble the inner
building blocks of the demonstration block, as can be seen in Fig. 2.2.
The perceptual mismatch defines the observation mapping MO : S → Z of finding the
corresponding state s given an observation z, whilst the actuation mismatch, caused by
embodiment dissimilarities, determines the embodiment mapping ME : AT → AL of find-
ing an action aL in the learner’s set of actions AL which corresponds to the action aT
demonstrated by the teacher. These mappings may not be necessary and the correspon-
dence problem can be, up to an extent, circumvented. In cases when the set of states S
maps directly to observed states in Z, the observation mapping is MO ≡ IO, where IO is
the identity mapping of observations. Likewise, when the teacher’s actions in AT match
exactly to the learner’s actions in AL, the embodiment mapping is ME ≡ IE , with IE
representing the identity mapping of actions.
Interestingly, the embodiment mapping also allows a clear separation between demon-
stration and imitation. In demonstration, a robot learner experiences the task demonstra-
tion from its own sensors, hence resulting in a direct mapping AT → AL and, consequently,
ME ≡ IE . Conversely, in imitation a robot observes the teacher demonstrating the task
from a different perspective. The robot must be able to recognise the teacher’s actions and,
based on the representation level utilised, match to its underlying capabilities, resulting
in ME 6= IE .
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Figure 2.3.: Observation vs. Embodiment mappings, adapted from Argall et al. (2009b)
The separation between demonstration and imitation is illustrated in Fig. 2.3, along
with the intersection of the observation and embodiment mappings. The combination of
both, either or neither of these mappings perspicuously defines four potential platforms
for experimentation, which are detailed below:
• teleoperation: in this platform the task execution is demonstrated by controlling the
robot remotely. The teacher is restricted to the robot learner’s perceptual capabili-
ties, thus MO ≡ IO. Similarly, the teacher can only perform actions which the robot
learner is also able to perform, hence ME ≡ IE . An example is the work of Sweeney
and Grupen (2007), where demonstrations are generated by teleoperating a robot
(with two arms with seven degrees of freedom, each equipped with three-fingered
hand with four degrees of freedom) during a grasping task.
• shadowing : akin to the teleoperation platform, in this platform the robot experiences
the task execution through its own sensors, resulting in ME ≡ IE . However, in this
case the teacher is not constrained to the robot’s perceptual capabilities and teacher
and robot observations are made from different perspectives, causing MO 6= IO. In
the work presented in Calinon et al. (2007) a teacher manually guides a humanoid
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robot’s arms through the motion during demonstration. Whilst the robot experi-
ences the actions being performed from its embodiment, the teacher’s perception is
the human vision, in contrast with robotic vision based on image processing.
• sensors on teacher : this platform is exactly the opposite of shadowing. Sensors are
carefully placed on the teacher so that all necessary state variables are collected. The
work of Ijspeert et al. (2002) is an example of this platform, in which the human
teacher wore a suit which records joint-angle data of 35 degrees of freedom, providing
all the relevant state variables and thus MO ≡ IO. However, the real humanoid robot
in used had only 30 degrees of freedom, hence requiring embodiment mapping and
resulting in ME 6= IE .
• external observation: certainly the most challenging of all platforms. In this plat-
form, the robot learner observes the teacher demonstrating a task normally using a
camera, relying in computer vision algorithms and image processing to observe the
current state, causing MO 6= IO. Furthermore, teacher’s and robot’s embodiments
are dissimilar, which results in ME 6= IE . In Demiris and Khadhouri (2006) a hu-
man teacher demonstrated an object pick-up task represented at symbolic level to
a Peoplebot robot, which consists of a mobile base and and a two degree of freedom
gripper. Using a camera, the robot was able to track the human hand and object
of interest, then internally simulate the execution of all its primitive behaviours to
find the best matching action.
Once the platform and respective mappings are defined, n state-action pairs of obser-
vations (z, a) can be collected from the beginning to the end of a task execution, forming
a demonstration d. Repeatably collecting m demonstrations results in the demonstration
set D : {(zij , aij) : i ∈ 1 . . . n, j ∈ 1 . . .m}, previously defined in Section 2.2.
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Fig. 2. Policy derivation using the generalization approach of determining (a) an approximation to the state→ actionmapping function, (b) a dynamics model of the system
and (c) a plan of sequenced actions.
• Plans (Section 4.3) : Demonstration data, and often additional
user intention information, is used to learn rules that as-
sociate a set of pre- and post-conditions with each action
(L({preC, postC}|a)), and possibly a sparsified state dynamics
model (T (s￿|s, a)). A sequence of actions is then planned using
this information.
Returning again to our example, suppose a mapping function
approach is used to derive the policy. A function f () : Z → A is
learned that maps the observed state of the world, for example
the 3D location of the robot’s end effector, to an action which
guides the learner towards the goal state, for example the desired
end effector motor speed. Consider instead using a system model
approach. Here a state transition model T (s￿|s, a) is learned, for
example that taking the pick up action when in state box on table
results in state box held by robot. Using this model, the derived
policy indicates the best action to take when in a given state, to
guide the robot towards the goal state. Finally, consider using a
planning approach. The pre- and post-conditions of executing an
action L({preC, postC}|a) are learned from the demonstrations. For
example, the pick up action requires the box on table pre-condition,
and results in the box held by robot post-condition. A planner uses
this learned information to produce a sequence of actions that ends
with the robot in the goal state. Each of the three approaches are
discussed in detail within Section 4.
2.3.2. Dataset limitations
Training examples obtained from demonstration are inherently
limited by the performance of the teacher. In many domains,
it is possible that this teacher performance is suboptimal when
compared with the abilities of the learner. For example, a human
teacher may not be physically able to execute actions as quickly
or accurately as a robot. Since the learner derives its policy from
these examples, the performance of this policy is therefore also
limited by the teacher’s abilities. Many LfD learning systems,
however, have been augmented to enable learner performance
to improve beyond what was provided in the demonstration
dataset. Examples include the incorporation of teacher advice
or Reinforcement Learning techniques. These approaches are
discussed in depth within Section 5.
3. Gathering examples: How the dataset is built
In this section, we discuss various techniques for executing
and recording demonstrations. The LfD dataset is composed of
state–action pairs recorded during teacher executions of the
desired behavior. Exactly how they are recorded, and what the
teacher uses as a platform for the execution, varies greatly across
approaches. Examples range from sensors on the robot learner
recording its own actions as it is passively teleoperated by the
teacher, to a camera recording a human teacher as she executes
the behavior with her own body.
For LfD to be successful, the states and actions in the learning
dataset must be usable by the student. In themost straightforward
setup, the states and actions of the teacher executionsmap directly
to the learner. In reality, however, a direct mapping will often not
be possible, as the learner and teacher will likely differ in sensing
ormechanics. For example, a robot learner’s camerawill not detect
state changes in the same manner as a human teacher’s eyes, nor
will its gripper apply force in the same manner as a human hand.
The challenges which arise from these differences are referred to
broadly as Correspondence Issues [5].
3.1. Correspondence
The issue of correspondence deals with the identification of
a mapping between the teacher and the learner that allows the
transfer of information from one to the other. In this survey, we
define correspondence with respect to two mappings, shown in
Fig. 3: the record mapping, and the embodiment mapping.
• The Record Mapping (Teacher Execution → Recorded Execu-
tion) refers to whether the exact states/actions experienced by
the teacher during the demonstration execution are recorded
within the dataset.
• The Embodiment Mapping (Recorded Execution → Learner)
refers towhether the states/actions recordedwithin the dataset
are exactly those that the learner would observe/execute.
When the record mapping is the identity I(z, a), the states/
actions experienced by the teacher during execution are directly
recorded in the dataset. Otherwise this teacher information is
encoded according to some record mapping function gR(z, a) ￿=
I(z, a), and this encoded information is recorded within the
dataset. Similarly, when the embodiment mapping is the identity
I(z, a), the states/actions in the dataset map directly to the
learner. Otherwise the embodiment mapping consists of some
function gE(z, a) ￿= I(z, a). For any given learning system, it
is possible to have neither, either or both of the record and
embodiment mappings be the identity. Note that the mappings
do not change the content of the demonstration data, but only
the reference frame within which it is represented. Fig. 4 shows
the intersection of these configurations, which we discuss further
within subsequent sections.
The embodiment mapping is particularly important when con-
sidering real robots, compared with simulated agents. Since actual
robots execute real actions within a physical environment, provid-
ing them with a demonstration involves a physical execution by
the teacher. Learning within this setting depends heavily upon an
Figur 2.4.: Block di gram of policy derivation approaches, from Argall et al. (2009b)
2.4. From demo strations to underlying capabilities
A meaningful and functional set of demonstrations is crucial for a robot learner to derive
an action selection policy. Once the set D of demonstrations is gathered, a control policy
pi : Z → A can then be derived from this set, mapping the observed data within the
demonstration set to the robot learner’s underlying apabilities.
A remarkable variety of learning techniques can be applied to yield an appropriate
control policy. These techniques can be conventionally categorised into three general
approaches to policy learning. This categorisation was originally detailed in Schaal et al.
(2003), and further explored in Saunders et al. (2006), Argall et al. (2009b), and also in
Billing and Hellstrom (2010), with the last two presenting slightly different terminologies
compared to the first study mentioned. At the time the work of Schaal et al. (2003) was
developed, many innova ve LbD studies were yet to be developed, such as the probabilistic
approach presented in Calinon et al. (2010). For this reason, the terminology hereafter
adopted is the one presented in Argall et al. (2009b), slightly more coherent with recent
studies, including this thesis. The three general approaches are det iled below, an the
respective block diagrams is depicted in Fig. 2.4:
(a) Mapping function (also known as direct policy learning): in this approach, given the
pairs (z, a) from a demonstration set D, observe states z ∈ Z are mapped directly
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to actions a ∈ AL, deriving the control policy in the form of a mapping function
pi ≡ f() : Z → AL.
(b) System model (also called model-based policy learning): as the name suggests, a pre-
dictive model of the environment dynamics, namely a transition probability function
T (s′|s, a), is approximated using the set of demonstrations D. According to Schaal
et al. (2003), given the knowledge of the task objective, a policy mapping observations
to the robot learner’s primitive behaviours can be derived using reinforcement learning
techniques. Hence, the task goal can be defined, for example, as a reward function
R(s).
(c) Planning : this approach is normally used when the task representation is defined at
a symbolic level. The demonstration set is used to learn rules for each action in the
form of pre-conditions and post-conditions, extracting the task structure (also called
plan). This plan is simply a list L({preC, postC}|a) of actions that must be executed
in sequence in order to solve the demonstrated task. A sparse transition probability
function T (s′|s, a) may also be modelled instead of, or along with the list L to represent
the derived policy.
All the three approaches aforementioned are indeed correlated to a representation level.
Although Planning is invariably represented at symbolic level, the two other approaches
may be defined at either level of representation. A fact worth of attention is that the vast
majority of studies in LbD do not normally combine different representations. Hierarchical
approaches, such as the HAMMER architecture (Demiris and Khadhouri, 2006), are an
exception because they intrinsically consist of distinct levels of abstraction. However, most
hierarchical approaches are normally restricted to learning solely one control policy from
demonstrated data.
In addition to the analysis of LbD systems, the development of a many-to-many frame-
work for LbD requires the study and categorisation of MRS approaches, which is the topic
of the next Chapter.
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The well-established field of MRS has significantly been growing in interest for the past
two decades. This extensively studied area of robotics has been attracting the attention
of researchers due to its potential applications in a remarkable variety of domains.
Despite the large number of studies and substantial research developments in MRS,
a variety of scientific and technical challenges remain open, from the design and imple-
mentation to evaluation of MRS. These challenges include control paradigms suitable for
real time applications, the combination of distributed sensing and actuation capabilities,
human-robot interfaces for teleoperation and supervision, inter-robot communications and
so forth, as highlighted in recently published studies (Veloso and Nardi, 2006; Kitts and
Egerstedt, 2008; Parker, 2008b).
3.1. Multi-agent vs. multi-robot systems
Although MRS can be considered as multi-agent systems, the approaches and techniques
for coordination and cooperation developed in the field of multi-agent systems are generally
not well suited to cope with the real world uncertainty and model incompleteness which
are intrinsic, key elements of robotics (Veloso and Nardi, 2006).
This is, perhaps, because real robotics systems face the inherent stochasticity and nois-
iness of the real world. What is more, the hardware unpredictability upon environmental
changes and loss of effectiveness are factors extremely difficult to model and simulate.
Some examples are the sensitivity to temperature variation of gyroscope sensors, drastic
changes in luminosity negatively affecting computer vision systems, and random spurious
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sensor readings and hardware failures. In addition, real robotics systems have limited
resources (e.g., limited battery and embedded processing power) and, more importantly,
are likely required to run in real time.
In MRS, the robots may be physically identical or may have different configurations, such
as distinct sensors and actuators, mobility and cognitive capabilities. However, forming a
homogeneous group is unfeasible due to the effects of the real world in MRS just discussed.
As a consequence, MRS are inevitably composed of heterogeneous robots (Balch and
Parker, 2002).
3.2. Single- vs. multi-robot systems
In comparison with single-robot systems, MRS offer a significant number of advantages and
additional capabilities, such as redundancy, flexible reconfigurability, increased throughput
and spatial coverage, heterogeneity in regards to sensors and actuators, among others.
Juxtaposed with single-robot applications, MRS present several benefits and motiva-
tions. Tasks which are too complex to be accomplished by a single robot, or tasks which
nature is inherently distributed directly benefit from employing multiple robots. Besides,
several resource-bound robots are more cost effective and easier to build than powerful,
complex and expensive single-robot systems. Furthermore, increase in robustness and
fault-tolerance through redundancy of resource and capabilities is another striking and
desirable feature of MRS over single-robot systems. These advantages may not only in-
crease the chances of successfully completing such task, but also speed up the time to
complete a task.
3.3. Potential applications and domains
The applications of MRS range from local and remote sensing to physical manipulation
of objects, such as cleanup of hazardous waste, and so forth. The domains for such
applications range from human-friendly to hostile environments, such as search and rescue,
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manufacturing lines, space exploration , surveillance and the widely recognised RoboCup1
domains, which comprises not only the well-known robot soccer competitions, but also the
Robocup Rescue (search and rescue domain) and Robocup @Home (service and assistive
robots for domestic applications).
There are several groups of tasks found in the literature which are the most commonly
utilised test beds in MRS. These tasks represent specific challenging problems which re-
main open and are of great relevance to the applications and domains previously described.
Some of these groups are now briefly discussed. Other groups of tasks, such as robot soccer
and multi-robot path planning, are discussed in detail in Farinelli et al. (2004) and Parker
(2008b).
3.3.1. Foraging and coverage
In MRS, foraging consists of a group of robots collecting objects spread over the envi-
ronment. Particularly popular in swarm robotics, this task is widely utilised due to its
analogies with applications such as hazardous waste cleaning, mine clearing, search and
rescue and so forth. A central problem in this task is to avoid robots interfering with other
robots during task execution. The behaviour of the robots is generally weakly cooperative,
meaning that robot actions at individual level are not usually synchronised with actions
of other robots.
The coverage task presents similar issues to foraging, but with a difference in the task
objectives. In this task the robots are required to visit all places in the environment as the
main objective. Surveillance is a potential application of the coverage task. In addition,
the robots may execute continuous actions during coverage, such as searching for victims
and objects in a search and rescue scenario, or floor cleaning and lawn mowing.
1http://www.robocup.org
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3.3.2. Exploration and flocking
Exploration and flocking share the common feature of requiring strong coordination and
position awareness amongst robots, differing mostly in how these tasks are realised.
In flocking, the robots must keep a short enough distance from each other whilst moving
around the environment, thus forming a flock. Multi-robot formation control can be seen
as a subset of flocking, with the main difference that robots should preserve a stricter
distance and relative position to others. An example of a potential application of flocking
and formation control is transshipment in harbours and airports, as well as robot soccer.
According to Parker (2008b), studies flocking and formation control in MRS are mostly
based on behaviour- and rule-based approaches and control theoretic principles.
Regarding exploration, map building is, perhaps, the most common application. In such
tasks, the robots must localise themselves whilst exploring an unknown environment and,
at the same time, keep track of the other robots’ location, incrementally building the map
of the environment. Although simultaneous localisation and mapping (SLAM) has been
extensively explored in single-robot systems, relatively few real-world implementations
of MRS for cooperative SLAM. This is due to the high level of complexity of this task
(Parker, 2008b).
3.3.3. Multi-target observation
The task of multi-target observation was first introduced in Parker and Emmons (1997),
also known as cooperative multi-robot observation of multiple moving targets (CMOMMT).
This task requires strong coordination amongst robots to monitor multiple targets moving
through the environment. The robots must maximise the amount of time each moving
target is being observed by at least one robot. The coordination between robots involves
sharing location and motion with each other, as well as the switching of targets being
observed. Possible applications range from security and surveillance to herd monitoring,
using not only ground mobile robots, but also unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).
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3.3.4. Box pushing and object transportation
This set of tasks is a very popular, extensively studied test bed, since strong, constant
coordination and cooperation are required. Usually, MRS performing box pushing op-
erate under the assumption that the box is too heavy or too lengthy to be moved by a
single robot. The robots must jointly push boxes to reach a specific configuration, or a
determined location. In some cases there are multiple boxes to be moved, with ordering
dependencies which restrict the sequence of motions. In addition, a specified path may be
necessary to be followed. Motion planning and coordination, as well as formation control,
are some examples of key issues that must be addressed in this test bed. In regards to
real world applications, some examples are warehouse stocking, transportation of heavy
objects in industrial environments and so forth.
3.4. Categorisation of multi-robot systems
The design and implementation of MRS involve addressing numerous aspects which depend
on application and domain. This section presents a brief discussion of categorisation of
MRS relevant to the scope of this thesis. Further details can be found in the vast literature
of the field, e.g. Balch and Parker (2002), Yang and Gu (2004), Farinelli et al. (2004),
Sycara and Sukthankar (2006), Parker (2008a), and Parker (2008b).
3.4.1. Inter-robot interaction types
In Parker (2008a), a categorisation of the primary kinds of interaction that can possibly
occur in typical applications of MRS is presented. This categorisation is based on three
distinct features: the type of goals, awareness of other robots in the group, and finally
whether the actions of a robot advance the goals of other robots within the group. It is
worth mentioning that a very similar taxonomy to interaction types was also presented in
Farinelli et al. (2004).
In regards to the type of goals, the robots may have individual or shared goals. With
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other’s capabilities in order to accomplish a joint task, such as
pushing a box (e.g., [39]), cleaning up a worksite (e.g., [82]),
performing search and rescue (e.g., [77]), or extra-planetary
exploration (e.g., [103]). In these systems, robots may at times
be working on different parts of the higher level goal, and thus
may at times have to ensure that they share the workspace
without interfering with each other. However, the majority
of the work of the robots is focused on working together to
achieve a common goal.
A third type of interaction in systems of distributed intel-
ligence occurs when robots have individual goals, they are
aware of their teammates, and their actions do help advance
the goals of others. This part of the domain space is typically
called collaborative, and is characterized by entities helping
each other to achieve their individual, yet compatible, goals.
While closely associated to the cooperative domain space, we
make a distinction here to focus on the ability of entities to
work together to help others better achieve their individual
goals. In human research teams, we are familiar with the
concept of collaboration, in which each person brings unique
expertise that helps the team as a whole achieve a broader ob-
jective. Each team member has his/her own goal of performing
his/her own aspect of the research, but by working together
with others with complementary expertise, each can help the
other members better achieve their individual goals. Of course,
most of these collaborations are also cooperative, and it is
possible to turn a collaborative team into a cooperative team
by simply viewing the team goals from a higher perspective.
A multi-robot example of a collaborative team is a group of
robots that each must reach specified goal positions that are
unique to each member. If robots are unable to reach their
goal positions independently, due to sensor limitations, they
could work together with other robots by sharing sensory
capabilities to help all team members reach their individual
goal locations. This type of collaboration is sometimes called
coalition formation, and has been illustrated in multi-robot
systems in [85], [119].
Finally, the fourth type of interaction relevant to distributed
intelligence is what we call coordinative. In these systems,
entities are aware of each other, but they do not share a
common goal, and their actions are not helpful to other team
members. In multi-robot systems, these situations often occur
when robots share a common workspace. The robots must
work to coordinate their actions to minimize the amount of
interference between themselves and other robots. Multi-robot
path planning techniques (e.g., [56], [43], [1], [25], [86], [88],
[19], [107], [53], [93], [63]) or traffic control techniques (e.g.,
[40], [54], [66], [3], [125], [121]) are commonly used in these
domains.
As a side note, we could have extended the third axis of
our domain space to categorize systems based on whether they
(1) positively affect the goals of other entities, (2) have no
effect on the goals of other entities, or (3) negatively effect
the goals of other entities. Then, we could create a new type
of interaction in which entities have individual goals, they
are aware of each other, but their actions have a negative
effect on others’ goals. This defines the adversarial domain, in
which entities actively work against each other. In multi-robot
Fig. 2. Categorization of types of interactions in systems of distributed
intelligence.
systems, this topic is studied extensively in the multi-robot
soccer application domain (e.g., [55], [15], [118], [101]). This
form of interaction also has clear relevance for many security
and military applications.
Understanding the types of interactions that we want to
achieve in a distributed intelligence system can provide in-
sights into the appropriate solution strategy. The following
section outlines some common paradigms for distributed in-
telligence that can achieve these varying types of interactions
in multi-robot systems.
III. PARADIGMS FOR DISTRIBUTED INTELLIGENCE
Just as there are many types of interactions in systems of
distributed intelligence, there are also many paradigms for
achieving distributed intelligence. Each paradigm abstracts
the problem space in a different way, enabling the system
designer to view the system from a perspective that sheds
light on proper solution strategies. Often, these paradigms take
inspiration from societies of insects, or societies of humans.
Not all paradigms are appropriate for all types of interaction
dynamics. In this section, we outline some of the more
common paradigms for distributed intelligence, especially
focusing on their relevance to multi-robot systems. Note that a
fundamental challenge in all of these paradigms is determining
how best to achieve global coherence from the interaction
of entities at the local level. By abstracting the problem in
different ways, alternative solution strategies become apparent
that can help address this challenge.
Three commonly used paradigms for building systems of
distributed intelligence include:
• Bioinspired, emergent swarms paradigm,
• Organizational and social paradigms, and
• Knowledge-based, ontological, and semantic paradigms.
The following subsections outline these paradigms in more
detail.
A. Bioinspired, emergent swarms paradigm
The behavioristic approach to autonomous robot control that
gained popularity beginning in the 1980’s [13] has its roots
Figure 3.1.: Categorisation of kinds of interaction in MRS, from Parker (2008a)
respect to awareness of other robots, the robots may either be aware (e.g., when two robots
are jointly pushing a box), or not aware of other robots’ location and actions for decision-
making purposes. Finally, the third feature separates systems in which the actions of
robots advance the (usually shared) goals of others fro systems in which the actions of
the robots o not influe ce each other’s goals at all (e.g., vacuum cleaning robots covering
a specific area results in no need for the other robots to clean the same spot). Fig. 3.1
illustrates these three dimensions, where each axis represents one of the features described.
Based on these three characteristics, four common forms of interaction can be de-
fined (Parker, 2008 ):
• Collective: this is, perhaps, the simplest kind of interaction. In this particular case,
the robots are not aware of others, that is, they do not take the other robots’ location
and actions into ac ount for r as ing purposes, but only for active behaviours
suc as collision avoidance. However, the robots do share the same objectives, and
their actions advance the objectives of other robots within the group. According
to Parker (2008a), collective MRS typically employ relatively simple control laws.
Applications and domains range from foraging to flocking and herding
• Cooperative: robots working in cooperation share a common goal, are also aware of
other robots and, additionally, benefit from each other’s actions. An example is a
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group of robots working together, reasoning about other robots’ status and actions
in order to accomplish a joint task, such as search and rescue, or box pushing. In
these situations, robots may at times work towards individual goals, representing
distinct sub-tasks of the higher level objective, but still sharing the same workspace
with other robots. Furthermore, robots may need to form coalitions on demand,
depending on the task requirements.
• Collaborative: in this scenario, robots pursue individual goals, while still aware of
other robots and, more importantly, helping advance the goals of the others. The
main distinction of collaborative MRS is the ability of the robots to work together
helping others better achieve the individual goals, without directly benefitting from
it. A collaborative MRS can be turned into a cooperative MRS by simply abstracting
the goals of the group to a higher perspective level. Similarly, a collective system
can be turned into a collaborative system. Robots performing individual tasks, but
sharing sensory capabilities with others for localisation purposes, is an example of a
collaborative MRS.
• Coordinative: such interaction usually occur when robots are sharing a workspace,
but have different goals and their actions do not help advancing the goals of the
others. The robots must be aware of each other’s location and actions so that they
do not interfere with each other (e.g., to avoid navigation deadlocks). As discussed
in Parker (2008a), coordinative MRS are normally focussed on multi-robot path
planning and traffic control.
An extension of the third axis, whether actions of a robot advance the goals of others,
is also briefly discussed in Parker (2008a). This extension suggests a categorisation such
that the actions of a robot would positively affect, negatively affect, or have no effect to
other robots. As a result, another kind of interaction could be defined, where robots would
negatively affect others. This kind of interaction is the well-known adversarial scenario,
which has been vastly explored in the robot soccer domain.
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3.4.2. Task-centred taxonomy
In addition to the interaction aspects, the categorisation of MRS can be analysed from a
task-centred perspective.
Recalling the cooperative kind of interaction from Section 3.4.1, the robots share a
common goal. However, because the common goal may be represented at a higher level
of abstraction, the robots may work on individual goals which altogether will result in
the achieving the shared goal. A central problem in MRS is defining which robot should
pursue which individual goal, well-known as multi-robot task allocation (MRTA).
The work of Gerkey and Mataric (2004) presents a taxonomy to analyse and categorise
the different approaches to MRTA, focussing the task characteristics and suggesting three
main dimensions:
• single-task (ST) versus multi-task (MT) robots, which defines whether robots are
capable of executing more than one task at the same time.
• single-robot (SR) versus multi-robot (MR) tasks, designating if a task execution
requires one or multiple robots.
• instantaneous assignment (IA) versus time-extended assignment (TA), specifying
whether the available information concerning the robots, the task and the envi-
ronment allows an instantaneous assignment of tasks to robots, or permits a more
elaborate planning for subsequent allocations. TA denotes that further informa-
tion is available (e.g., the set of all tasks required to be allocated), or a model of
which tasks are expected to arrive over time (e.g., a transition probability function
modelling the environment dynamics).
The same taxonomy is adopted and further discussed in Farinelli et al. (2004) and
Dias et al. (2005). A particular MRTA problem can thus be represented by a 3-tuple of
two-letter abbreviations drawn from the above list. As an example, a problem in which
multi-robot tasks must be allocated once to single-robot tasks denoted ST-MR-IA (Gerkey
and Mataric, 2004).
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Although MRS and LbD systems share a common ground in human-robot interaction
(HRI), no further correlation has been sufficiently explored. In fact, the overlap between
LbD and MRS is virtually non-existent.
From a LbD systems perspective, the only study involving multiple robots is the one-
to-many approach presented in Chernova and Veloso (2007b), which was subsequently
extended in Chernova and Veloso (2008) and further detailed in Chernova and Veloso
(2010). The primitive behaviours were represented at symbolic level and demonstrations
were collected via a human-computer interface akin to teleoperation. A policy was hence
derived using Gaussian Mixture Models as a mapping function. The system was validated
in two distinct ST-SR-IA tasks, a collective ball sorting and a coordinative homing task.
Regarding MRS, the problem of multi-robot control and its scaling effects have been
the focus of several studies. Making use of the USARSIM1 (an urban search and rescue
simulator well-known within the MRS field) researchers presented a HRI study compar-
ing autonomous, manual (many-to-many operators-to-robots) and mixed (one-to-many
operator-to-robots) teleoperation of a small group of robots searching for victims (Wang
and Lewis, 2007b), as well as during a multi-robot box pushing task (Wang and Lewis,
2007a), concluding that mixed control presented better results. The scaling effects were
then analysed in Velagapudi et al. (2008), where participants were requested to control
groups composed of four, eight and twelve robots whilst searching for victims in the
1http://usarsim.sourceforge.net/wiki/index.php/Main_Page
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USARSIM simulator. The outcome showed that controlling a group of eight robots re-
sulted in better performance for that particular situation.
Considering the studies aforementioned, some key elements are worth highlighting.
Firstly, they are all developed upon a teleoperation system. Secondly, the task overload
when a human is required to control more than one robot significantly impacts perfor-
mance and, finally, the overlap between LbD and MRS is particularly constrained to HRI
elements. Therefore, it is clear that the many-to-many topology of human-robot interac-
tions in LbD has not been not studied prior to this thesis. The remainder of this chapter
presents the design issues and underlying elements involved in the development of the pro-
posed Multi-robot, Multi-teacher Learning by Demonstration (MRMT-LbD) framework.
4.1. Terminology adopted for MRMT-LbD
So far, terms such as task and behaviours were coherently used in accordance with the
context of the referred studies. However, the terminology for MRMT-LbD adopted in this
thesis differs slightly from other works in LbD and MRS, mainly due to the integration of
both topics.
Therefore, in the context of this thesis, the following terminology is used:
• behaviour : also denoted as primitive behaviour, used interchangeably with the terms
inverse model and action. Behaviours are the learner’s underlying capabilities, that
is, what the learner knows how to execute. Behaviours may be represented at single-
robot level or multi-robot level (joint-action).
• task : a problem specification. Complex tasks may be decomposed into smaller sub-
tasks akin to primitive behaviours. Simple tasks, on the other hand, may represent
one isolated action or joint-action.
• plan: a solution for a problem specification, also called task structure, represented
at symbolic level. This solution is in the form of a sequence of executed behaviours
along time, which have been demonstrated as a solution to the problem. In SR tasks,
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(b) Illustration of teacher-robot pairs
Figure 4.1.: The MRMT-LbD framework
a plan encompasses a sequence of actions for a single robot. For MR tasks, a plan
(or multi-robot plan) consists of a set of single-robot plans for each robot present in
the demonstration.
4.2. From single- to multi-robot, multi-teacher systems
The novel MRMT-LbD class of problems not only inherits the design issues from LbD
systems, but also poses the problems found in MRS. As a consequence, tightly cooperative
and time-sparse collaborative group behaviour become the most important information to
be learnt. In its most general diagrammatic decomposition, a MRMT-LbD framework
consists of blocks responsible for perceiving humans actions along with the environment,
another block for processing the perceived information, and an interface with the robots’
actuators, as depicted in Fig. 4.1a.
The information to be encoded by MRMT-LbD frameworks is a fusion of human actions
at individual and group level. Therefore, learning at single-robot level must occur alongside
learning at group level, stating the complexity of the problem. Taking advantage of
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the successful studies developed in LbD to date, the starting point for the design of the
proposed framework is the one-to-one scenario, which guarantees learning at single-robot
level. Next, a many-to-many scenario is defined by pairing human teachers and robot
learners, thus requiring as many teachers as there are robot learners, as illustrated in
Fig. 4.1b. Organising humans and robots in pairs presents the advantage of directly
addressing the fundamental question of who to imitate, since the robot learner will always
be focussed on modelling the behaviour of the human teacher controlling it. In addition,
central problems such as focus of attention of the robot learner, as well as human teacher’s
task overload are avoided.
It is worth noticing that even though a human is only teaching one robot directly, the
performed actions will indirectly influence all the robots participating on the learning
process. This is due to the inherent properties of group work, which require active inter-
action between all teachers and all robots. Current one-to-one LbD systems are not able
to encode these features, and the key challenge in designing MRMT-LbD frameworks is
devising the ability to encode such characteristics.
4.3. Design issues in MRMT-LbD frameworks
There are several fundamental questions which must be addressed, alongside methodolo-
gies to be adopted when designing and implementing LbD systems. The same procedure
applies to the development of a MRMT-LbD framework.
The development of a system capable of capturing the interaction aspects of a group
work is strongly dependent upon the platform utilised for experimentation. As previously
discussed in Section 3.3, the main advantages and greatest contributions of MRS become
clearly visible in potential applications where it is safer and/or more affordable to deploy
robots rather than humans. Furthermore, teleoperation systems are widely used in both
LbD and MRS areas. In addition, the use of teleoperation theoretically resolves the
correspondence problems related to the observation and embodiment mappings.
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Figure 4.2.: Environment perception through multiple sensors
4.3.1. Human- vs. robot-centred perception
Platforms for teleoperation usually provide restricted perception of the remote environ-
ment in which a robot is inserted. However, depending upon the application and the
environment, the human may well be strategically positioned in such a way that global,
unrestricted observation is possible.
Hence, the first design issue to be addressed is the human vs. robot-centred perception:
• allow the human teacher to observe the environment with own senses; or
• restrict perception to robot-mediated data.
While the former statement results in a simplified system, the potential applications of
MRS aforementioned inevitably fall into the latter. Furthermore, restricting the teacher
to robot-mediated data allows the observation mapping to be MO u IO. This mapping is
still only approximately equivalent to the identity mapping. This is due to the remarkable
human capability of processing visual information, which currently cannot be matched by
any robotic system. The disadvantage in this case is the fact that both teacher and robot
must operate in a partially observable environment, which is extremely challenging and
results in a non-trivial mapping MO : S → Z.
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Figure 4.3.: Diagram of human actions space vs. observable data
The teleoperation system implemented in this thesis provides the human only with the
remote perception that the robot can acquire locally through its sensors (the human is
“placed into the robot’s perceptual shoes”). The illustration shown in Fig. 4.2 is an ex-
pansion of the environment perception block to illustrate the sensor capabilities usually
available to the robot learner and, consequently, the information provided to the human
teacher. Detailed information regarding the features and implementation of the teleoper-
ation system used as the platform for experimentation is presented in Chapter 5.
4.3.2. Observations of human behaviour
Another key issue in designing a MRMT-LbD framework based on teleoperation is related
to which commands should be available to the teacher for controlling the robot. Notice that
the human actions are not directly observable to the robots. Although the human teachers
are “placed into the robots’ perceptual shoes”, a robot has access only to its teleoperator
commands, rather than the human’s intended actions. The diagram in Fig. 4.3 illustrates
this problem. From the human’s perspective, visible and deliberate, as well as hidden
and unintentional actions may compose the set of possible human actions. On the other
hand, from the robot’s perspective, the actions must be inferred based upon the control
commands received from the teacher only.
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In order to define this set of commands, two possible methods can be applied:
• send commands which represent the robot’s underlying capabilities; or
• send control signals, such as velocity motor commands.
The former assumption is coherent with most LbD methods, as the human actions ob-
served by the robot must then be matched to the robot’s primitive behaviours. These
commands are normally represented at a high level of abstraction in the form of way-
points (Balakirsky et al., 2007), or at symbolic level (Chernova and Veloso, 2010). How-
ever, the human would suffer from the undesired consequence of being limited to few,
inflexible hand-coded actions pre-programmed into the robots. These actions are not only
application- and domain-specific, but also dependent upon the robot’s hardware charac-
teristics.
Conversely, the latter possibility allows humans to play with a full repertoire of manoeu-
vres the robot is able to execute, resulting in an embodiment mapping ME u IE , being
only restricted to environmental conditions. Similarly to the observation mapping, in this
case the embodiment mapping is only approximately equivalent to the identity mapping.
This is caused by the robot’s limited perceptual capabilities (e.g., even though constrained
to robot-mediated perception, the human may recognise an object of interest earlier and
faster than the robot), thus likely resulting in a mismatch.
The implemented teleoperation system makes use of the worthwhile feature of sending
joystick commands in the form of vectorial velocities, even though matching motor com-
mands to the robot’s primitive behaviours is a more complex issue. By doing so, the tele-
operation system, and consequently the MRMT-LbD framework herein proposed, benefits
from two features of significant importance. Firstly, the teleoperation system implemented
in this thesis is not constrained to certain applications and domains, since the repertoire
of possible manoeuvres is mostly restricted to the hardware aspects. Furthermore, the
use of vectorial velocity commands offers a significant gain in flexibility, allowing the tele-
operation system to be applied to a wide range of robotic platforms (such as unmanned
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aerial and underwater vehicles, wheeled-mobile ground robots, and even humanoid robots).
These characteristics result in a task-independent and platform-independent teleoperation
system which can be deployed in a handful of potential applications and domains in the
field of MRS with little or no modification required.
4.4. The multi-layered MRMT-LbD framework
As discussed in Section 2.1.2, Billard et al. (2008) divides the representation of behaviours
into two trends: a low level of abstraction (trajectory level), which encodes sensory and
motor information; and a high level of abstraction (symbolic level), which encodes a se-
quence of actions along time, that is, a plan. This suggests that both representations
are not usually combined to assemble a framework for LbD. This fact is reinforced by
Argall et al. (2009b), where the categorisation of methods for policy derivation implies the
adoption of either of the representation levels.
The formal definition of the MRMT-LbD framework herein put forward is analogous to
the computational formulation of LbD systems presented in Section 2.2. The main dif-
ference here is that the set of actions A also includes joint-actions. In addition, the state
space S is defined to encompass the key elements of group behaviour and aspects of inter-
action. These elements are related to spatiotemporal events, positions and observations,
as well as environmental features.
Although a robot is not able to execute joint-actions alone, these actions must be part
of the robot’s set of primitive behaviours because of the distributed nature of MRS. If a
plan were to require execution of a joint-action, robots would then need to form coalitions
and actively synchronise manoeuvres during execution. This is indeed more difficult than
having a centralised system which controls the robots (as if they were puppets) involved
in the joint-action. However, in the context of LbD and MRS, group behaviour emerges
from interactions of individuals and their underlying capabilities.
The proposed MRMT-LbD framework has been carefully designed to make use of rep-
resentations at both symbolic and trajectory levels, tackling the fundamental questions of
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Figure 4.4.: Block diagram of the proposed MRMT-LbD framework
what, when and how to imitate. The diagrammatic statement of the framework is shown
in Fig. 4.4.
The rationale for the combination of the levels of representation is rather simple. At
symbolic level, the learner may observe what action is being demonstrated, but may not
necessarily know how to perform such action. Representations at symbolic level are closely
related to the issue of recognising which features of the task (i.e., actions) should be
reproduced to achieve the same goal. Conversely, at trajectory level, the learner is able
to encode how to execute a specific behaviour in a way that makes it easily transferable
amongst robots and possibly generalise from it, but may not be able to recognise what
actions are necessary to solve a more complex task. as an example, imagine a tightly-
coupled cooperative behaviour such as push box, which requires parallel execution of this
action by two or more robots. The representation at trajectory level is very suitable for
encoding how the robots cooperatively push the box. This is because the robots involved
will be simultaneously executing the joint-action in constant interaction, presenting a very
distinctive spatiotemporal structure.
However, representing plans as trajectories for applications such as search and rescue
and foraging becomes unfeasible and ineffective, mainly because there will be as many
trajectories in a demonstration as there are robots performing the mission, and also due
to the length of these trajectories (Billard et al., 2008). Therefore, for such cases a rep-
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resentation at symbolic level is more advantageous and results in plans specifying what
primitive behaviours must be executed, ordered in a sequence along time, defining when
such actions should be executed within the task execution.
The layer at trajectory level is responsible for encoding very specific joint-robot actions,
where strong cooperation and active communication is required, such as in a cooperative
furniture transportation scenario. This layer was not designed to extract the structure
of the demonstrated task and encode the task in the form of a plan, but instead to
extract a pattern of interactions, formations and manoeuvres, and then generate a template
encompassing the discriminant spatiotemporal structure and environmental features.
The extraction of the task structure is accomplished at symbolic level. Focussing on the
behaviour of teachers as individuals, the demonstrated actions are recognised at single-
robot level. The interactions between the robots (and, therefore, the teachers in control of
the robots) is shortly after analysed by applying a spectral clustering algorithm to segment
group behaviour based on spatiotemporal features and observations.
The different layers of abstraction may or may not share information. Given a demon-
stration of a repetitive execution of a complex task (e.g., search for, and rescue victims),
the layer at symbolic level generates a plan consisting of sequences of primitive behaviours.
This layer may communicate the exact time interval, within the demonstrated data, that
a joint-action should be encoded, along with the designation of which robots are actively
involved in that particular joint-action. On the other hand, if the demonstrated data
solely constitutes a joint-action, the layer at trajectory level then extracts a template of
the joint-action, which may subsequently be added to the robots’ repertoire of primitive
behaviours.
A comprehensive explanation of the methods applied in the implementation of the dif-
ferent levels of abstraction of the MRMT-LbD framework is presented in Chapter 6 (rep-
resentation at trajectory level) and Chapter 7 (representation at symbolic level), whilst
the following Chapter presents the platform for experimentation implemented.
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This Chapter presents the task- and platform-independent teleoperation system, which
was designed and implemented as the test bed for this thesis, based on the design issues
discussed in Chapter 4. Firstly, Section 5.1 presents an overview of the teleoperation sys-
tem and the main hardware platform employed during the experimental validation of the
MRMT-LbD framework. Subsequently, Sections 5.2 and 5.3 provide implementation de-
tails of the server and client components that constitute the teleoperation system. Finally,
Section 5.4 details the features and modes of operation of the system.
It is worth highlighting that this teleoperation system has incrementally been enhanced
based upon frequent tests and valuable feedback received from participants of the usability
testing, which is detailed in Chapter 9.
5.1. Teleoperation system overview
The design of the teleoperation system was inspired by some key studies. Firstly, the
work of Fong and Thorpe (2001), where interfaces for teleoperation were categorised and
a historic overview was presented, scrutinising interfaces for teleoperation of air, ground
and underwater vehicles, which were widely used in real world applications, such as under-
sea inspection, nuclear reactor assessment and space exploration. In addition, aspects of
collaborative control and sensor fusion display were presented in Fong et al. (2001). The
interface utilised in the USARSIM simulator, called Multi-robot Control System (MrCS),
described in Balakirsky et al. (2007) and Velagapudi et al. (2008), was also an impor-
tant source of information during the careful design of the teleoperation system herein
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presented.
One of the underlying components of the teleoperation system is a human-robot inter-
face, which must provide the teacher demonstrator with an input mechanism for robot
control, as well as a graphical interface to display feedback information, such as data
coming from the robot’s sensors. In addition, two other main components complete the
design: the block representing the robot’s cognitive capabilities and the hardware, that is,
the robot itself. These components, all implemented in C/C++, are illustrated in Fig. 5.1.
The connection between the human-robot interface and the robot’s cognitive capabilities
blocks is based on a wireless local area network (IEEE 802.11a standard) and data is
transferred using the TCP/IP protocol. Such Wi-Fi networks are, nowadays, broadly
available and, more importantly, can be implemented at very low cost. The teleoperation
system is analogous to a client/server system. The client software runs on a remote
computer and serves as the interface between the human teacher and the robot learner.
Through this client, the teacher selects between the desired features and controls the robot
via a joystick, and at the same time, is able to visualise the sensor data in realtime. The
server software, on the other hand, comprises the robot’s cognitive capabilities block and
resides on the robot’s onboard computer. The server is responsible for acquiring, logging
and sending the sensor data to the client, as well as implementing the low level motor
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commands to the robot.
The interface between the robot’s cognitive capabilities block and the hardware is based
on the robot’s Application Programming Interface (API). In the past, the task of pro-
gramming robots was heavily reliant on software libraries provided by the manufacturers.
Today, several cross-platform robot APIs and toolkits are freely available to researchers.
These toolkits are usually a software layer which provides numerous advantages, such as
hardware abstraction, device drivers, compatibility with other robotics software libraries
for motion planning and computer vision, and so forth.
As a consequence, programming different robots has become a more straightforward
task. Furthermore, the use of such APIs, in addition to the control in the form vectorial
velocities, allows the teleoperation system to be utilised with a variety of mobile platforms
(in regards to manoeuvrability), from ground to humanoid to aerial robots.
5.1.1. Robot APIs and toolkits
The Player/Stage (Gerkey et al., 2001; Collett and Macdonald, 2005) project is a cross-
platform device API, which is still probably the most widely used toolkit in robotics
research laboratories around the world to date. Player not only provides hardware ab-
straction, but also a variety of device drivers, from cameras to laser range finders, and
encapsulates various useful algorithms for navigation, map building, robot localisation,
and so forth. Stage is a simulator which provides simple, computationally cheap models
of many actuator and sensor devices in a two-dimensional (2D) bitmapped environment.
Although Stage does not attempt to emulate the dynamics of any mobile robot with great
fidelity, its use is of fundamental importance as it allows for rapid prototyping and testing
during development.
Player runs as a standalone process, acting as a server of the robot’s capabilities. Robot
control programs (which implement the robot’s cognitive capabilities block) communicate
with the Player server over TCP/IP, fetching data from sensors, sending commands to
actuators, and configuring devices on-the-fly. One of the main advantages of using the
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Player/Stage toolkit is that client programs typically cannot distinguish whether a real
robot or a simulated Stage model of the robot is being used. Thus, Player clients using
Stage require little or no modification to work with real robots. Stage was used only during
the implementation of the components of the system detached from the robot hardware,
in order to speed up development and to facilitate debugging.
It is worth mentioning that, recently, the Robot Operating System (ROS) project has
incorporated the Player/Stage project. ROS has been growing in popularity very quickly,
providing a remarkable collection of device drivers, software libraries, as well as drivers
for a vast number of robotic platforms. At the time ROS became relatively stable for
use, providing convenient features from which the teleoperation system could benefit, the
development of the MRMT-LbD framework was in such an advanced stage, with most of
those features already implemented. The integration of the current stage of development
of the teleoperation system with ROS was evaluated to be complex enough to demand a
significant and precious amount of time. Therefore, ROS was not incorporated into the
MRMT-LbD framework.
5.1.2. Pioneer 3-AT mobile robots
This teleoperation system has been thoroughly designed for remote control and data vi-
sualisation of different robotic platforms (requiring little or no modification in the robot
API block), including humanoid robots and aerial vehicles, even though such platforms
were not available at the time. Hence, wheeled mobile robots were utilised as the main
platform in this thesis.
The Pioneer 3-AT (P3-AT)1 is a highly versatile all-terrain mobile robotic platform,
largely utilised by many research groups in universities all over the world. Weighing
roughly 10 Kg, this four-wheel differential drive robot is able to carry over 35 Kg of addi-
tional weight and contains all the basic components for sensing and navigation in indoor
and outdoor real-world environments. A set of 16 sonar range sensors with sensitivity
1http://www.mobilerobots.com/ResearchRobots/ResearchRobots/P3AT.aspx
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(a) Front ring of sonars in the P3-ATs (b) Two P3-ATs equipped with sensors
Figure 5.2.: The Pioneer 3-AT mobile robots
ranging from 10 centimetres to 5 metres, placed in a ring array at 20-degree intervals
(Fig. 5.2a)2, allows determination of distance to objects, while digital encoders attached
to the motors, combined with a gyroscope for error correction, provides pose information.
In order to comply with the capabilities required for the purpose of this thesis, supple-
mentary hardware has appropriately been installed on the P3-ATs. At first, the robots
were equipped with fairly powerful, high-end portable computers, providing enough em-
bedded computational resources for demanding robotics applications. Subsequently, an
essential environmental sensor has been added, the ubiquitous SICK LMS-200 laser range
scanner. The main technical specifications of this sensor are field of view (FOV) of 180
degrees, typical scanning range up to 10 metres and 10 millimetres resolution (± 15 mil-
limetres typical accuracy). Each of the robots were also equipped with ordinary firewire
cameras, capable of grabbing 640×4 0 pixels colour images at 15 frames per second.
Fig. 5.2b depicts two of the upgraded P3-AT robots, with the firewire cameras on top
of the laser sensors (blue devices).
In a later stage, the firewire cameras were replaced with off-the-shelf Microsoft Kinect3
RGB-D sensors. The Kinect is a three-dimensional scanner capable of simultaneously
providing 2 images of 640×480 pixels at 30 frames per second (one from an RGB camera,
and another from an IR depth-finding camera).
2Figure extracted from the Pioneer 3-AT official manual
3http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kinect
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Figure 5.3.: The teleoperation server
5.2. Teleoperation server
Comprising the robot cognitive capabilities block, the server side of the teleoperation system
is a multithreaded program that runs on the robot. The server consists of 6 blocks and
a total of 9 threads, each of which is dedicated to a specific purpose within the scope of
the program. Fig. 5.3a presents a diagram illustrating these building blocks and the data
flow within the blocks, while Fig. 5.3b shows the relational interaction of the threads in
the teleoperation server.
5.2.1. Player server
The Player server block is responsible for interfacing with either a virtual instance of a
robot in the Stage simulator or a real P3-AT robot. Through Player it is possible to
interface with the hardware, fetching data from sonars, the laser scanner and odometry
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– a tuple (x, y, θ) of Cartesian coordinates and angle of orientation. In addition, motor
commands, in the form of translational and rotational velocities, can be sent to Player,
which then calculates the velocities of the left and right wheels based on the kinematics
model of the robot.
A query for sensor data is sent to the Player server at each loop iteration of the main
teleoperation server thread. Player responds to requests every 100 ms (milliseconds).
Additionally, the Player server runs the Adaptive Monte Carlo localisation algorithm
(Fox, 2003) when the SLAM feature is not enabled (more details in Section 5.4).
5.2.2. Environment perception
Four distinct threads comprise the environment perception block. The image capture
thread runs detached from the Player server and the main thread. When the firewire
camera is utilised, images are grabbed using the well-known OpenCV library4. In addition,
a C++ wrapper for the libfreenect5 was implemented to enable the capture of images from
the Kinect sensor, and to convert such images to a format compatible with OpenCV.
Then, in a separate thread, the captured image is compressed using the JPEG algorithm.
A raw colour image of 320×240 pixels has a size of 225 Kbytes, and multiplied by 15 fps
(frames per second), would result in ≈3.3 Mbytes per second (≈26.4Mbits/s) bandwidth
requirement, impracticable when using wireless network infrastructures currently avail-
able. The JPEG algorithm is used to compress the image in memory. Experimentally, a
compression quality of 25% was found to give the best image quality/size ratio, resulting
in a compressed image data with size of ≈4 Kbytes. Compression time was observed to
be low enough to allow image transmission at 15 fps, and the bandwidth requirement was
reduced to 60 Kbytes per second (≈480Kbits/s), resulting in a reduction of more than 50
times.
Simultaneously, a copy of the same image is processed by another thread using the
ARToolKitPlus library, developed by Wagner and Schmalstieg (2007). This library is
4http://opencv.willowgarage.com
5http://openkinect.org
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an Augmented Reality toolkit that allows simultaneous recognition of up to 512 distinct
markers akin to two-dimensional barcodes (pictured in Fig. 6.2b), retrieving a transforma-
tion matrix from which three-dimensional cartesian coordinates, as well as rotation angles
on the 3 axes, are computed. The recognised markers are compared with a database (pro-
vided a priori) to check whether they represent a known object and, if so, to retrieve the
marker pose relative to the object centre. The object pose is then calculated by shifting
the marker pose according to its relative position to the object.
In addition, a short memory algorithm was implemented to enhance the object recogni-
tion. Once a known object is recognised, its pose is calculated and the probability of the
object being at the calculated pose is set to 1. When this object is no longer recognised,
its pose is estimated and the probability of the object being in the estimated pose is de-
creased. After approximately 3 seconds after it has last been recognised, the probability
is too low and the pose of the robot is no longer updated. This approach was found
extremely useful during the experiments, as the computer vision algorithm cannot detect
markers from distances greater than 2 metres and occlusion is likely to happen in real
applications.
Note that if Stage is being used, no images are available and therefore the JPEG com-
pression thread is not executed. Likewise, the ARToolKitPlus thread is not necessary
when using Stage. As an alternative to object recognition, the Player server provides an
interface through which known objects’ pose can be retrieved directly from Stage, as long
as these objects are in the FOV of the robot.
In addition, the data from odometry and laser scanner is occasionally used by another
thread in order to perform SLAM (further details in Section 5.4).
5.2.3. Data encapsulation
In order to avoid repetitive data to be transmitted across the network, sonar and laser
readings, as well as poses of robot and recognised objects, Wi-Fi link status and battery
levels are encapsulated into one data structure, whereas the compressed image is encapsu-
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lated in a separate data structure. This is due to the difference in the rate at which images
are captured from the camera (every 33 milliseconds) and sensor data is acquired from the
robot (every 100 milliseconds), resulting in asynchronous data transmission. These data
structures are then sent to the teleoperation client across the network.
5.2.4. Network communication
This block is responsible for controlling the data flow between the server and client pro-
grams in the teleoperation system. It consists of two threads, allowing transmission and
reception of data across the network, using raw TCP sockets for communication.
As soon as new encapsulated data is available (either a compressed image or sensor data),
the transmission thread serialises6 the data into a packet and sends to the teleoperation
client. Similarly, the reception thread monitors the socket for any request to send data.
As soon as a new packet is received, it is deserialised7. The data packets received contain
the joystick commands to manoeuvre the robot – in the form of linear (translational) and
angular (rotational) velocities – as well as the status of the buttons for control of mode of
operation.
5.2.5. Robot controller
Humans have reactive and deliberate components which influence the way they manoeu-
vre the robots (e.g., when a object suddenly appears on the image, the human reaction is
usually to send joystick commands to either stop the robot or change its course to avoid
collision). However, the response time to send corrective commands to the robot may
not be fast enough to avoid collisions. Furthermore, the stochasticity of the real envi-
ronment results in unpredictable latency of data transmission/reception in the wireless
communication. The failure in promptly reacting to sudden changes in the environment
6Serialisation (also called deflating or marshalling) is the process of converting a data structure into a
sequence of bits that can be stored (e.g., on a file, or a memory buffer) or transmitted across the
network.
7Deserialisation (also called inflating or unmarshalling) is the opposite process, resulting in a semantically
identical copy of the original data structure.
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Figure 5.4.: The robot controller, based on the subsumption architecture (Brooks, 1986)
is likely to result in collision with obstacles, other robots and other humans sharing the
same workspace.
In order to ensure safe navigation, the robot controller block was implemented, inspired
by the well-known subsumption architecture (Brooks, 1986). The diagram presented in
Fig. 5.4 denotes the building blocks of the robot controller. In normal conditions, the
signals of the analog axes of the joystick are linearly converted to translational (v) and
rotational (w) velocities by the teleoperate layer, according to Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2.
v = X-axissignal
( vmax
X-axismax
)
(5.1)
w = Y-axissignal
( wmax
Y-axismax
)
(5.2)
The terms vmax = 0.5 metres per second and wmax = pi/6 radians per second are the
maximum linear and angular velocities of the robot, respectively, whilst X-axismax and
Y-axismax are the maximum joystick input values for the corresponding axes.
Safe navigation is guaranteed by the avoid collision layer, which uses the sonar sensors
to detect obstacles surrounding the robot. Algorithm 5.2.1 details the collision avoidance
procedure8.
For each of the sonar readings, a relevance parameter is calculated for v (relv) and w
(relw), as shown in lines 3–12 of Algorithm 5.2.1. These parameters denote whether a
8The collision avoidance algorithm was developed in collaboration with, and implemented by
Miguel Sarabia del Castillo
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Algorithm 5.2.1: Collision avoidance algorithm
Input: S: array of tuples 〈s, θ〉 of sonar readings and angle of sonar,
v: current linear (translational) velocity, w: current angular (rotational) velocity,
safeDmin: minimum safety distance,
safeDv: safety distance when v is maximal,
safeDw: safety distance when w is maximal.
Output: v′: updated linear velocity, and w′: updated angular velocity.
1: factorv ← 0 and factorw ← 0
2: for all tuples 〈s, θ〉 ∈ S do
3: if ¬(sgn(cos(θ))⊕ sgn(v)) then
4: relv ← (|v|/vmax) cos2(θ)
5: else
6: relv ← 0
7: end if
8: if ¬(sgn(sin(θ))⊕ sgn(w)) then
9: relw ← (|w|/wmax) sin2(θ)
10: else
11: relw ← 0
12: end if
13: rel← relv + relw
14: safeDcurr ← relv(safeDv − safeDmin) + relw(safeDw − safeDmin)
15: if ¬(rel < 0.05 ∨ s > safeDcurr) ∧ s ≤ safeDmin then
16: return v′ ← 0 and w′ ← 0
17: else
18: currFactorv ← ((safeDcurr − s)/(safeDcurr − safeDmin)) cos2(θ)
19: currFactorw ← ((safeDcurr − s)/(safeDcurr − safeDmin)) sin2(θ)
20: if currFactorv > factorv then
21: factorv ← currFactorv
22: end if
23: if currFactorw > factorw then
24: factorw ← currFactorw
25: end if
26: end if
27: end for
28: v′ ← v(1− factorv)
29: w′ ← w(1− factorw)
30: return v′ and w′
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sonar is relevant based on the linear and angular velocities. For example, when the robot
is moving forward (v > 0) and the current distance reading is from a sonar located at the
back of the robot, this reading is not relevant and hence is discarded. If a sonar reading is
greater than the current safety distance or greater than the minimum safety distance, then
the avoid collision layer inhibits the teleoperate layer and immediately stops the robot by
sending v = 0 and w = 0 motor commands.
Otherwise, velocity reduction factors are calculated for both v (currFactorv) and w
(currFactorw). After processing all the sonar readings, the largest reduction factors are
used to update v and w (lines 28 and 29 of Algorithm 5.2.1). The resulting behaviour is
such that if a collision is imminent the robot stops immediately, or else the velocities are
gradually reduced according to the proximity of the nearby obstacles.
In addition, the known object in front layer inhibits the front sonars of the robot when-
ever a known object is recognised and is right in front of the robot.
5.2.6. Data logging
One of the key features of the teleoperation system is the data logging, which does not
interfere with the overall execution of system, but stores valuable data for post-processing.
All data9 used by the building blocks of the teleoperation server are systematically recorded
to files, including a time stamp with accuracy of milliseconds. The format of the log files
generated by the Data logging block is presented in Appendix B.
5.3. Teleoperation client
Consisting of 5 building blocks and 7 threads, the teleoperation client was carefully de-
signed with the human teacher at the centre of the system. The graphical user interface
(GUI) displays all the data received from the teleoperation server, whilst the human han-
dles a joystick to manoeuvre the robot. The block diagram of the teleoperation client can
9The camera image is not logged, only the pose of the recognised objects.
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Figure 5.5.: The teleoperation client
be seen in Fig. 5.5a, while the relational interaction between the threads comprising the
client is shown in Fig. 5.5b.
5.3.1. Joystick interface
This block represents a thread which constantly queries the status of the joystick device
being handled by the human teacher. Regardless the number of axes or buttons on the
joystick, the status of all inputs is acquired and serialised in the main thread of the
teleoperation client. In order to manoeuvre the robot, 2 analog axes, X and Y, are used to
define translational and rotational velocities respectively. In addition, the horizontal axis
of the digital pad is used to navigate across the features at the bottom of the main screen,
whilst the START button is used for activation/deactivation of the highlighted feature.
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5.3.2. Network communication
This is a very similar block to the one present in the teleoperation server, described earlier.
The difference is regarding the data being transmitted and received. In this case, the data
transmission thread obtains the full status of the joystick, serialised by the main thread,
while the data reception thread is responsible for the deserialisation of the encapsulated
data packets received from the teleoperation server.
5.3.3. Data decapsulation
Since the data transfer is asynchronous, the data packets deserialised by the reception
thread must be either JPEG-compressed images from the robot’s camera or encapsulated
sensor data. Whenever an image packet is received, it is passed to the thread responsible
for refreshing the robot camera window, which firstly performs the JPEG decompression
in memory, then displays the newly received image on the robot camera window. Decom-
pression is necessary in this case because the implemented JPEG data structure is not
supported by OpenCV (which is used to handle the robot camera window). On the other
hand, if a packet of encapsulated sensor data is received, this data is passed to the GUI
thread.
5.3.4. Data visualisation
In addition to the robot camera window, the other sensor data must be provided to the
human teacher. This data is displayed in the GUI, which is the main window of the
teleoperation client. A screenshot of the GUI is shown in Fig. 5.6, where the robot camera
window (in this case, the colour-coded depth image from the Kinect) overlays the GUI on
the top-left. In the GUI, the graphical representation of the robot is statically placed at
the centre of the window, seen from a “bird’s-eye” view normal to the ground.
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Figure 5.6.: Screenshot of the human-robot interface
Sonar data
Not as accurate as the laser range scanner, the sonar readings represent the distance
between the piezoelectric device and the nearest object within a conical FOV of 30 degrees.
As a result, the uncertainty of a particular reading varies in depth, height and width.
Since the perspective of view of the GUI does not represent differences in height, the
uncertainty in this axis is not displayed. Regarding the uncertainties in depth and width,
the former is considerably smaller than the latter. Therefore, only the uncertainty in
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width is represented.
This representation is in the form of a triangle, with one vertex fixed on the sonar
device and the remaining two vertices varying according to the distance d to the object
(the actual sonar reading). These vertices are calculated by applying simple trigonometry
and, given a conical FOV of 30 degrees, the further the object, the larger the distance
between these vertices.
Drawing 16 triangles around the robot resulted in a very cluttered representation, di-
verging the attention of users from other key information. After a thorough analysis of
other teleoperation systems (referred in Section 5.1), as well as feedback from several users
who were invited to evaluate the implemented teleoperation system, the representation of
the sonars in the GUI was enhanced.
The red colour is very distinctive and conventionally signals some kind of warning.
Thus, whenever an object is closer than d < 0.3 metres to the robot, a solid red triangle
is drawn. For cases where 0.3 < d < 0.75, only dark red lines, representing the contour
of the triangle, are displayed. Similarly, light red lines are drawn when 0.75 < d < 1.2.
Finally, for a sonar reading d ≥ 1.2, light grey lines delineate the triangle. These values
were found empirically and dynamically represents the importance of a particular sonar
reading based on the distance to the object, ensuring that only close by objects will draw
the user’s attention.
Laser data
The laser scanner is represented as a dark blue square on top of the robot. Providing
181 readings (from 0 to 180 degrees, in intervals of 1 degree) and remarkable precision,
these readings are dynamically displayed as black dots on the GUI window. A simple
calculation of the (x, y) coordinate of each reading is done, from the laser scanner device
to the distance measured, using the corresponding angle of the reading.
When the robot is navigating through tight corridors, the black dots representing the
readings are close enough to be noticeable. However, in larger areas these dots end up to
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be disconnected, spread on the GUI window. Consequently, users reported to have found
the mission of navigating around the environment rather difficult.
Therefore, a line detection algorithm, based on the Split-and-Merge algorithm presented
in Nguyen et al. (2007), was implemented. The procedure for detecting lines is detailed
in Algorithm 5.3.1.
Algorithm 5.3.1: Split-and-merge algorithm, adapted from Nguyen et al. (2007)
Input: S1: set of 181 readings from the laser range sensor.
Output:  L: list of collinear segments
1: i = 1
2: Calculate the (x, y) coordinates of each reading and store in s1
3:  L← s1
4: repeat
5: Fit a line to the next set si ∈  L
6: Detect a point P with maximum distance dP to the line
7: if dP < threshold then
8: continue
9: else
10: Split si into si1 and si2
11: Replace si ∈  L with si1 and si2
12: end if
13: until ∀si ∈  L have been checked
14: Merge collinear segments in  L
15: return  L
Once the line segments in  L have been defined, these line segments are drawn in dark red
on the GUI window, ensuring a salient representation of the silhouette of the environment.
Representation of robots and objects
As previously discussed, the robots have a database of known objects which comprises
a set of unique ARToolKitPlus markers for each of the objects in the database. These
objects can be other robots or boxes. It is worth notice that any other object may be
added to the database. To do so, the list of ARToolKitPlus markers corresponding to the
new object, along with the respective offsets relative to the object’s centre of mass must
be added to the database file.
When another robot is recognised, its (x, y, θ) pose is calculated with relation to the
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robot observer’s perspective. The contour of an ellipse with the approximate dimensions
of the real robot is drawn in dark blue on the GUI window. The longer axis of the ellipse,
in addition to a blue line vector, denotes the direction the observed robot is facing.
Regarding boxes, there are three different types. A small, rectangular box of dimensions
0.6× 0.4 metres, a medium, square box of 0.8× 0.8 metres, and a large, rectangular box
measuring 1.20× 0.4 metres. Whenever a known box is recognised, its centre is calculated
relative to the robot observer’s pose and its orientation is used to draw a solid green
polygon (square or rectangle, depending on the box). In addition, a dark red line vector
illustrating the current orientation of the box is also displayed. An example of a robot
recognising another robot and the large box can be seen in Fig. 5.6.
Additionally, for all objects recognised, the (x, y, θ) values are printed on the GUI win-
dow, along with the robot observer’s pose information.
5.4. Features of the teleoperation system
In addition to the robot’s underlying capabilities and the human-robot interface, the
implemented teleoperation system has other key features and, more importantly, four
different modes of operation. As discussed in Section 5.3, the joystick is used to navigate
across the icons at the bottom of the GUI window. In addition, the START button in the
joystick triggers the highlighted icon function, which may be a change in the configuration
of a feature, or activation/deactivation of mode of operation.
5.4.1. Manoeuvre mode
When the teleoperation client is loaded, the connection with the teleoperation
server is not yet established. In order to initiate the connection procedure, this icon
must be highlighted and activated. Once connected to the teleoperation server, the system
enters the manoeuvre mode and it is not possible to disconnect, unless the shutdown mode
is activated. In manoeuvre mode, the robot can be remotely operated with no restrictions
(e.g., the robot can be moved into position for the start of a demonstration or autonomous
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execution). By default, the collision avoidance layer of the robot controller is activated
when entering the manoeuvre mode.
5.4.2. Mapping mode
The mapping mode activates the SLAM procedure. There is a significant amount
of work addressing the problem of simultaneously mapping the environment and
localising the robot. Amongst the current solutions to the SLAM problem is the pmap
library (Howard, 2011b), which provides simple mapping utilities implemented in C for
oﬄine processing. The development of the pmap library has not been active since 2004.
Thus, a C++ wrapper was implemented to encapsulate the C functions of the pmap
library. In addition, a number of bugs have been solved, chiefly memory leaks, resulting
in more stability, efficient memory usage and the possibility of running pmap in realtime.
The pmap library consists of four distinct components which were designed to work
together, performing incremental enhancements to the map being built, resulting in a
high quality occupancy grid map. As detailed in the documentation of the pmap (Howard,
2011b), these components are:
• lodo – laser-stabilised odometry: this component utilised an incremental SLAM
algorithm to correct estimated poses from raw odometry data, resulting in pose
estimations of at least one order of magnitude lower than raw odometry poses.
• pmap – particle filter-based mapping: a simple particle filter is used to maintain a
probability distribution over the possible poses of the robot. Hence, each particle
represents a map, which is incrementally built. The filter is updated using laser
readings and laser-stabilised odometry data, whilst the particles are resampled and
concentrated around the poses with highest probabilities.
• rmap – relaxation over local constraints: the Iterated Closest Point (ICP) algorithm,
proposed by Zhang (1994), is employed to refine the map being built.
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(a) Pure odometry data (b) Laser-stabilised odometry
(c) Particle filter (d) Relaxation algorithm
Figure 5.7.: Example of the components of the pmap library, from Howard (2011b)
• omap – occupancy grid mapping: this component converts a set of laser readings
into an occupancy grid map.
An example of the pmap library, extracted from the online documentation, is shown in
Fig. 5.7. The grid map obtained from omap using pure odometry data only is shown in
Fig. 5.7a, while Fig. 5.7b presents the grid map resulted from the laser-stabilised odometry
data. Also, Fig. 5.7c shows a grid map incrementally built using omap using the poses
with the highest probability from the particle filter. Finally, Fig. 5.7d illustrates the grid
map obtained by using the ICP algorithm to refine the map built using the particle filter.
Regarding the computational cost of the pmap library, the particle filter update runs
at constant time for each new laser reading. However, the processing time scales linearly
with the number of particles in the filter and, with a number of particles higher than 1000,
the algorithm is considerably slow (Howard, 2011b). Furthermore, the larger the map, the
more samples to be processed during the relaxation step. As a result, the longer the robot
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maps the environment, the longer it takes to run the relaxation.
Besides the high requirements in processing power, the pmap library presents another
drawback. Although the pmap has been modified to run in realtime, it was designed for
single-robot SLAM. Hence, multiple robots sharing the same workspace during a demon-
stration, using pmap, would not share partial maps, thus invariably generating different
maps. As a result, discrepant poses would possibly cause similar imprecisions to dead
reckoning using odometry data only.
Therefore, whenever a new grid map needs to be created, one robot is deployed, and
one user remotely operates the robot during SLAM. The pmap was incorporated into the
teleoperation server and, hence, runs on the robot’s embedded computer. Once the grid
map is built, it is shared amongst all the other robots, ensuring that a ground truth grid
map is used for self-localisation. As a result, the robot pose values stored in individual
log files share the same coordinate frame, reducing the discrepancies when comparing the
location of robots within the map.
5.4.3. Demonstration mode
When activated, the demonstration mode starts the process of data logging, which
creates a new log file and incrementally stores all sensor data and robot status to
files at every iteration. The deactivation causes the data logging to stop. The demonstra-
tion mode is used to create log files that will later be used to generate the demonstration
set D to be used with the MRMT-LbD framework.
5.4.4. Autonomous mode
The autonomous mode was created to be used as a trigger to a particular au-
tonomous behaviour of the robot. Currently, when the autonomous mode is acti-
vated, it starts the process of joint-action execution, simply following waypoints, maintain-
ing synchrony amongst robots, of trajectories calculated using the joint-action adaptation
method detailed in Chapter 6.
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(a) t = 1 sec. approx. 100, 000 particles (b) t = 40 secs. approx. 1, 000 particles
(c) t = 80 secs. approx. 100 particles (d) t = 120 secs. approx. 100 particles
Figure 5.8.: The Adaptive Monte Carlo localisation, from Howard (2011a)
5.4.5. Robot localisation
As previously detailed, grid maps can be created, simultaneously localising the robot
within this map, by selecting the mapping mode of the teleoperation system. For all the
other modes of operation a pre-built grid map is loaded and used for robot localisation,
employing the Adaptive Monte Carlo Localisation (AMCL) algorithm, a robust particle
filter proposed by Fox (2003) and implemented by Howard (2011a) as a driver for the
Player server.
The pre-built grid map is displayed on the top-right corner of the GUI window, as
can be seen in Fig. 5.6. One of the main advantage of providing a pre-built grid map, in
comparison with the pmap approach, is that this grid map is static and no further changes
in its topology will occur. Considering the pmap approach, the particle filter is required
to resample a large number of particles over all the possible poses of the robot within
the partial map. The AMCL algorithm, on the other hand, takes advantage of the static,
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complete grid map. At every iteration, the AMCL not only resamples the particles, but
also decreases the number of particles based on the poses with highest probabilities, as
illustrated in Fig. 5.8.
As discussed in Howard (2011a), if the robot’s initial pose is completely unknown, the
AMCL algorithm will usually converge to the correct pose. However, if the robot’s initial
pose is precisely defined, but incorrectly, or if the robot becomes lost (the well-known
robot kidnapping problem), then AMCL will not converge to the correct pose.
In order to ensure the robot’s pose is correctly and precisely estimated by the AMCL
algorithm, it is possible to determine the robot’s initial pose by clicking the left mouse
button on the location in the grid map (top-right of the GUI window). Once the initial
pose is defined, it is necessary to move the robot around the environment to collect laser
readings and odometry data, so that the AMCL can quickly converge to the correct pose
estimation.
Additionally, whenever the robot being remotely controlled recognises known objects,
the location of these objects is displayed on the grid map as well (annotated in Fig. 5.6).
5.4.6. Topological map
During a demonstration, human teachers may need to communicate their whereabouts
or, more importantly, might be required to navigate to a particular area. Although grid
maps play a pivotal role in robot localisation, the actual (x, y, θ) values of the robot pose
not human-friendly whatsoever. For a robot, a command to move to a particular (x, y, θ)
location must be straightforward. However, humans would struggle to cope with such
language.
Therefore, it is necessary to provide the human teachers with a more intuitive means of
localisation, abstracting from the actual values of the robots’ pose. The approach adopted
in this thesis is the use of a topological map (Thrun, 1998), which is generated on top
of the grid map by manually partitioning the latter into connected regions. In addition,
a graph G(V,E) is constructed, where the vertices V are the centre of the regions, with
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Figure 5.9.: 2D grid map overlaid with the topological map, formed by the regions in
green, which are connected by the edges in red
edges E connecting the nodes of adjacent regions, as shown in Fig. 5.9. Next, the regions
are labelled with human-friendly names which best describe these regions (e.g., “kitchen”,
“corridor”, and so forth). Notice that it is also possible to group several regions to represent
a large area (e.g., “BioART Lab”).
What is more, the labels are displayed on the grid map, as annotated in Fig. 5.6, and
the regions, as well as the graph G can be visualised by clicking on the grid map with the
right mouse button.
The topological map is a twofold feature of the teleoperation system. It not only assists
the human teachers in localising the area within the robot is currently found using a
human-friendly representation, but also facilitates the generalisation of observed behaviour
in the learning process from the MRMT-LbD perspective. In other words, human teachers
are very unlikely to, for instance, move a piece of furniture to the exact same (x, y, θ)
location every time a demonstration is performed.
Therefore, the use the topological map in the MRMT-LbD framework enables the gener-
alisation of the destination of the piece of furniture to a broader region (which represents,
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for instance, an office or a storage room), rather than a very precise pose in the grid map.
5.4.7. General features
Camera: Activating this feature causes the robot camera window to be resized.
There are seven possible resolutions to choose from, ranging from 160 × 120 to
640 × 480 pixels. The images are efficiently resized using a simple linear interpolation
function from the OpenCV library. Additionally, when using the Kinect sensor, this
feature also enables the user to switch between the conventional RGB image and the
colour-coded depth image. In this case, button number 1 must be pressed.
Sonar mode: This is a very important feature of the teleoperation system.
The collision avoidance layer of the robot controller (Fig. 5.4) can be acti-
vated/deactivated using this feature. In some cases, it is necessary to disable the col-
lision avoidance because, e.g., the robot might be stuck in a corner. However, in normal
conditions, the collision avoidance layer is always enabled.
Shutdown: Activating this icon starts the process of notifying the teleoperation
server to stop data transfer, then disconnecting from the server and, finally, exiting
the teleoperation client.
In summary, the teleoperation system provides users with a means for remotely con-
trolling the robots and, at the same time, logging task execution demonstrations. It is
thus possible to build the hierarchical layers of the MRMT-LbD framework upon the
teleoperation system, as detailed in Chapters 6 and 7.
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In this Chapter, the fundamental question of learning how to perform cooperative joint-
actions is addressed. In this context, robots are in permanent interaction, synchronising
manoeuvres and simultaneously executing joint-actions, resulting in very distinctive and
complex spatiotemporal patterns.
6.1. Learning Multi-robot Behaviour Models
As previously discussed in Section 4.4, joint-actions are encoded by the MRMT-LbD frame-
work at trajectory level. Regarding related work, two studies are particularly relevant and
have inspired the methodology herein implemented. The work of Sukthankar and Sycara
(2006) presented a framework for constructing spatiotemporal models to recognise group
behaviour from trajectories of virtual agents within a 2D map. Templates were hand-
coded by selecting a set of characteristic spatial relationships which are likely to occur
during the group behaviour execution. With the templates defined, the popular searching
technique RANSAC (Random Sampling and Consensus) was used to sample the space of
affine transformations and thus identify these templates over the large simulation map. In
addition, Hidden Markov Models were used to distinguish temporal patterns.
Similarly, Taka´cs and Demiris (2009) defined templates by hand, consisting of trajecto-
ries of virtual agents and environmental features, hence maintaining the group formation
and the spatial context within the agents and the environment. A network of roads was
randomly generated and the agents had to find a way out, moving to the outskirts of
this network. In contrast with Sukthankar and Sycara (2006), the matching technique
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employed was based on the Thin Plate Spline (TPS) algorithm. Moreover, the result of
matches was not only used for recognition of the templates over the network of roads,
but also for adaptation. By applying transformations to the agents original trajectories,
new, adapted trajectories, in coherence with the location of the surrounding environmental
features, could be defined.
It is worth highlighting some common characteristics between Sukthankar and Sycara
(2006) and Taka´cs and Demiris (2009). Firstly, in both studies the templates were carefully
defined by a specialist designer. Furthermore, the experiments were limited to simulated
environments, conveniently avoiding the challenging problems intrinsic to real environ-
ments, but lacking evidence of effectivity of such methods in real world scenarios.
In contrast with the studies aforementioned, in this thesis the model of group behaviour
is learnt from demonstrated data and, therefore, the templates must be automatically
extracted by the MRMT-LbD framework, rather than designed by a specialist. Therefore,
the problem can be partitioned in two components: 1) learning behaviour models from
demonstration and generating templates preserving the spatiotemporal structure along
with environmental landmarks; and 2) adapting the learnt model to novel situations and
changes in the environment, so that robots are able to autonomously execute the joint-
actions demonstrated.
Learning a joint-action requires the log files of the robots that participated in the joint-
action demonstration. The process starts by analysing the log files and extracting the
trajectories of robots and potential objects of interest, such as a box in a box pushing joint-
action demonstration. In addition, the 2D map of the environment must be provided (the
same map utilised by the teleoperation system for localisation during the demonstration).
6.2. Formal definition of the problem
Based on Taka´cs and Demiris (2009), the problem of learning a joint-action from a demon-
stration can be formally defined as follows. The initial position of the robots and ob-
jects of interest, combined with the surrounding environmental features, defines a set
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F : {(ai, Ai) : i ∈ 1 . . .m} of m features, where ai = (xi, yi) represents the position of the
i-th feature in 2D Cartesian coordinates within the map of the environment. Ai defines
the type of the i-th feature, which can be one of the following descriptors: wall, corner,
free space, robot or object. The set F of m features extracted from the demonstrated data
represents the joint-action model, that is, the template.
In order for the robots to execute the modelled joint-action, the template must be
adapted to a novel situation, which is similarly defined by a set F′ : {(bj , Aj) : j ∈ 1 . . . n}
of n features, where bj = (pj , qj) is the 2D Cartesian position of the j-th feature in F
′. It
is assumed that m ≤ n (Taka´cs and Demiris, 2009). A novel situation, to which templates
must be adapted, is herein denoted as target, following the terminology commonly utilised
in pattern matching. This adaptation can be achieved by applying an affine transformation
(Sukthankar and Sycara, 2006), or by using methods such as TPS to fit a mapping function
between F and F′, as in Taka´cs and Demiris (2009) and Wu and Demiris (2010).
The local spatial context in the template must be preserved in the target after adap-
tation. In other words, the mapping of features in the template to features in the target
must take into account the local environmental similarities. Thus, a similarity function
p(A,A′) is defined in order to evaluate probable matching feature pairs (Eq. 6.1).
p(A,A′) = Pr(g ∈ F 7→ g′ ∈ F′|g = (a,A), g′ = (b, A′)) (6.1)
As a result, when p(A,A′) = 0, a match g 7→ g′ is forbidden. The similarity function
does not necessarily need to be binary nor symmetric, and how this function is defined
depends on the application and domain. In this thesis, because the descriptors represent
very distinct features, the similarity function is binary and symmetric, as defined in Eq. 6.2.
p(A,A′) =
 1 if A = A
′
0 if A 6= A′
(6.2)
Notice that even though a corner feature could be considered as part of a wall, the
distinction between these features is of significant importance for mobile robot navigation.
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On the other hand, features representing robots are not distinguishable because all robots
have the same repertoire of primitive behaviours.
A subset F11 ⊆ F of template features must also be defined. A feature in this subset
must be assigned to one and only one feature in the target. In addition, another subset
Fr ⊆ F of template features must be determined, for which a correspondence is required
to be found, otherwise the whole adaptation process is considered invalid. As discussed
in Taka´cs and Demiris (2009), the F11 and Fr subsets cover the most common cardinality
constraints which emerge in the adaptation problem. The features representing the initial
position of the robots and objects of interest, for example, are in both F11 and Fr.
The trajectories of robots and objects of interest within the demonstrated data essen-
tially describe how to perform the joint-action and, therefore, must be included in the
template. The sampled robot positions and observations along time, present in the log
files, define a list of waypoints P : {ucd : d ∈ 1 . . . l, c ∈ 1 . . . (nrobots + nobjects)} for each
robot and object, where u = (x, y, θ) is the 2D Cartesian coordinate and orientation of
the waypoint, and l is the number of points in P , that is, the length of the trajectory.
Although the lists P are part of the template, these waypoints are not used when fitting
the mapping function between F and F′, because P /∈ F. Instead, the waypoints are used
for defining their generalised position within the target using the computed mapping, thus
preserving the spatial context.
6.3. Automatic feature extraction
When defining the feature set F, the initial positions of robots and objects can be simply
retrieved from the demonstrated data. However, extracting the environmental features is
not as straightforward. This was not a problem in Sukthankar and Sycara (2006), nor in
Taka´cs and Demiris (2009), because a specialist designer could define the environmental
features when creating the template.
In order to tackle the problem of determining the environmental features, a method
for automatic feature extraction has been developed. Given the 2D map of the environ-
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Figure 6.1.: The 2D environmental map built using the teleoperation system
ment used by the robots for localisation (Fig. 6.1), three different kinds of features can
be extracted: corners (C), walls (W) and free space (F). These three types of features
constitute the most relevant spatial attributes in a 2D map. Corners are very distinctive
are usually scattered within the map. On the other hand, walls and free space are densely
connected. The extraction has been implemented purely in C++, utilising some functions
from the OpenCV library.
6.3.1. Extraction of corner features
The detection of corners within the map is performed using the well-known Harris Corner
Detector (Harris and Stephens, 1988). This method is based on the central principle that,
at a corner, the image intensity will change considerably in multiple directions. A local win-
dow of specified size (bs×bs) is shifted over the image and a covariance matrix is calculated
at every shift, generating a new image. The OpenCV function cvGoodFeaturesToTrack()
is then used to extract corners from the resulting image. Similarly, a local window (bs×bs)
is shifted over the image, and the local maxima is calculated and if the value is greater
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than a pre-defined threshold (qLevel), the (x, y) coordinate is considered a corner and
added to a vector of corners. Finally, this vector is analysed and weaker corners closer
than a certain threshold distance (minDist) to stronger corners are deleted. This process
is shown in more details in Algorithm 6.3.1.
Algorithm 6.3.1: Corner extraction using the Harris Corner Detector
Input: Image: 2D map, Corners: temporary image, qLevel : minimum accepted
quality of images, minDist : minimum distance possible between corners,
bs: block size of window, k : parameter for Harris detector.
Output: Vcorner: vector of 2D Cartesian coordinates of corner features.
1: Vcorner ← ∅, ncorners = 0
2: for all (x, y) ∈ Image do
3: calculate a 2× 2 gradient covariance matrix M over a bs× bs window
4: Corners(x, y)← det(M)− k(trace(M)2)
5: end for
6: for all (x, y) ∈ Corners do
7: if maxbs×bs(x, y) > qLevel then
8: C ← Corners(x, y)
9: end if
10: end for
11: for all Corners(x, y) ∈ Vcorner do
12: delete weaker corners closer than minDist to stronger corners
13: end for
The parameters to be determined were carefully explored systematically. The best
results were found using qLevel = 0.015, minDist = 7 pixels, bs = 2 pixels, and k = 0.04.
6.3.2. Extraction of wall features
In addition to corners, wall features are extracted by finding the edges of the 2D map
using the Canny Edge Detector (Canny, 1986). This method calculates the gradient of the
intensity of each (x, y) coordinate of the 2D map. A local window of size bs× bs is shifted
over the image and two threshold values are used to determine edges. Gradients lower
than lowTh are not considered to be an edge coordinate, whereas values above highTh are
assumed to be an edge. Values within these thresholds depend on the neighbours within
the local window. The OpenCV function cvCanny() returns an image containing the
edges only (Edges). Each edge coordinate is compared to other edges previously added
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to a vector of wall features (Vwall). If the Euclidean distance between these coordinates is
greater than a certain threshold (minDist), the edge coordinate being analysed is added
to Vwall. The Algorithm 6.3.2 shows this procedure.
Algorithm 6.3.2: Wall feature extraction
Input: Image: 2D map, Edges: image containing edges extracted using the Canny
edge detector, minDist : minimum distance possible between features,
lowTh and highTh: low and high thresholds for the Canny function,
bs: block size of window.
Output: Vwall: vector of 2D Cartesian coordinates of wall features.
1: Vwall ← ∅, nwall = 0
2: Edges← cvCanny(Image, lowTh, highTh, bs)
3: for all (x, y) ∈ Edges do
4: if (x, y) = edge then
5: for all (p, q) ∈W do
6: if
√
(x, y)2 + (p, q)2 > minDist then
7: Vwall ← (x, y)
8: end if
9: end for
10: end if
11: end for
The parameter values giving the best results were minDist = 3 pixels, lowTh = 100,
highTh = 200, and bs = 3.
6.3.3. Extraction of free space features
The approach to extract free space features from the 2D map assumes that every (x, y)
coordinate represented in white within the map is a candidate feature. In contrast with
walls, which are normally represented in the map by a line, free space is normally a large,
non-convex area. Therefore, gradient methods are not applicable to this case. The features
are determined by building a grid over the free space only. A local window of size bs× bs
is iteratively shifted over the map and, if all the coordinates within this window represent
free space (white), the centre (x, y) is added to the vector of free space features, as shown in
Algorithm 6.3.3. The result is a grid of equally spaced features, which are also respecting
a minimum distance bs distance to corner and wall features.
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Algorithm 6.3.3: Free space feature extraction
Input: Image: 2D map, bs: block size of window.
Output: Vfree: vector of 2D coordinates of free space features.
1: Vfree ← ∅, nfree = 0
2: for all (x, y) ∈ Image do
3: if
∑(x+bs)
p=(x−bs)
∑(y+bs)
q=(y−bs)(p, q) ≡ freespace then
4: Vfree ← (p, q)
5: end if
6: end for
After empirical exploration of the parameters, the best results were observed using a
block window size bs = 5 pixels.
6.4. Automatic selection of environmental features
The set F is comprised of features such as the initial location of robots and objects, along
with relevant environmental features extracted from the 2D map. The greater the map,
the more environmental features are extracted and, consequently, the larger the feature set
F. When performing joint-actions, the robots are likely to be constrained to a certain area
within the map. The undesired implication of having a large feature set F is that even the
environmental features far away from the area where the robots are deploying the joint-
action will pose a constraint during the adaptation process. These features, irrelevant to
the description of spatial context, should not be added to the set F.
6.4.1. Dynamic region of interest (DRI) method
A method for selection of environmental features is required, ensuring that only the fea-
tures which present a spatial relationship with the joint-action are added to the set F.
Intuitively, the environmental features surrounding the region where the joint-action was
performed are strong candidates. The boundaries of this region depend on the trajectories
of the robots and objects, which dynamically progresses as the joint-action is executed.
Hence, a dynamic region of interest (DRI) is defined for environmental feature selec-
tion. Given the list of waypoints P , containing the trajectories of robots and objects, the
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boundaries of the DRI are simply defined by the correspondent minimum and maximum
(x, y) coordinates within the list of waypoints P , as described in Algorithm 6.4.1.
Algorithm 6.4.1: Dynamic Window of Interest (DRI)
Input: P : {(x, y, θ)cd : d ∈ 1 . . . l, c ∈ 1 . . . (nrobots + nobjects)}: list of waypoints,
tol: tolerance value added to slightly enlarge the area of the DRI.
Output: B: boundaries of DRI.
1: Bleft ← minx({x, y, θ})− tol
2: Bright ← maxx({x, y, θ}) + tol
3: Bbottom ← miny({x, y, θ})− tol
4: Btop ← maxy({x, y, θ}) + tol
The parameter tol = 0.9 was used to enlarge the region where the robots and objects
have been. This way, environmental features, such as a corners of a doorway, within 0.9
metres of the bounding box of the trajectories are also within the DRI.
The feature set F can finally be determined, consisting of the initial (x, y) position of
robots and objects, and the corner, wall and free space features within the DRI. The
definition of the subsets F11 and Fr depends on the preferences of the designer, based on
the application and domain. As an example, suppose all features in the DRI should be
required to be matched to features in the target. The subset Fr should then include all
the environmental features, that is, {C, W, F}. On the other hand, if no correspondent
environmental features are required to be found in the target, Fr = ∅. The same example
holds for the subset F11 and the features which should be matched to one and only one
correspondent feature in the target.
Notice that the initial positions of robots and objects are automatically added to both
F11 and Fr, because this information is key to modelling a joint-action and adapting to
novel situations. Therefore, in reality, the subsets F11 and Fr will never be empty. The
∅ is used to relate to environmental features C, W and F only. Therefore, given the
3 different kinds of environmental features, 23 possible combinations are possible when
determining whether each of these kinds should be added to each subset F11 and Fr.
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6.4.2. k-nearest neighbours (KNN) feature selection
Although the DRI considerably reduces the number of environmental features in F (in
comparison with the features extracted from the whole 2D map), depending on the area
covered by the robots, the number of features in F11 and Fr may still be large enough
to result in over-fitting, compromising the adaptation process. Thus, aiming at further
reducing the number of features in F11 and Fr, a k-nearest neighbours (KNN) approach
was implemented for feature selection within the DRI.
Using the KNN approach, the subsets F11 and Fr can be defined by selecting the k-
nearest environmental features within the DRI from each sampled position of robots and
objects, that is, each waypoint in P . The Algorithm 6.4.2 details this approach.
Algorithm 6.4.2: k-nearest neighbours (KNN) feature selection
Input: Fenv: set of environmental features within DRI, k: number of neighbours,
P : {ucd : d ∈ 1 . . . l, c ∈ 1 . . . (nrobots + nobjects)}: list of waypoints,
T11 : {. . .}: set of environmental feature types which must be in F11,
Tr : {. . .}: set of env. feature types which must be in Fr (e.g., {C, W, F}).
Output: F11 and Fr: feature subsets
1: kdtree← buildKDTree(Fenv)
2: for all u ∈ P do
3: Neighbours← KNN(kdtree, u,Fenv, k)
4: for all feature ∈ Neighbours do
5: if type(feature) ∈ T11 ∧ feature /∈ F11 then
6: F11 ← feature
7: end if
8: if type(feature) ∈ Tr ∧ feature /∈ Fr then
9: Fr ← feature
10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
The sets T11 and Tr contain the kinds of environmental features that must be added to
the subsets F11 and Fr. If the subset F11 were to include corner features only, and the
subset Fr corner and wall features, then T11 = {C} and Tr = {C,W}, respectively.
In addition, the parameter k defines the number of nearest neighbour features to be
added to the subsets. The value k = 5 was empirically determined as the one which
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reduces the number of features in F11 and Fr within the DRI, but still maintains the
spatial context surrounding the trajectories of robots and objects.
6.4.3. Selective k-nearest neighbours (SKNN) filter
In addition to the KNN approach for reduction of the number of selected features, another
method was implemented to filter out large sequences of wall and free space features.
Notice that corner features are not analysed in this method. These features represent a
very distinctive spatial attribute that might potentially be key to the model of the joint-
action. Thus, it is desired to maintain all corners within the DRI in F11 and Fr, assuming
that T11 and Tr include corner features.
The procedure is akin to the KNN approach. However, instead of adding all nearest
neighbours to the subsets F11 and Fr, the features are added to a temporary set Temp.
The features in this set are then analysed. If a feature type is C, it is automatically
added to the Filtered and Seen sets of features. Otherwise, the nearest neighbours of
that particular feature are retrieved, and every other feature which has not been seen
is included in Filtered. Finally, the subsets F11 and Fr are determined based on the
features in Filtered only, and according to T11 and Tr. This procedure is detailed in
Algorithm 6.4.3. As in the KNN approach, the parameter k = 5 in this procedure was
also used.
6.5. Multi-robot behaviour model adaptation
Once the feature set F, the subsets F11 and Fr and the list of waypoints P are deter-
mined from log files of a demonstrated joint-action, the template can be adapted to a new
situation, that is, a target F′.
Recalling the formal definition of the problem in Section 6.2, the number of features
in the target is assumed to be greater than (or at least equal to) the number of features
in the template. The target is comprised of the current location of robots and objects,
as well as environmental features. Since there are no trajectories in the target and the
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Algorithm 6.4.3: Selective k-nearest neighbours (SKNN) filter
Input: Fenv: set of environmental features within DRI, k: number of neighbours,
P : {ucd : d ∈ 1 . . . l, c ∈ 1 . . . (nrobots + nobjects)}: list of waypoints,
T11 : {. . .}: set of environmental feature types which must be in F11,
Tr : {. . .}: set of env. feature types which must be in Fr (e.g., {C, W, F}).
Output: F11 and Fr: feature subsets
1: Temp ← ∅, Filtered ← ∅, Seen ← ∅
2: kdtree ← buildKDTree(Fenv)
3: for all u ∈ P do
4: Neighbours ← KNN(kdtree, u,Fenv, k)
5: for all feature ∈ Neighbours do
6: if feature /∈ Temp then
7: Temp ← feature
8: end if
9: end for
10: end for
11: kdtree ← buildKDTree(Temp)
12: for all feature ∈ Temp do
13: if type(feature) = C ∧ feature /∈ Filtered then
14: Filtered ← feature
15: Seen ← feature
16: else
17: Neighbours ← KNN(kdtree, feature,Temp, k)
18: a← true
19: for all ft ∈ Neighbours do
20: a← ¬a
21: if ft /∈ Seen then
22: Seen ← ft
23: if a = true ∧ ft /∈ Filtered then
24: Filtered ← ft
25: end if
26: end if
27: end for
28: end if
29: end for
30: for all feature ∈ Filtered do
31: if type(feature) ∈ T11 ∧ feature /∈ F11 then
32: F11 ← feature
33: end if
34: if type(feature) ∈ Tr ∧ feature /∈ Fr then
35: Fr ← feature
36: end if
37: end for
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outcome of the adaptation cannot be easily predicted, it is not possible to define a DRI
for feature selection.
For that reason, the environmental features of the entire map are added to the target.
The advantages are that none of the features which describe the spatial context of the
template will be left out, and the condition m ≤ n is satisfied. The disadvantage of having
a large feature set F′ is only related to processing time.
6.5.1. Adaptation via minimal distortion feature mapping
The adaptation method utilised in this thesis is similar to the one presented in Wu and
Demiris (2010), where the TPS algorithm was used as one-shot learning of waypoints for
path planning of a robotic arm. The method herein used is a variation of the approach
presented in Zhu and Lyu (2007) and is based on Taka´cs and Demiris (2009), which is also
described in Taka´cs and Demiris (2010). This method can also be considered as one-shot
learning approach, because a model extracted from one single demonstration is generalised
to many distinct novel situations.
Generally, the adaptation problem is to fit a mapping function f : < → <, given a set of
matching positions (ai, bi) where i ∈ 1 . . .K, which minimises the bending energy function
shown in Eq. 6.3 (Zhu and Lyu, 2007).
E(f) =
K∑
i=1
‖ bi − f(ai) ‖ +λL[f ] (6.3)
The regularisation coefficient λ > 0 defines the smoothness/rigidness of the mapping,
that is, the trade-off between accuracy and distortion of the mapping function. Also,
the term L[f ] defines the TPS (Bookstein, 1989), which is the functional measuring the
distortion of the mapping, calculated by the space integral of the square of the second
order derivatives, shown in Eq. 6.4.
L[f ] =
∫∫ [(
∂2f
∂x2
)2
+ 2
(
∂2f
∂x∂y
)2
+
(
∂2f
∂y2
)2]
dxdy (6.4)
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Therefore, finding the optimal mapping of features in the template to features in the
target could be possible by using the smoothing TPS (Eq. 6.3), thus allowing the waypoints
in P to also be mapped in the target. However, computing the smoothing TPS demands
high computational power and, thus, can be very slow. In order to overcome this issue,
some recent studies have presented approaches for a fast estimation of the optimal solution
(Pilet et al., 2005; Zhu and Lyu, 2007).
The algorithm herein implemented, presented in Taka´cs and Demiris (2009), maintains
a weighted set X of all possible feature assignments at each iteration. Initially, a weighted
set X0 of correspondences is used to estimate the parameters of the mapping, which are
then used iteratively to refine the weighted set by calculating a more accurate mapping.
This approach also allows for the relaxation of the mapping accuracy in regards to the
distance error between two correspondent features. Thus, Eq. 6.3 is modified to account
for these characteristics, resulting in the new energy function E(f) shown in Eq. 6.5.
E(f) =
m∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
wij
σ2
min(‖ bj − f(ai) ‖;σ)2 + λL[f ] (6.5)
Assignments which distance error between the template feature and its mapped feature
in the target is greater than σ are removed from the set of correspondences X. This
modification not only allows for control of preciseness of the mapping, but it is also the
reason why the subsets F11 and Fr must be defined. If a correspondence between a feature
in the template which is in Fr (required to be matched) and a target feature were removed
from X, and the energy function E(f) could not be further minimised, the result would
be failure in the adaptation process for not satisfying Fr. This principle also holds for F11.
The term wij represents the weighted correspondence between the i-th feature in the
template and the j-th feature in the target. In Pilet et al. (2005), several ways of calcu-
lating the weight were compared. In this thesis, the similarity function is incorporated
into the matching process with the computation of the weight matrix, ensuring that a
pair of correspondent features with low values of similarity are assigned a smaller weight.
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Therefore, for each potential match between (ai, Ai) ∈ F and (bj , Aj) ∈ F′, the weighted
correspondence is calculated using Eq. 6.61 (Taka´cs and Demiris, 2009).
wij =
p(Ai, Aj) + p(Aj , Ai)∑
(i,j′)∈X p(Ai, Aj′) +
∑
(i′,j)∈X p(Ai′, Aj)
(6.6)
Combined with the similarity function, the resulting weight matrix facilitates the dis-
ambiguation when multiple features in the target are assigned to the same feature in the
template.
In order to iteratively refine the weighted set X, the parameters of the mapping function
f must be estimated. This estimation is achieved by approximating the mapping function
f in the form of a triangular mesh, as in Pilet et al. (2005), Zhu and Lyu (2007), and Taka´cs
and Demiris (2009). The approximation of the optimal solution of Eq. 6.4 is equivalent
to solving a system of linear equations, which can be computed fast. The coordinates of
the mesh points in the target become the parameters of f . Assuming that the triangular
mesh covers all features in the template, each point a is therefore found within one triangle
in the mesh. Given the coordinates of the vertices (pα, qα), (pβ, qβ) and (pγ , qγ) of the
corresponding triangle of feature a in the target, the mapping f(a) can be computed using
Eq. 6.7.
f(a) =
pα pβ pγ
qα qβ qγ
(ξ1 ξ2 ξ3)T (6.7)
The vector
(
ξ1 ξ2 ξ3
)T
represents the barycentric coordinate of feature a in the triangle.
The solution for Eq. 6.7 is herein implemented using the Finite Newton Formulation,
which was successfully utilised in Zhu and Lyu (2007). However, other methods can also
be applied.
Regarding the feature correspondence set X, the algorithm ensures that all (i, j) pairs
in X where the similarity function p(Ai, Aj) = 0 are removed. In addition, pairs where
1Notice that Eq. 6.6 can be simplified when the similarity function is symmetric
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‖ bj − f(ai) ‖ < σ are also removed. Then, in order to iteratively refine the set X, the
assignment problem (Pentico, 2007) must be solved. Essentially, the assignment problem is
to find the matching of all permutations between m features in the template and n features
in the target which minimises the total cost of the assignments, defined in Eq. 6.8.
total cost =
m∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
Cij (6.8)
The cost matrix C, defined in Eq. 6.9, is designed so that assignments with similarity
p(Ai, Aj) = 0 have infinite cost. In addition, had multiple target features been assigned to
a feature in the template, the second term of the product guarantees the selection of the
closest one. Also, as described in Taka´cs and Demiris (2009), dummy points are added
in the target for the features in F11 which are not in Fr. However, these points are only
matched if no other assignment can be found. Therefore, minimising the cost matrix C
results in the refinement of the correspondence set X.
Cij =
(
p(Ai, Aj) ·max
(
1− ‖ bj − f(ai) ‖
2
σ2
; 0
))−1
(6.9)
The algorithm herein implemented firstly computes the m× n weight matrix, then cal-
culates the parameters of the function f by estimating the optimal mesh transformation.
Subsequently, the correspondence set X is defined and, finally, the parameter σ is de-
creased. The rate at which σ is decreased at each iteration is defined by the parameter
ρ. Whenever σ < σmin, the algorithm stops iterating, which means that the error in the
current estimation of the parameters of f is accepted as a solution for the adaptation
problem and hence the waypoints in P can be transformed into P ′ using f .
However, this condition might not be reached in all cases. As the value of σ decreases,
ensuring that all features in Fr have at least one correspondent feature in the target
becomes increasingly more difficult. In an iteration which required features (the ones in
Fr) cannot be matched, the previous value of σ and the previous estimation of f are
retrieved, and the parameter ρ is increased. This way, σ will be reduced at a lower rate
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in the following iterations. The parameter ρmax < 1 restricts the maximum value of ρ
and, therefore, the algorithm stops iterating when ρ > ρmax. In which case, if σ < σmax,
the estimated parameters of f are accepted as a solution. Otherwise, the adaptation is
considered to have failed. Thus, the parameter σmax defines the least acceptable accuracy
of the resulting mapping F → F′. The pseudocode, which is a modified version of the
algorithm presented in Taka´cs and Demiris (2009), is shown in Algorithm 6.5.1.
The implementation of the described algorithm is essentially the same as the one pre-
sented in Taka´cs and Demiris (2009), with two main differences. The first difference is
that, in Taka´cs and Demiris (2009), a KD-Tree was utilised for finding close matches
rapidly when defining the set X (line 7 of Algorithm 6.5.1), whereas in this thesis the set
X is defined by exhaustive search of correspondent features.
The second difference is related to how the initial correspondence set X0 is defined. A
rigid match is calculated between the initial position of the robots and objects of interest
in the template F and the current position of the robots and the objects in the target F′.
This rigid match is determined by simple affine transformations for scaling, rotation and
translation.
Firstly, the Euclidean distance is calculated between features in the template and in
the target. Then, the two closest pairs of template-target features are used to estimate
the affine transformation parameters. Subsequently, the transformation is applied to the
remaining template features. Finally, the Euclidean distance is recalculated and, if any of
the template-target pairs is further than a dmax parameter, the rigid match is considered to
have failed. The threshold dmax, systematically determined, is of significance importance
because it ensures that the current position of the robots and objects is coherent with the
initial position of the model of joint-action to be adapted.
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Algorithm 6.5.1: Minimal distortion joint-action adaptation
Input: F : {(xi, yi, Ai) : i ∈ 1 . . .m} template feature set,
F′ : {(pj , qj , Aj) : j ∈ 1 . . . n} target feature set, F11 and Fr subsets,
p(A,A′) similarity function, X0 : {(i, j) : i ∈ 1 . . .m, j ∈ 1 . . . n}, |X0| ≥ 2 initial
correspondence set, σ0 initial search range, ρ0 initial discount parameter,
ρmax < 1 maximal discount parameter, σmin and σmax for acceptable final
σ range and λ regularisation coefficient.
Output: P ′ list of transformed waypoints.
1: σ ← σ0, σ′ ←∞, ρ← ρ0, X ← X0
2: loop
3: calculate wij with Eq. 6.6
4: calculate the new mapping f using Eq. 6.7 and Finite Newton Formulation
5: ai ← (xi, yi) and bj ← (pj , qj)
6: calculate b′i ← f(ai) using Eq. 6.7
7: X ← {(i, j) : ||b′i − bi|| < σ}
8: remove (i, j) pairs from X where p(Ai, Aj) = 0
9: σlow ← false
10: if ∀a ∈ Fr,@(i, j) ∈ X|i = a then
11: σlow ← true
12: else
13: create C cost matrix with Eq. 6.9 for template features both in F11 and X
14: extend C to contain dummy matches for template features in F11 and X
but not in Fr, set dummy assignments to have cost larger than other costs
15: solve the assignment problem of C (permutation that minimises Eq. 6.8)
16: if no match could be found then σlow ← true end if
17: end if
18: if σlow = true then
19: if σ′ =∞ then
20: return failed {no match exists}
21: else
22: σ ← σ′, f ← f ′ and ρ← ρ+ (1− ρ)/2
23: if ρ > ρmax then
24: if σ > σmax then
25: return failed {no match exists}
26: else
27: break loop
28: end if
29: end if
30: end if
31: else
32: if σ < σmin then
33: break loop
34: end if
35: σ′ ← σ, f ′ ← f and σ ← ρσ
36: end if
37: end loop
38: transform P into P ′ using f
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(a) The teleoperation room (b) Photo taken during the execution of one of the
demonstrations
Figure 6.2.: The experimental setup
6.6. Experimental results
As discussed in Section 6.4, the set of features F is defined using the DRI approach,
ensuring that only the features surrounding the workspace of the demonstrated joint-action
are added to F. However, determining the subsets F11 and Fr are not as straightforward,
because the larger the number of features in these subsets, the more constraints must be
satisfied in the adaptation process.
Therefore, theKNN and SKNN approaches can be used to reduce the number of features
added to F11 and Fr. Furthermore, the sets T11 and Tr can be determined so that only
selected types of features are added to the respective F11 and Fr subsets.
6.6.1. Evaluation of behaviour model adaptation
Moving towards autonomous execution, and in order for a group behaviour model to be
adapted to a new situation, it is necessary to define which of the environmental features
should form the subsets F11 and Fr and, moreover, which method should be employed
for feature selection. Thus, an exhaustive comparison was carried out to investigate the
efficiency and suitability of the different methods for feature selection, as well as all possible
combinations of feature types added to the subsets F11 and Fr.
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Utilising the MRMT-LbD framework, 2 experienced users remotely operated 2 P3-AT
robots from the teleoperation room (Fig. 6.2a), and performed 3 demonstrations of a box-
pushing joint-action (Fig. 6.2b). Alterations were made to the box making it large and
heavy enough so that a single robot would not be able to move it.
The 3 demonstrations consisted of cooperatively pushing the box along a straight cor-
ridor (Fig. 6.3a: template, Fig. 6.3b: trajectories), pushing the box from inside a room,
making a left turn into the corridor (Fig. 6.3c: template, Fig. 6.3d: trajectories), and
pushing the box on a straight line through a doorway (Fig. 6.3e: template, Fig. 6.3f:
trajectories). The DRI method was used to define the set F, where dark blue, cyan and
yellow circles represent corner, wall and free space features, respectively. In addition, the
dark blue traces represent the trajectories of the robots, whilst the box is represented in
red. The initial location of robots and box is denoted by the squares (dark blue and red).
Subsequently, the same participants performed a longer box-pushing demonstration.
From this demonstration, each entry in the log file was considered to be a potential new
situation, resulting in 339 targets (Fig. 6.4a shows feature set F′ of the targets, whilst
Fig. 6.4b presents the trajectories of the long demonstration in the map). This way,
a very large number of targets could be defined from real data, rather than artificially
creating hypothetical new situations.
All algorithms were implemented in C++, calling the MATLAB engine from within
the program to handle the data structures required by the Algorithm 6.5.1, which was
implemented in MATLAB. The following parameter values, defined empirically, were used
in Algorithm 6.5.1: σ0 = 0.5, σmin = 0.004, σmax = 0.01, ρ0 = 0.9, and ρmax = 0.99.
Initially, the feature selection approaches were compared. Given the 3 distinct environ-
mental features (C, W and F), the sets T11 and Tr have 8 different combinations each (from
T = {∅} to T = {C,W,F}). Hence, there are 64 different permutations between T11 and
Tr. All these permutations were used to define the subsets F11 and Fr employing the DRI,
KNN and SKNN approaches, resulting in 192 distinct templates for one demonstration.
As 3 demonstrations were performed, a total of 576 templates were each compared against
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Figure 6.3.: The templates generated from demonstrations and respective trajectories
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(a) Feature set F′ of the targets (b) Trajectory from which targets were extracted
Figure 6.4.: Targets extracted from sampled trajectories of real, demonstrated data
the 339 targets. Thus, 195,264 matches were analysed in this comparison.
In addition, the 195, 264 matches were run using 4 different values for the parame-
ter λ, producing 781, 056 different matches. The values, which were used in a similar
comparison in Taka´cs and Demiris (2009), follow a logarithmic scale and are defined as
λ = {200, 1000, 5000, 25000}. The use of a logarithmic scale allows for the comparison of
a larger range of values of the parameter λ, thus better representing the influence of λ in
the matching results.
Due to the significantly large number of matches, the comparisons are presented sep-
arately. The results of the DRI, KNN and SKNN approaches are shown in Fig. 6.7 for
λ = 200, Fig. 6.8 for λ = 1000, Fig. 6.9 for λ = 5000 and, finally, Fig. 6.6 for λ = 25000.
When adapting a template to a target, the resulting match may be successful, or may
fail. The failure of a match may be caused by a failure in the rigid match that defines
the initial correspondence set X0. In addition, matches may fail when the constraints
imposed by F11 and Fr cannot be satisfied (lines 20 and 25 of Algorithm 6.5.1). Finally,
matches which the triangular mesh is folding are considered to be failed matches as well. A
folding triangular mesh is characterised when at least 10 triangles in the mesh grid change
direction, resulting in a non-planar mesh and, consequently, not applicable to adaptation
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of trajectories in the 2D plane.
The result of three matches is shown in Fig. 6.5 to illustrate the possible outcomes of
a match. A successful match of the template “Corridor – straight” to sampled target 205
is depicted in Fig. 6.5a, whilst Fig. 6.5b shows a false positive found when matching the
template “Right turn” to sampled target 059. In addition, a folding match can be seen
in Fig 6.5c, where a match from the template “Corridor – straight” to the sampled target
100 was attempted.
In all comparisons, the number of occurrences where the rigid match failed remains
constant, which is obvious, as this condition is detached from the adaptation algorithm.
However, the number of rigid match failures was plotted on the graphs for the sake of
quantitative comparison with the other conditions.
6.6.2. Analysis of values for parameter λ
Firstly, analysing the results for different values of λ, from Fig. 6.6 it is evident that,
for λ = 25000, the mapping is too rigid, causing the vast majority of the matches to
fail. Regardless the approach used for feature selection, the number of failed matches
is significantly higher than all the other conditions added together. As the value of λ
is decreased, the number of failed matches also decreases, which is expectable, as lower
values of λ result in a more flexible mapping.
At the same time, the number of folding matches increases. Again, this can be explained
by the influence of λ in the mapping. This influence can be seen in Fig. 6.7: the triangular
mesh is so flexible, due to the low λ = 200, that the majority of the occurrences are results
of folding matches. On the other hand, as λ is decreased, the growth in successful matches
is not as remarkable as the growth in folding matches. In fact, the number of successful
matches for λ = 200 is lowest of all values of λ for any of the feature extraction methods.
Therefore, it can be concluded that values of λ = 25000 and λ = 200 do not yield
satisfactory results. The former value results in a very rigid triangular mesh where most
of the matches fail to adapt the template to the target, whilst the latter produces such a
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(a) Template “Corridor” vs. target 205: successful match
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(c) Template “Corridor” vs. target 100: folding trimesh
Figure 6.5.: Results for λ = 1000, using KNN, with T11 = {C} and Tr = {C,W}
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Figure 6.6.: Comparison of feature selection approaches – matching results for λ = 25000
flexible triangular mesh that culminates in predominantly folding matches.
Therefore, a comparison of the results for λ = 1000 (Fig. 6.8) with the results for λ =
5000 (Fig. 6.9) is sufficient to make a decision upon which value of λ is more appropriate
for the scope of this thesis. The number of successful matches in both cases is virtually
the same. However, for λ = 5000, the number of failed matches is significantly higher
and, for this reason, λ = 1000 appears to be the best parameter value to be used, which is
consistent with the results presented in Taka´cs and Demiris (2009). It is worth highlighting
that failed matches are the ones which could not satisfy the constraints imposed by F11 and
Fr, which play a key role in describing the spatial context within the template. Folding
matches, on the other hand, have satisfied these constraints, and are more dependent on
the number of triangles allowed to change direction in the triangular mesh.
The number of triangles permitted to change direction was set to a severely low value
to avoid “false positive” successful matches, that is, matches considered successful, but
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Figure 6.7.: Comparison of feature selection approaches – matching results for λ = 200
with impracticable adapted trajectories.
6.6.3. Analysis of feature selection approaches
In regards to feature selection, the SKNN approach consistently resulted in more successful
matches for any value of λ, in comparison with the DRI and KNN methods. At first, the
use of SKNN appears to yield the best results overall.
However, a more careful analysis of the results using the SKNN method suggests that
this method is rather unpredictable. For all the approaches, as λ was decreased, the
number of failed matches rose, but in the SKNN case the failed matches rapidly escalated
to a noticeably high number of occurrences. This is presumably due to a combination
of two factors: a more flexible triangular mesh (result of lower values of λ), and fewer
constraints imposed by F11 and Fr.
Furthermore, the number of folding matches suggests that the reduction in the number
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Figure 6.8.: Comparison of feature selection approaches – matching results for λ = 1000
of features in F11 and Fr caused by the use of SKNN are not preserving the spatial context
that is of great importance for a successful adaptation. Therefore, it is reasonable to rule
out the use of the SKNN method for feature extraction.
Regarding the DRI and KNN methods, the results are comparable and no definite
conclusion can be drawn from the comparison of different values of λ. Thus, it is necessary
to analyse the results based on a different parameter.
6.6.4. Analysis of averaged costs based on feature types in F11 and Fr
One of the key parameters of the joint-action adaptation approach is the cost matrix C
(Eq. 6.9). Recall that the algorithm iteratively attempts to minimise the cost matrix,
thus refining the correspondence set X, resulting in a more accurate match of features in
F to features in F′. Hence, the total cost of a match (Eq. 6.8) is a pivotal metric which
quantifies how good a match actually is.
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Figure 6.9.: Comparison of feature selection approaches – matching results for λ = 5000
Moreover, the total cost of a match is closely related to which feature types are in the
subsets F11 and Fr and, more importantly, how many features are in these subsets. The
fewer the number of features in F11 and, particularly, Fr, the fewer the constraints to
be satisfied. As a consequence, the total cost of a match is expected to be lower as the
number of features in the subsets drop.
Two factors determine the number of features in F11 and Fr. Firstly, the sets T11 and Tr
define which feature types must be included in each of the correspondent subsets. Then,
the method used for feature extraction specify which features in F should be added to F11
and Fr. While the DRI method defines that all features in F may be added to the subsets,
the KNN method selects only the k-nearest features surrounding each of the waypoints
forming the trajectories of robots and objects. In addition, the SKNN method further
reduces the number of features already selected by the KNN method.
Therefore, it is reasonable to anticipate that the SKNN method will potentially present
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the smallest total cost values on average, followed by the KNN and, subsequently, the DRI
method. What is more, the lower the value of λ the more flexible is the triangular mesh
and, therefore, the more likely to result in lower total cost values. These expectations are
confirmed by the results of the extensive comparison carried out. The graphs shown in
Figs. 6.10 and 6.11 present an intuitive view of the overall results for comparison between
different values of λ and distinct feature extraction methods.
Following the discussion in Section 6.6.2, the results of the average total cost for the DRI
andKNN methods are markedly similar. Thus, the choice between DRI andKNN depends
on which types of environmental features comprise the subsets F11 and Fr. Considering
the parameter λ = 1000, Fig. 6.10b (DRI) and Fig. 6.10d (KNN) clearly suggests that for
T11 = ∅ and Tr = {C,W,F} the KNN method is a better choice over the DRI method.
However, when T11 = {C,W,F} and Tr = ∅, DRI should probably be preferred over the
KNN method.
Considering the box-pushing task, it is sensible to assume that corners and walls are
key features delineating the spatial context. Corners, in particular, represent very specific
characteristics of the environment. Walls are also important, because they constrain the
workspace. However, wall features are invariably ambiguous. Therefore, a reasonable
choice of features for the subsets F11 and Fr could be T11 = {C,W} and Tr = {C}, so that
the central characteristic of the environment can be preserved in the modelled joint-action.
In this particular scenario, the influence of free space features was immaterial. This can
be explained by the fact that a known map of the environment was provided and thus the
robots would always be within the white, free space.
Since the sets T11 and Tr must be determined a priori and depends on the spatial context
properties desired to be preserved, this comparison can be used as a practical reference
guide. Additionally, Appendix A show the same results in Tables, where the feature types
in F11 and Fr can be easily compared for each value of λ and each feature extraction
approach. As an example, considering the case above discussed and λ = 1000, where
T11 = {C,W} and Tr = {C}, Table A.4 shows that the average cost of the comparisons
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(c) KNN – λ = 200
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(e) SKNN – λ = 200
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(f) SKNN – λ = 1000
Figure 6.10.: Comparison of averaged costs for λ = 200 and λ = 1000
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(a) DRI – λ = 5000
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(b) DRI – λ = 25000
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(c) KNN – λ = 5000
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(d) KNN – λ = 25000
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(e) SKNN – λ = 5000
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(f) SKNN – λ = 25000
Figure 6.11.: Comparison of averaged costs for λ = 5000 and λ = 25000
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was 10.58 when the DRI method was used, whilst Table A.5 indicates that when the KNN
method was applied the average cost was 6.56 , thus suggesting that KNN will potentially
result in more a more accurate mapping from F to F′.
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This Chapter presents the proposed approach to the representation of multi-robot plans
at symbolic level, addressing the fundamental questions of what and when to imitate.
As previously discussed in Chapter 3, cooperation, collaboration and coordination are
all related to how interaction takes place, as well as the effects of interaction to each
of the peers. These interactions, combined with actions at single-robot level, define the
group behaviour. Therefore, recognising what to imitate can be understood as recognising
what actions are being executed. In addition, detected interactions can be used as a key
element in group behaviour segmentation, where the segmented components ordered in
time determine when the actions should be executed.
Hence, two distinct problems must be addressed in order to learn multi-robot plans,
which are discussed in the following sections. Firstly, the MRMT-LbD framework must
be able to recognise the actions performed by human teachers at individual level. Then, the
MRMT-LbD framework must detect potential interaction events and separate dissimilar
spatiotemporal activities taking such events into account.
7.1. Action recognition at single-robot level
Action recognition has been extensively studied over the past decade. In Schaal et al.
(2003), many research studies are reviewed, addressing the problem of matching observed
behaviour and constructing an appropriate control policy. In addition, a substantial
amount of work has been done addressing the task of recognising human actions by cap-
turing human motion behaviour using vision-based systems (Moeslund et al., 2006).
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Typically, LbD methods attempt to recognise actions by matching the observed be-
haviour against an existing set of primitive behaviours, as in Olenderski et al. (2005),
Demiris and Khadhouri (2006), Chernova and Veloso (2007a), and Nicolescu et al. (2008)),
regardless of the technique applied to the matching process. Other research studies also
proposed methods to learn primitive behaviours (Dearden and Demiris, 2005), and extend
existing set of behaviours (Saunders et al., 2006).
In Han and Veloso (2000), a framework using Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to rep-
resent and recognise strategic behaviours of virtual robotic soccer agents was proposed.
Similarly, Nicolescu et al. (2008) made use of HMMs to model observed activities and
predict intents. Although HMMs are able to model hidden variables, their structure must
be defined a priori.
Additionally, Chernova and Veloso (2007a) presented a supervised learning approach
that uses gaussian mixture models for classification of observed behaviour based on a
confidence level, which is a fixed threshold defined empirically. When the confidence of
a classified behaviour exceeds this threshold, an internal model of the action observed
is autonomously executed, while a level of confidence below the threshold results in a
request for the teacher to select the proper action. This approach was applied to a simple
real world corridor navigation task, using the well-known Sony AIBO four-legged robot.
Similar to the approach herein presented, during the learning process the AIBO robot was
remotely operated using a joystick. Conversely, the teacher had global perception of the
environment and the robot had only four available actions – forward, turn left, turn right
and u-turn – from which the human had to choose in order to move the robot.
Similarly, Olenderski et al. (2005) used a schema-based representation of behaviours,
based on the work of Arkin (1987). Motor schemas are a popular method in behaviour-
based robotics, providing an uniform output in the form of velocity vectors generated
using a potential fields approach. In Olenderski et al. (2005), a human used a joystick to
manoeuvre the robot during task execution, while the robot continuously attempted to
match internal output vectors against its sensorial inputs.
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Figure 7.1.: The HAMMER architecture block diagram (Demiris and Khadhouri, 2006)
In the proposed MRMT-LbD framework, even though the robot is able to passively
observe the actions being performed by the human teacher using its own sensors, mapping
manoeuvre commands to robot primitive behaviours inevitably results in a non-trivial
embodiment mapping ME : AT → AL. Recalling the discussion in Section 4.3.2, the tele-
operation system does not make use of primitive behaviours, but instead it uses joysticks
as an input interface to motor commands. Human intentions and actions have deliberative
and reactive components, and this combination may well result in actions the robot does
not have in its repertoire.
Moreover, recognising actions from observed data using the teleoperation system be-
comes even more challenging, as the state of the environment is only partially observable.
As a result, important variables may not be present during the entire demonstration, caus-
ing the observation mapping MO : S → Z to be an estimation, rather than the identity
mapping MO ≡ IO.
With these issues in mind, and in order to recognise actions from observed data and
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The building block of HAMMER is an inverse model
paired with a forward model (Fig. 1). When HAMMER is
asked to rehearse or execute a certain action, the corre-
sponding inverse model module is given information about
the current state and, optionally, about the target goal(s).
The inverse model then outputs the motor commands that
are necessary to achieve or maintain these implicit or ex-
plicit target goal(s). The forward model provides an esti-
mate of the upcoming states should these motor commands
get executed. This estimate is returned back to the inverse
model, allowing it to adjust any parameters of the action
(an example of this would be achieving different move-
ment speeds (Demiris and Hayes 2002)). The estimate can
also be compared with the target goal to produce a rein-
forcement signal for the inverse model depending on how
much the model’s motor commands brought the estimate
closer to the target goal. Architectures involving combi-
nations of inverse and forward models (in varying config-
urations, for example differing in how control is switched
between multiple models) are used in motor control (Na-
rendra and Balakrishnan 1997; Wolpert and Kawato 1998)
due to their flexible modular structure, and have been
advocated for use in imitation and learning (Demiris and
Hayes 2002; Demiris and Khadhouri 2006; Schaal 1999;
Schaal et al. 2003; Wolpert et al. 2003).
The HAMMER architecture uses an inverse–forward
model coupling in a dual role: either for executing an ac-
tion, or for perceiving the same action when performed by
a demonstrator. When HAMMER operates in action per-
ception mode, it can determine whether a visually per-
ceived demonstrated action matches a particular inverse–
forward model coupling (Fig. 2), by feeding the demon-
strator’s current state as perceived by the imitator to the
inverse model. The inverse model generates the motor
commands that it would output if it was in that state and
was executing the particular action. In a sense, the imitator
processes the actions by analogy with the self—‘‘what
would I do if I were in the demonstrator’s shoes?’’
In the perception or planning modes, the motor com-
mands are inhibited from being sent to the motor system.
The forward model outputs an estimated next state, which is
a prediction of what the demonstrator’s next state will be.
This predicted state is compared with the demonstrator’s
actual state at the next time step. As seen in Fig. 2 and the
text that follows, this comparison results in an error signal
that can be used to increase or decrease the behaviour’s
confidence value, which is an indicator of how closely the
demonstrated action matches a particular imitator’s action.
An interesting point that arises here is how to learn these
models; interested readers are referred to Dearden and
Demiris (2005) for some initial work on a developmental
approach on how this can be achieved in robots. In these
experiments, the robot associated self-generated actions
with the feedback they produce once executed (including
learning the feedback delays in the motor system).
So far we have described how the ‘MER’ (Models for
Execution and Recognition) part of HAMMER operates. It
remains to be seen why the ‘HAM’ (Hierarchical Attentive
Multiple) part is important, starting from the multiplicity
aspect and continuing with the Hierarchies and Attention in
the next section.
HAMMER consists of multiple pairs of inverse and
forward models that operate in parallel (Demiris and Hayes
2002). As the demonstrator agent executes a particular
action, and there are multiple models (possibilities) that
can explain the ongoing demonstration, we feed the per-
ceived states into all of the imitator’s available inverse
models. This will result into the generation of multiple
motor commands (representing the multiple hypotheses as
to what action is being demonstrated) that are sent to the
forward models. The forward models generate predictions
about the demonstrator’s next state as described earlier and
these are compared with the actual demonstrator’s state at
the next time step. The error signal resulting from this
comparison affects the confidence values of the inverse
models. At the end of the demonstration (or earlier if
required) the inverse model with the highest confidence
value, i.e. the one that is the closest match to the demon-
strator’s action is selected and is offered as an estimate of
the intention. Demiris and Hayes (2002) have described the
relation of this process to a biological counterpart, the
mirror system (Gallese et al. 1996), offering a number of
Fig. 1 HAMMER’s basic building block, an inverse model paired with a forward model (from Demiris and Hayes 2002, Demiris and Johnson
2003). The target goal (or intention) is marked optional since it might already be implicit in the functionality of the inverse model
154 Cogn Process (2007) 8:151–158
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Figure 7.2.: Inverse-forward model pair – b sic buil ing block, from Demiris (2007)
manoeuvre commands, the approach herein implemented is the Hierarchical Attentive
Multiple Models for Execution and Recognition (HAMMER) architecture (Demiris and
Hayes, 2002; Demiris and Khadhouri, 2006; Demiris, 2007), which has been proven to work
consistently well when applied to distinct robot scenarios. The HAMMER architecture is
based on the concepts of multiple hierarchically connected inverse-forward models, which
general block diagram, extracted from Demiris and Khadhouri (2006), is shown in Fig. 7.1.
In this architecture, an inverse model has as inputs the observed state of the environment
and, optionally, the target goal(s). Its outputs are the motor commands required to achieve
or maintain the target goal(s). On the other hand, forward models have as inputs the
observed state and motor commands, whilst the output is a prediction of the next state
of the environment. In perception mode, each inverse-forward pair generates a hypothesis
by simulating the execution of a primitive behaviour, then the predicted state is compared
to the observed state to compute a confidence value. This value represents how correct
that prediction is, thus determining which primitive behaviour would result in the most
similar outcome to the observed action. The general diagrammatic statement, proposed
by Demiris (2007), of an inverse-forward model pair is shown in Fig. 7.2.
As discussed in Demiris and Hayes (2002), the inverse-forward model pair also shows
that the prediction error can be used as feedback for the inverse model block. This feature
may be used in case some internal parameters of the inverse model need to be adjusted.
In this thesis, however, the inverse models were not implemented in such way.
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The implementation of the HAMMER architecture consists of five inverse-forward model
pairs, defining the robots’ underlying capabilities. These pairs are:
• Idle – the robot does not make any movement, awaiting for a state transition
• Search – the robot explores the environment, looking for an object of interest
• Approach – the robot approaches a specific object within its field of view
• Push – the robot moves a particular object to a determined area
• Dock – the robot navigates back to its base, that is, its initial location
The inverse models are hand-coded primitive behaviours which compute a navigation
path using the clamped cubic splines algorithm, based on the current observed state of the
environment and the desired target. As an example of the Approach inverse model, given
a partial observation of the environment where the robot recognises an object, the inverse
model outputs motor commands which results in the robot moving towards the object.
Likewise, the forward models are hand-coded procedures based on the differential drive
kinematics model of the robot. Given the motor commands, the forward models output a
prediction of the next state for the correspondent inverse models. Recalling the example
describing the Approach inverse model, the correspondent forward model, based on the
motor commands, predicts that the robot should be closer to the object at the next state.
Thus, forward models can formulate a hypothesis by simulating the execution of the inverse
models.
It is worth noticing that the inverse models are independent of each other. While each
inverse model has its internal conditions which must be satisfied (e.g., to push an object,
the robot must recognise and be close enough to the object), there is no interdependence
between inverse models. This means that an inverse model does not influence or inhibit
others, that is, there is no rule defining that Push must be preceded by Approach. This is
a key advantage of the HAMMER architecture, in contrast with other approaches, such
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as Nicolescu and Mataric (2003), in which the mapping from observations to primitive
behaviours relies on task-dependent, static preconditions for a given behaviour.
The state of the environment is defined by the spatiotemporal relationship between the
robot and other robots, as well as the objects it recognises at each iteration. At each
iteration t, all inverse models are executed, and the respective forward models generate
the state predictions. Next, the prediction error is calculated. Subsequently, confidence
values are updated for each inverse-forward model pair. These confidence values for each
of the i-th inverse-forward model pairs are iteratively defined according to Eq. 7.1.
Confi(t) =
 1 if error ≥ distmin0 if error < distmin (7.1)
The term distmin denotes the minimum acceptable distance error of a prediction.
7.2. Group behaviour segmentation
The demonstrations consist of a sequence of observations made by each robot along time.
The observations of a robot denote its manoeuvres in the 2D map, as well as the location
of other robots and objects, when recognised by the robot. From this large amount of
data, not only the group behaviour must be segmented, but interactions must also be
detected.
7.2.1. Spatiotemporal segmentation
In order to deal with the problem of group behaviour segmentation, a spectral clustering
(SC) algorithm is used (Luxburg, 2007). The observed data can be represented by a
weighted undirected graph G = (V,E), where the set of vertices V consists of timestamped
2D positions in the map, that is, (x, y, t) from the list of waypoints P . In addition, E is
the set of edges connecting the vertices of G, and the weight of an edge connecting the
i-th and j-th vertices in V is a function w(i, j) defining a gaussian affinity measure.
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Traditional SC algorithms would consist of a spatial component only. However, the
nature of group behaviour encoded in the demonstrations has both spatial and temporal
components. Therefore, a gaussian affinity measure modified to incorporate the time
component, shown in Eq. 7.2, is utilised (Taka´cs and Demiris, 2008).
w(i, j) = exp
(
−∆s
2
σ2S
− ∆t
2
σ2T
)
(7.2)
The term ∆s =
√
(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2 is the Euclidean distance between the i-th and
j-th vertices, whilst ∆t = |ti − tj | represents the difference in time. Additionally, the two
scaling parameters, σS and σT , play an important role in the SC algorithm, balancing
spatial and temporal cuts, thus favouring either spatial or temporal segmentation. Hence,
the N×N symmetrical matrix W , where Wij ≡ w(i, j) ≥ 0, is determined by the affinities
between the vertices, where N is the total number of logged positions and observations
composing the demonstration.
Then, segmenting the data into k clusters is equivalent to partitioning the graph into
k sub-graphs so that the maximum dissimilarity across the sub-graphs is minimised. The
graph G = (V,E) must be cut into two disjoint sets, A and B (A ∪ B = V,A ∩ B = ∅)
by removing the edges connecting these two sets. The measure of disassociation between
two sets, proposed by Shi and Malik (2000) and shown in Eq. 7.3, is utilised to calculate
the normalised cut (Ncut) of the graph.
Ncut(A,B) =
cut(A,B)
assoc(A, V )
+
cut(A,B)
assoc(B, V )
(7.3)
cut(A,B) =
∑
i∈A,j∈B
w(i, j) (7.4)
The Eq. 7.4 is the measurement of dissimilarity between A and B, common to graph
theory (Shi and Malik, 2000). The term assoc(A, V ) =
∑
i∈A,v∈V w(i, v) is the number
of connections from vertices in A to all vertices in G, and assoc(B, V ) is likewise defined.
According to Shi and Malik (2000), the main advantage of using Eq. 7.3, as opposed to
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Eq. 7.4, is that normalised cuts not only ensure that inter-set similarities are minimal, but
also that intra-set similarities are maximal.
Before applying the normalised cut, following the approach described in Taka´cs and
Demiris (2008), the observations are scaled into a unit diameter circle with centre x = 0
and y = 0, with the scaling factor being determined by the largest spatial distance within
the observations. As a result, the clustering process becomes invariant to spatial rotation
and scaling. In addition, a temporal sample number NT is defined to counter the problem
of varying sampling frequency. The timestamps of the observations are resampled so
that the total number of timestamps is NT − 1. Then, timestamps are scaled into the
interval [0, 1]. As described in Taka´cs and Demiris (2008), resampling is performed by
linear interpolation of the closest observations of the same robot. Also, a parameter NS
determines the minimum number of observations of the same robot to compose a cluster.
The parameter values adopted in the implementation of the SC algorithm for this thesis
were NT = 100, NS = 8, σT = 0.1, and k = 8 clusters at the most. These values were
thoroughly determined based on the results shown in Taka´cs and Demiris (2008) and
empirical experimentation, in such a way that neither spatial nor temporal segmentations
would be biased. The parameter σS is calculated using the values of NT , NS and σT
according to Eq. 7.5.
σS =
NTNSσ
2
T
√
pi +
√
N2TN
2
Sσ
4
Tpi + 4NS(NTσT
√
pi + 1)NTσ2T
2NS(NTσT
√
pi + 1)
(7.5)
7.2.2. Interaction events
The SC algorithm is capable of spatiotemporally segmenting the trajectories of robots and
objects. However, as discussed in Chapter 3, cooperative behaviour is closely related to
the interactions amongst participants. An intuitive, yet somehow inconstant, assumption
is that robots sharing the same vicinity of the workspace at the same time are potentially
interacting. this is one of the great benefits in using a spatiotemporal SC algorithm.
However, the data gathered from demonstration allows further detecting of potential
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(a) Clear partition of trajectories
of two robots
(b) The SEEROBOT event takes
place (red lines)
(c) Partition using the event
(dashed-green line)
Figure 7.3.: Illustration of effect of interaction events in the clustering process
interaction events based on the objects and other robots that were recognised by the
robot during the demonstration. As an example, given the short distance the robot is
able to detect objects and other robots, when a robot detects a box, an interaction is
possibly under way. Likewise, when a robot detects another robot, there is a potential for
interaction and, probably, cooperative behaviour.
As discussed in Taka´cs et al. (2007) and Taka´cs and Demiris (2008), incorporating such
interaction events into the SC algorithm, as a means of facilitating the group behaviour
segmentation, can be achieved by exploiting the fact that the similarity matrix W is only
required to be symmetric and positive. Therefore, two key interaction events are defined:
• SEEBOX: occurs every time the robot recognises an object within its field of view
• SEEROBOT: takes place when the robot recognises another robot
As a consequence of these events, whenever a robot ri is able to recognise a box bj ,
w(ri, bj) = 1. Similarly, when the same robot recognises another robot rj in its field of
view, w(ri, rj) = 1. It is worth noticing that, while other events could have been taken
into account, the use of few events ensures that the algorithm will not be tailored to a
very specific problem.
An illustrative example of the effect of interaction events on the SC algorithm is shown
in Fig. 7.3. Trajectories of two robots are clearly separated in Fig. 7.3a, where events
are not used in the SC algorithm. However, along the trajectories, the robots were able
to recognise each other, triggering the event SEEROBOT, as denoted by the red lines in
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Fig. 7.3b. Thus, taking this event into account and modifying the similarity matrix W , a
new normalised cut is calculated, resulting in the partition shown in Fig. 7.3c.
7.3. Multi-robot plan extraction
The multi-robot plan extraction is a key element within the MRMT-LbD framework,
where the actions recognised at single-robot level and the segmented spatiotemporal group
behaviour are combined to form the multi-robot plan. This extracted plan represents a
solution for a given task, and consists of a sequence of primitive behaviours ordered in time
for each of the robots. What is more, the multi-robot plan extraction herein proposed is
a step further from the work of Taka´cs and Demiris (2008), where the output of the SC
was not used in any subsequent stage.
Although the absolute position of robots and objects in the map play a highly important
role in the SC algorithm, the state of the environment is not defined based on the tuple
(x, y, t). Defining the state using 2D coordinates would result in a task-dependent multi-
robot plan, thus considerably narrowing the possibilities of reuse of the plan. Hence,
the plan is abstracted to a symbolic representation of primitive behaviours, akin to the
networks of abstracted behaviours presented in Nicolescu and Mataric (2003), and also
very similar to the Petri Net Plans approach proposed by Ziparo et al. (2008).
First and foremost, the set of demonstrations D : {(ztr, atr) : t ∈ 1 . . . nr, r ∈ 1 . . . nrobots}
is derived from the log files of the nrobots robots that performed the task. In addition, the
list of waypoints P : {ucd : d ∈ 1 . . . l, c ∈ 1 . . . (nrobots + nobjects)} is defined based on the
sampled positions of robots and objects and observations made by the robots along time,
present in the log files, akin to Section 6.2. Then, a multi-robot plan can be generated
from D and P . This procedure is detailed in Algorithm 7.3.1.
Subsequently, the action recognition at single-robot level using the HAMMER architec-
ture takes place (lines 3–12 of Algorithm 7.3.1). The observations of each robot which
participated in the demonstration, along with its current location, are processed by the
HAMMER architecture. From the simulated execution of each inverse model, and based
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Algorithm 7.3.1: Multi-robot plan extraction
Input: D : {(ztr, atr) : t ∈ 1 . . . nr, r ∈ 1 . . . nrobots} set of demonstrations,
P : {ucd : d ∈ 1 . . . l, c ∈ 1 . . . (nrobots + nobjects)}: list of waypoints,
k: maximum number of clusters.
Output: Ψ: sequence of primitive behaviours ordered in time for each robot.
1: InvFwd ← ∅: set of confidence levels for each observation of each robot
2: AL: vector of confidence levels for actions {Approach,Dock , Idle,Push,Search}
{action recognition at single-robot level – HAMMER architecture}
3: for all robots r ∈ D do
4: for all samples of timestamp t ∈ nr do
5: for all inverse-forward model pairs i do
6: execute inverse model with (ztr, a
t
r)
7: use forward model to predict (zt+1r , a
t+1
r ) using output of inverse model
8: calculate Confi(t) using Eq. 7.1
9: end for
10: AL
t
r ← {Conf(t)} {confidence of all inverse-forward model pairs}
11: end for
12: end for
{group behaviour segmentation using SC and interaction events}
13: create graph G = (V,E), where V ≡ P
14: compute affinity matrix W using Eq. 7.2
15: for all robots r ∈ D do
16: for all samples of timestamp t ∈ nr do
17: if interaction event SEEROBOT or SEEBOX detected in ztr then
18: update affinity measure: w(r, j) = 1, where j represents robot or object
19: end if
20: end for
21: end for
22: partition graph G into not more than k clusters using the SC algorithm
{plan extraction – combine clusters and recognised actions}
23: for all partitioned clusters p do
24: tpb ← mint(p) {beginning: earliest timestamp found in cluster p}
25: tpe ← maxt(p) {end: latest timestamp found in cluster p}
26: for all robots r ∈ D do
27: if r ∈ p then
28: compute (action)pr ∈ AL executed by robot r during cluster p using Eq. 7.6
29: Ψr ← (action)pr
30: end if
31: end for
32: end for
33: return Ψ
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on the prediction of the correspondent forward model, a confidence level is calculated
using Eq. 7.1. This confidence level is a binary similarity value (either 0 or 1), which de-
scribes whether the execution of the correspondent inverse model would result in a similar
observed state.
It is worth noticing that, at this point, the confidence level of more than one inverse-
forward model pair may be coherent with the observed state and hence have confidence
level Conf(t) = 1. As an example, a robot might be moving towards a particular ob-
ject, but its movement could also be towards its base, causing both Approach and Dock
inverse-forward model pairs to output coherent predictions. The confidence levels can be
understood as if they were competing amongst each other, where the most predominant
eventually wins as the action being performed. This is one of the main advantages of the
HAMMER architecture, in contrast with other methods where the primitive behaviours
require the definition of pre- and post-conditions, such as the one presented in Nicolescu
and Mataric (2003).
The work of Demiris and Khadhouri (2006) discussed different methods for deciding
when to consider a particular confidence level to be predominant over the others. However,
the multi-robot scenario was not the scope of that study. In this thesis, the spatiotemporal
characteristics and interaction events are used as a means of determining the dominant
primitive behaviour at a particular time interval.
Therefore, the group behaviour is segmented using the SC and the detected interactions
events (lines 13–22 of Algorithm 7.3.1). A graph G = (V,E) is created using the list of
waypoints P to define the vertices V , whilst the edges E are determined by the affinity
matrix W , calculated using Eq. 7.2. Next, for each of the nr observations z
t
r of each robot
r at time t, in case an interaction event (SEEROBOT or SEEBOX) was detected, the
correspondent affinity measure is updated. Finally, the graph G is partitioned into p ≤ k
clusters.
Last but not least, the sequence of primitive behaviours along time can be defined (lines
23–30 of Algorithm 7.3.1). Each cluster p delimits a specific time interval, bounded by
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the earliest timestamp tpb (beginning of cluster p) and the latest timestamp t
p
e (end of
cluster p). For each cluster p and each robot r, if the robot lies within the cluster p, the
predominant action within the time boundaries can be defined according to Eq. 7.6.
(action)pr = arg max
i∈AL
te∑
t=tb
Confi(t) (7.6)
The primitive behaviour (action)pr is then added to the sequence Ψr. Once all the
sequences Ψ are determined, the multi-robot plan is complete.
The effectiveness of the proposed approach to generate multi-robot joint action plans is
evaluated through the experimental tests hereafter described.
7.4. Experimental tests and results
The experiments were performed in a realistic scenario illustrating a search and rescue
task, where two mobile robots P3-AT were utilised. Eight participants conducted 7 trials
of experiments in pairs. A training session of 10 minutes took place before the experiments
in order for the participants to familiarise themselves with the human-robot interface of the
teleoperation system. They were also given the same instructions for the task execution.
The task consisted in searching for a box which location was initially unknown, then
moving the box to a pre-defined area, subsequently returning to the base, where the
robots were originally located, as illustrated in Fig. 7.4. Using the taxonomy presented
in Section 3.4.2, this experiment can be categorised as ST-MR-IA. That is, the robots
can only execute one primitive behaviour at a time (which can be seen as a sub-task),
whilst the task requires tightly coupled cooperation to move the box to the destination.
In addition, the participants were instantly deciding which actions to perform.
The participants were appropriately accommodated in different rooms, which were care-
fully chosen for the purpose of avoiding visual contact and verbal communication. More-
over, the participants were not able to visualise the robots or any part of the environment
in which the task was being executed, reproducing a truly remote operation scenario.
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Figure 7.4.: Map of the real environment where experiments were performed: Green area
(1) indicates the robots’ base, while beige (2) shows the area where the box
is randomly located at the start; the blue (3) area denotes the desired final
location of the box. X and Y axes are also annotated.
In addition, to elicit a tightly coupled cooperation between robots, the size and weight of
the box were rigorously defined so a robot would not be able to move a box by itself, thus
requiring precisely coordinated manoeuvres of both robots to move the box around and
deliver to the desired destination. Notice that this experiment was performed when the
robots were equipped with the firewire camera. Moreover, the Monte Carlo localisation
had not been implemented at this stage.
From an analysis of the log files, it was seen that Trial 1 contains 502 observations and
Trial 2 consists of 534, while Trial 3 is comprised of 729 and Trial 4 has 425 observations.
The multi-robot plan extraction was implemented in C++ for log files parsing, the HAM-
MER architecture and detection of interaction events. The MATLAB engine is also used
in this implementation, calling the functions of the SC algorithm, which was implemented
in MATLAB. It is worth highlighting that the parameters discussed in Section 7.2.1 are
exactly the same for all the trials performed in this experiment. Although a fine tuning
of such parameters would likely yield better results, it would also bias the spatiotemporal
segmentation to specific sets of trajectories and potentially compromise the effectiveness
of the SC algorithm when processing the trajectories of new demonstrations.
To facilitate the understanding of the group behaviour segmentation obtained from the
SC algorithm, Fig. 7.5 illustrates where a few sampled points of the trajectories are located
on the map. The X and Y axes represent the 2D Cartesian coordinates of the robots, while
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Figure 7.5.: An illustration of the location of the robots at particular points within the
trajectories over time, aiming for facilitating the comprehension of the seg-
mented group behaviour. X and Y are the 2D Cartesian coordinates of the
robots, while Z represents time.
the Z axis represents time. Different colours symbolise different clusters.
In trials 1, 2 and 3, the box was originally located in the right-hand side foyer (area
2 shown in Fig. 7.4). Based on what was witnessed during the experimental tests and a
visual analysis of the Figs. 7.7a (trial 1), 7.8a (trial 2) and 7.9a (trial 3), the demonstrated
task executions can be described as follows.
Starting from the base, the participants manoeuvred the robots, navigating across the
corridor in order to locate the box. At that stage, the participants were concurrently
deploying actions at single-robot level and no cooperation was explicitly required. Shortly
after recognising the box, each robot was manoeuvred to a position so that it could push
the box towards the desired location (area 3 in Fig. 7.4). As a consequence of different
exploration strategies (one could choose to turn left, instead of right, when leaving the
base), the robots did not find the box simultaneously. Thus, one of the robots had to wait
until the other was properly positioned to start moving the box. This outcome can be
easily spotted in Figs. 7.8a and 7.9a.
Immediately after the participants acknowledged that both robots were ready to start
moving the box, the deployment of a tightly coordinated joint-action started. As discussed
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in Chapter 4, from this point onwards, and until the end of the joint-action execution,
the trajectories of robots and box could be passed through to layer of representation at
trajectory level, where this particular execution of the joint-action could be modelled, as
discussed in Chapter 6.
The participants reported they found considerably hard to manoeuvre the robots while
moving the box, demanding different periods of time, requiring correction manoeuvres
as the box deviated from the desired path, and thus resulting in different trajectories.
Nevertheless the box was successfully delivered to the desired area in all trials. After-
wards, the participants navigated the robots back to the base, indicating the end of the
demonstration of task execution.
Regarding the demonstrations, Figs. 7.7a, 7.8a, 7.9a and 7.10a show very clearly how
stochastic the execution of the same task can be when using real robots, even though
similar initial states and same goal were preserved. Furthermore, the demonstrations
encode distinct solutions generated by different participants, hence there is no guarantee
that a demonstration is an optimal solution, but rather solely one amongst all possible
solutions.
Additionally, from a thorough analysis of the results obtained, it is worth highlighting
two main issues. Firstly, as previously mentioned, the Monte Carlo localisation was not
implemented when these experiments were performed. Therefore, the position estimation
of robots was solely based on the odometry sensors (dead reckoning), resulting in incre-
mental shift errors along the Y axis on one of the robot’s trajectory, which can easily be
noticed in Fig. 7.6. Secondly, as a result of inaccurate pose estimations, the position of
the box computed by each robot did not match when plotting its trajectory along time.
Despite the different trajectories, this issue only marginally affected the plan extraction
results of the 4 trials here discussed. Having said that, the other 3 trials were significantly
affected and had to be discarded due to a large discrepancy between real and estimated
position, which compromised the group behaviour segmentation.
The multi-robot plans are represented by text files consisting of the total number of
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Figure 7.6.: The odometry error in Trial 2. The trajectories of both robots consistently lie
within the same cluster (cyan, red and purple). However, the robots were, in
reality, much closer than what was determined by the raw odometry sensors.
clusters, number of robots involved in the task execution, total time demanded to ac-
complish the task, and the sequence of actions at single-robot level over time for each of
the robots. For the purpose of facilitating the comprehension, bar graphs showing the
sequence of actions over time were appropriately generated from the original multi-robot
plan files (Figs. 7.7b, 7.8b, 7.9b and 7.10b). The characters within the bars represent the
predominant primitive behaviour recognised by the HAMMER architecture within that
particular cluster, where “A” denotes Approach, “D” stands for Dock, “I” denotes Idle,
“P” indicates Push and, lastly, “S” represents Search. In addition, the colours were de-
liberately chosen to match to cluster colours, and hence ease comparison between the bar
graphs (multi-robot plan) and 3D graphs (segmented group behaviour).
Whilst Fig. 7.7b (Trial 1) suggests that the first 3 clusters could potentially represent
joint-actions (because the actions of both robots belong to the same cluster and are ap-
proximately synchronised in time), Figs. 7.8b (Trial 2) and 7.9b (Trial 3) indicate that
these actions are independent. Moreover, the actions Search and Approach are intrinsi-
cally independent, as a robot can execute these actions without the help of other robots.
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time
Figure 7.7.: Results obtained from Trial 1 (colours illustrate the same cluster)
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(b) Extracted plan of recognised robot actions along
time
Figure 7.8.: Results obtained from Trial 2 (colours illustrate the same cluster)
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Figure 7.9.: Results obtained from Trial 3 (colours illustrate the same cluster)
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Figure 7.10.: Results obtained from Trial 4 (colours illustrate the same cluster)
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Trial 2 
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Figure 7.11.: The joint-action Push properly recognised and tightly synchronised in time.
The red lines show the precise moment when robot started performing Push,
whilst the black lines denotes the exact moment when the execution ceased.
Besides the first 3 trials, Fig. 7.10b interestingly denotes that the first 3 clusters are in-
dependent actions. However, the cyan-coloured cluster would possibly not exist if the
robots’ pose were appropriately estimated. Nonetheless, the extracted sequence of actions
at single-robot level is plausible.
When comparing trials 2 and 3 (Figs. 7.8b and 7.9b), the first 2 clusters are nearly
identical. In regards to the actions at single-robot level, while in Trial 2 the predominant
action in the second cluster was recognised as Push, in Trial 3 the predominant action
was Idle. Recalling that the predominant action is the one with the highest accumulated
confidence level within the cluster (Eq. 7.6), in Trial 2 the action Approach was probably
not the dominant one for robot 2 because the robot was already too close to the box once
it recognised the box; the action Push prevailed over the others. Similarly, in Trial 3,
robot 2 was required to wait until robot 1 approached the box for a period of time long
enough to cause the action Idle to have the highest accumulated confidence level within
cyan-coloured cluster.
On the other hand, the action Push was accurately recognised when both robots started
moving the box in all the trials. This markedly indicates the tightly coupled and syn-
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chronised nature of joint-actions (in these experiments, the joint-action Push), which is,
perhaps, the most important aspect of the results obtained, corroborating the multi-robot
plan extraction approach of the MRMT-LbD framework proposed in this thesis. The syn-
chronised beginning and end of the execution of the joint-action Push is shown in Fig. 7.11
for Trial 2.
It is also noteworthy that, even though the ideal sequence of actions at single robot-level
was not observed in any of the trials, the generated plans suggested a reasonable sequence
of actions for each robot. Usually starting with Search, the sequences followed Approach
or Push (this one consistently observed to be tightly synchronised in time), terminating
with Dock, with the action Idle being interleaved when synchronisation between robots
was required (e.g., Fig. 7.9b).
The results show that clustering a series of manoeuvres in the spatiotemporal dimension
yields a reasonable and realistic group behaviour segmentation. Furthermore, the novel
approach to learn multi-robot plans at symbolic level, using the HAMMER architecture
combined with the SC algorithm has proven to be effective and very promising. The
extracted plans can be used by a group of robots to autonomously attempt to replicate
the execution of the demonstrated task, preserving the spatiotemporal context and the
objectives of the task.
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8. Case study: Impact of communication
in MRMT-LbD
Communication is a classic feature, common to the areas of MRS and LbD, which has
been addressed by a wide variety of studies. The performance impact of communication
in MRS is well-known (Balch and Arkin, 1994; Parker, 1995). However, a question that
remains open is whether effects of communication between humans when teaching robots
are somehow correlated with the ones in MRS. To this date, no prior work appears to have
developed addressing the analysis of effects of communication between human teachers in
the MRMT-LbD domain. This chapter presents a case study that analyses the performance
of the MRMT-LbD framework in regards time to task completion and quality of the
demonstration.
8.1. Background information
Several studies discuss properties and the nature of communication among humans and
robots. Here, the characteristics of communication are categorised into 2 types, which
definition is hereafter discussed. In addition, the impact of communication in MRS is
briefly discussed.
8.1.1. Implicit communication
Implicit communication is the information that can be gathered just by observing the
environment, and relies on the perceptual capabilities of the observer, often involving
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computer vision. Implicit communication does not depend on communication networks or
mechanisms. On the other hand, a mismatch between observed data and the observer’s
underlying capabilities can potentially happen – the common issue known as the corre-
spondence problem (Nehaniv and Dautenhahn, 2002), previously discussed in Chapter 2.
Studies in LbD often make use of implicit communication, where the behaviour of a
group or a single agent (human or robot) is observed, and predictions of intention are
formulated. The group or single agent is not necessarily aware of the fact that it is being
observed. In some cases, humans pedagogically demonstrate desired behaviour to a robot
by executing a task (Demiris and Khadhouri, 2006) or teleoperating robots (Chernova
and Veloso, 2007a), which is also the case in this thesis. In other cases a robot observes
humans and hypothesises the actions humans may be executing (Kelley et al., 2008).
8.1.2. Explicit communication
Explicit communication occurs when robots deliberately exchange internal states by other
means, rather than observation. This type of communication is largely used in MRS as
a means to gather data in order to maximise the utility function of a group. Thus, it
is expected that a group of robots can improve performance by sharing location, sensor
data and so forth. As an example, the work of Tang and Parker (2005) presented an
approach in which robots could form coalitions with other robots, sharing locations of
robots and objects, as well as sensor data. Market-based approaches for MRTA also make
use of state communication to define auctions and distribute resources within robots, as
discussed in Dias et al. (2005).
Within the LbD area, in the study of Chernova and Veloso (2008) a teacher could ex-
plicitly teach 2 humanoid robots when information should be communicated, and also
select the state features that should be exchanged using inter-robot communication. An-
other example is the approach presented by Nicolescu and Mataric (2003), which allowed
the teacher to provide the robot with additional information beyond the observed state
by using verbal instructions, such as TAKE, DROP, START and DONE. These verbal
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instructions were used at the same time the robot learnt to transport objects by following
the teacher. Similarly, the framework presented in Rybski et al. (2007) enabled a robot
to establish a verbal dialog communication (using a pre-defined vocabulary of sentences)
to learn how to perform a guide tour (what sequence of actions should be executed) while
following the teacher around.
8.1.3. Impact of communication in MRS
Previous studies have analysed the effects of communication in MRS. In Balch and Arkin
(1994), performance of a simulated group of reactive-controlled robots was analysed in
three distinct tasks. According to the results obtained in that study, explicit communica-
tion is not essential for tasks in which implicit communication is available. On the other
hand, if the observable state of the environment is only partial or very restricted, then
explicit communication significantly improves the group performance.
In the work of Parker (1995), the performance was analysed in regards to time to
task completion, and the results obtained led to similar conclusions to Balch and Arkin
(1994). If the necessary information can be gathered by implicit communication, then
explicit communication does not make significant difference in the time to complete a task.
However, if the cost of executing redundant actions is high, then explicit communication
can potentially reduce the time to task completion.
The results presented in Chapter 7 demonstrated that multiple robots can learn plans
from multiple teacher demonstrations. For those experiments, no explicit communication
between the teachers was permitted. This Chapter analyses whether the impact in perfor-
mance caused by communication between teachers is correlated with the findings of Balch
and Arkin (1994) and Parker (1995) regarding communication in MRS.
8.2. Experimental tests
Experiments were performed in a realistic furniture movers scenario. This experiment
differs from the one presented in Chernova and Veloso (2007b) in the sense that demon-
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strators have full control of the robot through the joystick using the teleoperation system,
as opposed to the selection of pre-defined actions comprising the robots’ underlying capa-
bilities. Moreover, mobile robots P3-AT were used in a real environment. In comparison
with the experiments performed in Chapter 7, the current experiments make use of a larger
and heavier box, and robots must move the box through a tighter, cluttered environment,
demanding significantly more difficult, coordinated manoeuvres to complete the task.
A total of 12 demonstrations were conducted, involving 14 participants, of which 11 were
male and 3 female, with age ranging from 18 to 34 years: 3 novices, 4 intermediate and
7 experienced users of the teleoperation system. The same instructions were thoroughly
given to all demonstrators, including a training session of 10 minutes for familiarisation
with the teleoperation system. In pairs, the demonstrators were asked to remotely control
2 robots and search for a particular box, which location was initially unknown, then bring
it to a specified destination, resulting in the task completion. The task specification is
exactly the same as the task defined in Chapter 7. However, the workspace, shown in
Fig. 8.1 is considerably larger and, consequently, the challenge of moving the box around
the map is significantly more difficult.
In order to analyse the impact of explicit communication between participants during
task execution, the same pairs of participants performed 2 task executions (constituting
one trial): one demonstration with implicit communication only, and another demonstra-
tion with verbal communication permitted. What is more, the trials alternately started
with demonstrations with and without explicit communication allowed. In addition, when
verbal communication was allowed, the audio from the conversation was recorded for later
analysis. The participants were made aware of this recording. Unfortunately, one trial had
to be discarded due to problems with the robot hardware during one of the demonstrations.
Next, an experienced and an intermediate user performed the first trial, then 2 expe-
rienced users demonstrated the second and, subsequently, 2 novices deployed the third
trial. The fourth trial was also executed by 2 novices and, lastly, an experienced and an
intermediate user carried out the task demonstration.
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Figure 8.1.: Map of the real environment where experiments were performed: Green area
(1) indicates the robots’ base, while beige (2) shows the area where the box
is randomly located at the start. The blue (3) area denotes the desired final
location of the box and the red (4) area shows where the participants were
accommodated.
8.3. Results and discussion
This Section analyses the impact of explicit communication between teachers in the multi-
robot plans extracted by the MRMT-LbD framework, discussing the results obtained from
the 10 demonstrations of task execution in regards to time to completion of the task, as
well as quality of the multi-robot plan generated.
8.3.1. Time to completion of task demonstrations
From the results obtained using the MRMT-LbD framework, Fig. 8.2 shows the time to
completion of the 10 task executions, where each trial represents 2 demonstrations from
the same pair of participants, with and without explicit, namely, verbal communication
allowed between participants.
A comparative analysis of the trials in a time basis provides no evidence of performance
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Figure 8.2.: Time-based comparison of the demonstrated task executions, with (green
bars) and without (blue bars) verbal communication allowed between par-
ticipants.
gains, which is consistent with the discussion presented in Section 8.1.3. In fact, no overall
significant difference can be observed.
On one hand, explicit communication can cause delays, as observed in trials 2 (13 secs.)
and 4 (22 secs.) in Fig. 8.2. Delays could presumably be a consequence of participants
naturally spending some time communicating with each other in order to synchronise and
coordinate manoeuvres.
On the other hand, trials 1 and 5 presented a slight reduction of time demanded (30
secs. and 19 secs.). Recalling the discussion in Section 8.1.3, implicit communication not
always provide enough information when the environment is partially observable. That
is, sometimes a robot might lose track of its robot mate or the object being manipu-
lated, thus requiring manoeuvres to look around and observe its surroundings. In which
case, one robot can provide the other robot with the relevant information by explicitly
communicating its observation, avoiding unnecessary manoeuvres.
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Figure 8.3.: Robot trajectories along time from trial 3
In trial 3, however, a significant reduction in time to completion of the task can be
observed (4 min. and 11 secs.). Unexpectedly, this trial provided an excellent example of
how group behaviour performance can benefit from explicit communication.
In this particular trial, during the demonstration using implicit communication, both
participants decided to navigate towards the direction opposite to where the box was
initially located (Fig. 8.3a), thus demanding more time for the box to be found by both
participants. Searching for the box does not require collaboration between robots, but it
is a classical example of a redundant action.
Predictably, the participants benefited from the explicit communication: one partici-
pant quickly found the box and immediately shared that information, telling the other
participant the box location (Fig. 8.3b), hence reducing the time for task completion.
Interestingly, whether the participants demonstrating the task were experienced users
or novices, the impact of allowing explicit communication between teachers did not result
in changes in time to completion of the task whatsoever.
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8.3.2. Quality of multi-robot plans extracted
It is widely recognised that developing systems to work in real world scenarios markedly
elicits real world issues which must be taken into account, such as noise and the non-
determinism of the environment. Furthermore, when developing systems in which robots
learn from humans, the demonstrations of desired behaviour are potentially unlikely to
result in exactly the same data.
Therefore, the multi-robot plans generated by the MRMT-LbD framework are expected
to present variation, mainly in the segmentation of group behaviour, where robot trajec-
tories along time are taken into account. Furthermore, in this particular study, mapping
and localisation capabilities were not yet implemented on the teleoperation system.
The multi-robot plan extracted from the demonstration with implicit communication
of trial 1 is shown in Fig. 8.4a. In that particular demonstration, a lack of coordination,
showing the manoeuvres were mostly out of synchrony, can be observed. While robot 1
was already pushing the object (denoted by the character “P” within the second action on
the timeline), robot 2 was still approaching (“A”) the object. Only at the fourth action
the teleoperator of robot 1 realised that robot 2 was not in synchrony with its manoeuvres.
This lack of coordination caused the HAMMER architecture to recognise the fourth and
fifth individual actions of robot 2 as Dock (“D”). At that stage, robot 2 was moving
towards the place it was initially located, and presumably lost track of the object, causing
the confidence level of the Dock action to become the highest within that cluster.
Conversely, the multi-robot plan extracted from the demonstration with explicit com-
munication in trial 1 indicates reasonably synchronised actions, as can be seen in Fig. 8.4b.
Again, robot 1 started pushing the object first, while robot 2 was still approaching the
object (second actions on the timeline). From the recorded audio, it was observed that the
participant teleoperating robot 1 was notified by the other participant, which initiated a
period in which the robots remained stationary (Idle action denoted by “I”). The remain-
der of the actions were hence cooperatively executed until task completion, thus suggesting
that explicit communication may well contribute to the MRMT-LbD framework to better
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Figure 8.4.: Joint action plans generated using demonstrations from trial 1
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Figure 8.5.: Joint action plans generated using demonstrations from trial 2
recognise cooperative behaviour and extract multi-robot plans more accurately.
In addition, Fig. 8.5 provides further evidence that explicit communication contributes
to extraction of better multi-robot plans. In trial 2, both participants were experi-
enced users. Therefore, the result from the demonstration with implicit communication
(Fig. 8.5a) already presents a considerably cooperative, noticeably synchronised multi-
robot plan.
However, this synchrony is lost at the fifth action on the timeline, which was quickly re-
established by the robot 2, presumably approaching the object rapidly, and then engaging
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in the object moving action (Push – “P”). In contrast with Fig. 8.5a, the result shown
in Fig. 8.5b reveals a plan in which actions are jointly executed, tightly synchronised in
time, when explicit communication was permitted between the experienced teachers.
These results indicate that the use of explicit communication aids human teachers re-
gardless their level of skills, improving the overall quality of the demonstration, quality
which still relies on the level of skills indeed.
Therefore, the findings of this case study provide evidence that the impact in the
MRMT-LbD framework performance when using explicit communication is strongly cor-
related to the impact of communication in MRS. What is more, explicit communication
appears to affect human teachers at the same extent, regardless the level of skills of these
teachers. Regarding the time to task completion, explicit communication was found to
result in no substantial alteration in performance. Explicit communication can only be
beneficial to reduce the time to task completion if the cost (e.g., in time, battery life, or
other metric in use) of executing redundant actions is high.
On the other hand, the quality of the multi-robot plans was shown to satisfactorily
benefit from explicit communication. It was revealed that those plans presented tightly
coupled, temporally synchronised actions executed by the robots.
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teleoperation system
Usability studies are widely used by researchers in HRI and are an important source
of valuable feedback on how real users utilise the system. This Chapter presents the
methodology and results of the usability testing conducted to evaluate the teleoperation
framework described in Chapter 5.
9.1. Evolution of the teleoperation system
The teleoperation system has constantly been improved throughout the development of
the MRMT-LbD framework. As discussed in Section 5.1, the design of the teleoperation
system was inspired by the interfaces for teleoperation presented in Fong et al. (2001),
Fong and Thorpe (2001), Balakirsky et al. (2007) and Velagapudi et al. (2008).
The first prototype of the teleoperation system did not have any human-robot interface
and hence the human operators were required to be physically close to the robots to
effectively manoeuvre them, as depicted in Fig. 9.1a. Conversely, the subsequent stable
versions of the teleoperation system included a human-robot interface comprising two
separate windows, one of which exclusively displaying realtime images from the robot’s
camera, and the other window displaying the graphical representation of realtime robot
sensor data. This way, participants could be physically isolated from the robots during
the experiments (Fig. 9.1b), ensuring a truly realistic teleoperation scenario.
Furthermore, the human-interface has changed considerably since the first implemented
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(a) Participants sharing the same physical space
with the remotely controlled robots
(b) Participants isolated in the teleoperation room,
remotely controlling the robots
Figure 9.1.: Contrast between location of participants during task execution
version, shown in Fig. 9.2. Whilst the first version was limited to showing the realtime
data from robot camera and laser range scanner (Figs. 9.2a and 9.2b respectively), the
version evaluated in this study, depicted in Fig. 9.3a, displayed a simple graphical repre-
sentation of known objects, laser and sonar range sensors, as well as an occupancy grid
map incrementally built by the robot as it moved around the environment. In addition,
the wireless link status and robot battery level were also available. Although the icons at
the bottom of the main window were added, at the time this version was evaluated by the
users only the collision avoidance feature was implemented.
After conducting this user study, the feedback from the participants, as well as the
critical comments from specialists who had the chance to test the teleoperation system,
significant enhancements were implemented, producing the latest version of the teleopera-
tion system (Fig. 9.3b). These improvements include features such as SLAM and AMCL,
topological map, more accurate representation of objects and their directions, and the rep-
resentation of sonar range data, as presented in Chapter 5. In addition, several features
which were already implemented on the teleoperation system were improved, such as the
line detection algorithm. It is also possible to toggle between the conventional image of
the robot’s camera and the colour-coded depth image from the Kinect sensor.
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(a) Camera window (b) Main window of the first working version of the
teleoperation system
Figure 9.2.: The first stable version of the teleoperation system
9.2. Usability testing
In order to conduct the user study presented in this Chapter, the participants of the
experiment designed for Chapter 8 were asked to answer a questionnaire straight after
completing the task described in Section 8.2. Recall that the experiments performed in
Chapter 8 presented a high level of difficulty, requiring tightly coordinated manoeuvres,
thus demanding a longer time to complete the task in comparison with the experiments
conducted in Chapter 7.
The questions posed to the participants were thoroughly formulated to address three
distinct aspects: user workload, human-interface usability, and user attention levels to
sensor data. The questionnaire, which is available online1, comprises five pages. Initially,
the user had to provide details such as:
• Gender: Male/Female
• Age
• Joystick dexterousness: Newbie/Intermediate/Advanced
1The questionnaire is available online at: http://www.iis.ee.ic.ac.uk/~murilo/exp_form_01.php
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(a) The version of the teleoperation system evalu-
ated by users in this study, largely improved
from the first stable version
(b) The latest version of the teleoperation sys-
tem, with significant enhancements based on the
users’ feedback
Figure 9.3.: The latest version of the teleoperation system
• Whether the user took part in previous experiments using this teleoperation system
A total of 14 different participants responded to the questionnaire, of which 11 male
and 3 female. In addition, the average age of the participants was 25, ranging from 18 to
34 years of age. Regarding how dexterous the participants categorised themselves, 3 were
newbies, 4 users had intermediate skills and 7 were advanced users.
9.3. Task load index
Next, participants were asked to report the perceived workload levels in distinct aspects.
The questions were carefully defined based upon the well known, widely used, NASA Task
Load Index method (NASA-TLX), introduced by Hart and Staveland (1988). The NASA-
TLX assesses the workload on five 7-point subscales, such as mental demand, physical
demand, temporal demand, performance, effort and frustration.
The NASA-TLX was originally developed for evaluation of systems which demand phys-
ical ability from the users. However, in this study the participants are not physically
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challenged by the task they must perform and hence the physical demand was not anal-
ysed. Instead, the manoeuvrability facet of the system was added to the questionnaire.
In addition, the performance was segmented into individual and group performance, since
the task was intrinsically cooperative.
Thus, the questions presented to the participants were:
• Mental demand: How mentally demanding was the task. Users had to estimate how
focussed on the task they had to be in order to interpret the information displayed
in the human-robot interface.
• Temporal demand. How hurried or rushed was the pace of the task. Participants
had to take into account delays caused by mistaken manoeuvres, and also group
coordination and synchronisation issues.
• Individual performance. How successful the user was the individual performance in
accomplishing the task.
• Group performance. How successful was the group performance in executing the
task.
• Whether the task was completed by the group.
• Effort. How hard was it to cooperatively work with other robots and accomplish the
task.
• Frustration. Users were asked how insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed and
annoyed they were, taking into account facts such as whether they managed to
produce the manoeuvres they wanted.
• Manoeuvrability. How easy was manoeuvring the robot during the task.
The results are shown in Fig. 9.4. One participant could not estimate the manoeuvra-
bility of the system. The results clearly show that the robot teleoperation tasks addressed
in this thesis pose a high mental demand (A), requiring a high level of concentration.
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Figure 9.4.: Normalised average and standard deviation of reported user workload over
different facets, based on the NASA-TLX (Hart and Staveland, 1988), where
A is mental demand, B is temporal demand, C is individual performance, D
is group performance, E is effort, F is frustration, and G is manoeuvrability.
Regarding the temporal demand (B), the results suggest that users did not feel under
significant time pressure.
Also, the individual (C) and group (D) performances were coherently estimated, indi-
cating that the users cooperatively executed the task. In regards to how successful the
task execution was, the results show that participants were not entirely confident about
their performance, reinforcing how difficult such teleoperation tasks may be.
In addition, the results related to the effort (E) in working as a group to accomplish
the task were slightly above the average. This indicates that, besides the limited per-
ception, characteristic to teleoperation systems, bringing forth cooperation is even more
challenging. The level of frustration (F) is closely related to the effort in this case, and
was expected to be high. However, participants may have realised the complexity and
difficulty levels of the task, adjusting the expectations of their performance.
Lastly, the participants found the remote control of the robots reasonably manoeuvrable
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(as denoted by the bar of index “G” in Fig. 9.4), with a few comments reporting issues
with latency and delays in responding for the joystick commands.
9.4. User attention
In addition to the questions related to the user workload, the participants were asked
about their focus of attention in regards to the different sensor data provided by the
teleoperation system. The users had to estimate how much attention they paid to each of
the following sensor data during the task execution:
• Robot camera
• Laser range sensor and line detection algorithm
• Sonar data displayed on the main window (obstacle detection)
• Graphical representation of objects recognised by the robot
• Occupancy grid incrementally built by the robot (top-right of main window)
In this case, the participants had to use a scale ranging from 0 (did not pay attention
at all) to 10 (paid much attention to it). To quantify the user attention to each of the
data types, the estimated values of the five data types were added, where the total sum
represents 100% of the user’s attention. Then, the portion of attention related to each of
the data types was calculated by dividing the respective value by the total sum.
The results, presented in Fig. 9.5, evidently show that the attention was mostly concen-
trated on the robot’s camera image, followed by the realtime representation of the laser
range data combined with the line detection algorithm. Attention paid to sonar data and
representation of objects was approximately equivalent, indicating the relevance of this
data. The incremental occupancy grid, on the other hand, was not the focus attention at
all, presenting a high standard deviation. One participant was not able to estimate the
attention to any of of the data types.
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Figure 9.5.: Normalised average and standard deviation of reported user attention to the
distinct sensor data types available to the participants via the human-robot
interface
9.5. Usability of sensor data types
Next, participants were required to estimate how useful were each of the sensor data types
available through the teleoperation system. The five sensor data types were the same
as the ones used in the user attention analysis. However, in this case the scale used to
quantify the usability of each of the items had a range from 0 to 7, where 0 means the
user cannot estimate, 1 denotes the sensor data type is not useful at all, and 7 means the
sensor data type is very useful. All the values were normalised.
According to the results presented in Fig. 9.6, the robot’s camera image is the most
useful, followed by the laser range and line detection algorithm. The results also indicate
that sonar data and representation of objects play an important role as complementary
data, providing the user with relevant information in realtime. The occupancy grid pre-
sented the highest variation of all data types, and the lowest usability quantification. One
user could not estimate the usability of the camera, whilst a different user was not able to
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Figure 9.6.: Normalised average and standard deviation of reported usability of different
sensor data types viewable on the human-interface window
rate the usability of the occupancy grid map.
Although these results were undeniably affected by the users’ attention to each of the
data types, it is possible to conclude none of these data types are superfluous. Even
the occupancy grid, with the lowest usability rank cannot be discarded, because the high
variation suggests that users were, at least, trying to take advantage of that information.
Therefore, these results served as a guideline for further improvements of the teleoper-
ation system. The occupancy grid was the first aspect to be improved, resulting in the
implementation of the SLAM and ACML features, as well as the topological map. Sub-
sequently, the representation of objects was improved. Then, the display of sonar data
was redesigned taking the comments received from the participants into account. In addi-
tion, the whole system was revised to improve the accuracy of the scale factor of the data
displayed on the human-interface window.
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10. Conclusion and future directions
This thesis presented, to the knowledge of the author, the first study to date addressing the
problem of learning to program a group of robots by concurrent demonstrations, bringing
together two major areas of research in robotics, LbD and MRS. Previous studies tackling
the problem of LbD in MRS, such as Chernova and Veloso (2007b), Chernova and Veloso
(2008) and Chernova and Veloso (2010), were constrained to approaches for a group of
robots to learn from a single human teacher.
10.1. Contributions
The limitations of applying the current LbD systems to multi-robot scenarios were identi-
fied, and an extensive list of studies were categorised based upon the interaction between
humans and robots. Then, the MRMT-LbD framework was designed, addressing the
design issues related to the observation and embodiment mappings.
Furthermore, the proposed MRMT-LbD framework combined two distinct levels of rep-
resentation, allowing for learning of tight-coupled joint-actions at trajectory level, as well
as more complex multi-robot plans at symbolic level.
Regarding joint-actions at trajectory level, this thesis introduced effective methods to
extraction of environmental features to represent spatial context. Consequently, a tem-
plate model of joint-actions could be generated from demonstrated data produced by
human teachers remotely controlling real robots in noisy, realistic scenarios. In addi-
tion, a comprehensive comparison investigating the feasibility of such methods, along with
a thorough analysis of distinct values of critical parameters, showed that reducing the
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number of features not always results in templates which better represent demonstrated
joint-actions. Also, the comparisons may serve as a guideline for environmental feature
selection in future studies using a similar approach.
In addition, this thesis corroborated the use of a template matching algorithm in the
real world multi-robot scenario. Other studies making use of this algorithm, or variations
of it, commonly address computer vision problems and plan adaptation in simulations of
virtual agents.
What is more, this thesis presented a novel method for learning abstracted multi-robot
plans by combining the HAMMER architecture for action recognition at single robot level
with group behaviour segmentation, with the latter achieved by applying a spatiotemporal
SC algorithm that incorporates interaction events amongst robots and objects. Again,
this thesis demonstrated the practicability of applying the SC algorithm to noisy data
originated from real robots deploying tasks in a real environment.
Moreover, empirical results validated the multi-robot plan extraction approach, showing
that learnt multi-robot plans can potentially result in autonomous group behaviour similar
to the human-demonstrated task execution.
Besides, a case study analysing the impact of communication between teacher demon-
strators was presented. Based upon metrics of evaluation used in the literature, the results
suggested that the impact of communication between teacher in MRMT-LbD is strongly
correlated to the impact of communication within robots in MRS. This is an aspect of
fundamental importance when designing systems for learning group behaviour by demon-
stration.
10.2. Future directions
Additionally, potential future directions could extend over facets of great relevance to the
topic of MRMT-LbD, and consequently the field of robotics, as detailed below.
• Definition of the similarity function at the beginning of a joint-action execution
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p(A,A′) (Chapter 6), taking into account the current status of the robots, serving
as heuristics for MRTA. Along the lines of MRTA, the allocation of the single-robot
plans (which compose the extracted multi-robot plans) could be based on status of
the robots and state of the environment.
• Optimisation of the template matching algorithm used for group behaviour adapta-
tion. The implementation was focussed on robustness and reliability for real world
applications, paying little attention to optimisation. The algorithm can benefit from
several optimisations, such as the used of a KD-Tree for finding the close matches
when defining the set X (line 7 of Algorithm 6.5.1). Also, the code implemented
in MATLAB could be ported to C++, which would result in a significant boost in
processing speed.
• Use of an incremental spectral clustering algorithm, such as the one presented in Ning
et al. (2010). Currently, the multi-robot plans cannot be incrementally extracted in
realtime because the SC algorithm requires the dataset to be complete.
• Incremental learning (Billard et al., 2008) and confidence-based learning (Chernova
and Veloso, 2010) were already applied to one-to-one and one-to-many LbD systems.
A natural step forward would be to extend the MRMT-LbD framework to take
advantage of such techniques.
• Investigation of methods for improving learnt group behaviour beyond the perfor-
mance of the provided demonstrations. Methods such as Reinforcement Learning
could be used for generalisation of demonstrations. Other techniques, such as the
graph theoretical approach used in Nicolescu and Mataric (2003), could also be
evaluated.
• Telepresence. Remotely operated robots are increasingly becoming common in real
world applications. Enabling robots to learn specific joint-actions and particular
tasks performed in group could potentially unload the human teleoperator to con-
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tinue working on different tasks whilst the robot performs an object manipulation.
• Crowdsourcing Learning by Demonstration: recent studies have addressed the prob-
lem of generating interactive behaviour from crowdsourced data using an online game
as a means of collecting large scale data. A possible orientation for future research
could be exploring online games as the source of demonstrations provided by a group
of humans engaged in the game.
• Investigation of Transfer of Learning techniques that could be combined with the
MRMT-LbD framework. Conducting real world experiments is not only extremely
time demanding, but sometimes prohibitively expensive. Allowing non-experts to
teleoperate real UAVs raises the chances of an accident and loss of equipment. In
addition to online games and crowdsourcing LbD, simulated environments could
be used for teaching robots the desired group behaviour. Then, this behaviour
could be transferred to real robots, appropriately adapting to the differences between
synthetic data from simulation and real world data.
• Learning of social rules along with group behaviour. Currently, the MRMT-LbD
framework can be seen as an “one shot learning” approach. Although it is possible
to model specific joint-action tasks and longer term sequences of actions (multi-robot
plans) using the MRMT-LbD framework, social aspects of interaction are not taken
into account. Perhaps, the classification of human demonstrations based on gender,
age or other parameters, followed by a generalisation over such groups could result in
a model of behaviour which integrates social norms of interactions. This capability
would enable robots to fine-tune their behaviour based on other peers with which
they must interact.
This is only the first stage to a number of useful potential applications, including learning
to program a group of robots by demonstration, post-event analysis and debriefing for the
RoboCup or other multi-robot tasks involving learning over extended period of time, and
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for computational architectures that require generating response to the actions of a group
of agents, such as adversarial domains. Future work could explore such applications.
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A. Tables of comparison of average costs
for different values of λ
This appendix presents an alternative representation of the same results of comparison of
average costs, discussed in Section 6.6. The results are arranged in Tables, rather than
three-dimensional graphs. In addition to the average costs, the correspondent standard
deviation can also be found, in parenthesis, for all cases.
Notice that each of the graphs of costs presented in Section 6.6 has a correspondent
Table in this Appendix (e.g., Table A.1 shows the same results of Fig. 6.10a).
The Tables hereafter presented can be used as a practical reference guide when deter-
mining the feature extraction method and, more importantly, the sets T11 and Tr, that is,
the environmental features which should compose the subsets F11 and Fr.
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Table A.1.: Comparison of average costs (and std. dev.) for λ = 200 – DRI
F11
CWF CW CF WF C W F ∅
Fr
CWF
57.82
(77.09)
38.29
(54.37)
38.04
(70.18)
38.36
(16.99)
13.88
(11.66)
51.35
(62.99)
34.25
(77.43)
3.04
(0.05)
CW
41.37
(20.84)
22.96
(11.16)
26.99
(19.39)
53.83
(35.98)
8.87
(1.12)
11.93
(4.94)
17.55
(12.68)
3.00
(0.00)
CF
44.67
(63.09)
40.84
(112.62)
32.10
(55.18)
37.44
(23.55)
9.71
(5.58)
11.75
(10.99)
26.48
(55.16)
3.05
(0.09)
WF
89.57
(219.72)
31.95
(44.34)
105.30
(450.29)
36.92
(20.61)
11.37
(10.72)
17.78
(8.92)
33.71
(72.55)
3.04
(0.05)
C
107.60
(423.09)
22.49
(57.50)
133.11
(860.80)
69.04
(105.73)
8.77
(3.72)
21.20
(68.65)
85.43
(453.27)
3.00
(0.00)
W
60.60
(89.39)
21.18
(36.51)
75.18
(407.27)
35.14
(39.48)
7.31
(2.21)
13.06
(14.95)
40.29
(133.26)
3.01
(0.05)
F
54.92
(91.60)
33.82
(66.51)
32.31
(43.62)
57.94
(135.64)
8.96
(6.24)
14.92
(19.64)
27.22
(47.52)
3.02
(0.03)
∅ 108.83
(335.76)
27.16
(60.34)
104.80
(484.12)
72.25
(122.98)
8.88
(13.56)
20.65
(53.17)
90.47
(553.75)
3.00
(0.00)
Table A.2.: Comparison of average costs (and std. dev.) for λ = 200 – KNN
F11
CWF CW CF WF C W F ∅
Fr
CWF
37.48
(8.96)
17.51
(4.72)
37.46
(76.68)
36.59
(12.33)
6.38
(0.54)
11.83
(4.06)
34.12
(77.46)
3.05
(0.06)
CW
48.82
(19.11)
23.88
(16.35)
20.67
(9.31)
48.83
(26.81)
6.67
(1.72)
14.65
(15.21)
18.53
(12.33)
3.00
(0.01)
CF
40.78
(37.84)
14.36
(8.61)
32.02
(60.10)
72.77
(161.04)
9.85
(25.81)
56.78
(258.53)
30.91
(64.23)
3.04
(0.06)
WF
34.10
(15.19)
15.35
(5.49)
39.97
(76.89)
36.92
(20.61)
5.54
(1.08)
17.78
(8.92)
33.71
(72.55)
3.04
(0.05)
C
174.42
(2025.78)
23.15
(70.68)
48.29
(186.11)
65.76
(93.48)
6.40
(4.91)
20.20
(64.32)
57.29
(233.44)
3.00
(0.00)
W
66.81
(267.62)
25.51
(83.48)
117.67
(600.89)
35.02
(38.44)
5.08
(1.68)
13.03
(15.00)
64.71
(403.89)
3.01
(0.05)
F
44.67
(30.42)
17.43
(23.40)
30.12
(49.10)
57.94
(135.64)
5.46
(3.56)
14.94
(20.07)
27.22
(47.52)
3.03
(0.07)
∅ 80.50
(158.28)
28.69
(81.34)
71.26
(208.60)
68.59
(108.53)
6.63
(13.05)
23.95
(87.54)
53.69
(182.86)
3.00
(0.00)
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Table A.3.: Comparison of average costs (and std. dev.) for λ = 200 – S-KNN
F11
CWF CW CF WF C W F ∅
Fr
CWF
20.72
(14.96)
11.11
(3.56)
15.79
(10.02)
32.94
(58.74)
5.70
(1.02)
8.33
(3.87)
13.40
(10.32)
3.02
(0.02)
CW
22.52
(20.36)
11.46
(3.04)
13.06
(6.87)
25.23
(48.36)
6.06
(1.12)
8.52
(3.84)
8.41
(3.93)
3.00
(0.00)
CF
52.06
(128.29)
10.69
(10.03)
41.15
(144.40)
37.63
(119.01)
6.54
(6.91)
8.00
(13.43)
36.07
(122.13)
3.01
(0.01)
WF
19.61
(17.40)
10.16
(7.83)
19.65
(27.24)
16.08
(10.24)
5.73
(2.89)
8.30
(5.16)
14.49
(10.87)
3.01
(0.02)
C
26.98
(52.52)
12.93
(21.66)
31.10
(195.44)
41.26
(230.56)
6.40
(4.91)
10.29
(24.82)
31.55
(233.90)
3.00
(0.00)
W
22.06
(17.63)
11.24
(8.59)
24.96
(42.97)
40.06
(168.76)
5.59
(3.08)
8.44
(8.61)
31.74
(142.84)
3.00
(0.01)
F
40.09
(81.67)
16.69
(73.59)
44.81
(200.78)
35.22
(80.72)
5.96
(7.38)
14.53
(79.62)
27.29
(57.56)
3.01
(0.03)
∅ 38.55
(90.33)
17.45
(58.16)
39.83
(184.81)
55.86
(236.47)
6.63
(13.05)
13.91
(65.72)
59.42
(415.04)
3.00
(0.00)
Table A.4.: Comparison of average costs (and std. dev.) for λ = 1000 – DRI
F11
CWF CW CF WF C W F ∅
Fr
CWF
44.64
(23.15)
20.51
(7.74)
30.22
(17.13)
30.03
(7.66)
9.22
(1.58)
12.89
(3.93)
28.44
(21.33)
3.43
(1.10)
CW
50.48
(84.12)
19.62
(9.80)
35.22
(51.35)
26.86
(9.90)
10.58
(10.25)
14.48
(10.40)
51.96
(167.09)
3.20
(0.44)
CF
52.38
(66.74)
27.98
(33.51)
32.94
(26.63)
43.16
(94.24)
11.80
(10.01)
18.16
(29.84)
24.35
(14.66)
3.53
(0.73)
WF
55.51
(101.27)
17.47
(8.30)
27.38
(16.82)
32.23
(21.42)
8.24
(5.49)
13.30
(6.84)
24.23
(18.68)
3.65
(0.86)
C
86.46
(219.29)
22.24
(21.31)
56.35
(183.45)
89.80
(208.17)
11.85
(26.49)
13.97
(16.47)
53.56
(178.44)
3.05
(0.12)
W
49.95
(121.88)
15.25
(7.27)
38.93
(64.95)
51.76
(131.19)
7.86
(11.76)
12.66
(5.84)
29.32
(56.50)
3.34
(0.72)
F
39.86
(35.34)
23.39
(78.21)
24.94
(20.27)
38.24
(91.25)
6.89
(16.15)
13.60
(15.20)
24.18
(21.69)
3.34
(0.37)
∅ 152.78
(762.20)
25.77
(37.70)
70.02
(185.54)
76.07
(321.74)
13.31
(88.29)
20.65
(48.44)
63.30
(208.77)
3.00
(0.00)
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Table A.5.: Comparison of average costs (and std. dev.) for λ = 1000 – KNN
F11
CWF CW CF WF C W F ∅
Fr
CWF
36.32
(8.25)
68.46
(247.06)
29.05
(16.01)
31.49
(9.08)
7.31
(1.47)
14.03
(4.91)
121.05
(571.44)
3.33
(0.37)
CW
45.06
(41.25)
19.12
(9.97)
44.49
(89.70)
35.60
(33.44)
6.56
(3.24)
15.42
(10.25)
48.50
(139.47)
3.43
(0.72)
CF
48.24
(64.04)
29.73
(89.15)
27.86
(43.95)
29.82
(18.78)
7.19
(5.76)
12.67
(11.87)
22.41
(11.38)
3.55
(0.50)
WF
35.35
(11.73)
34.84
(156.09)
29.43
(25.19)
32.23
(21.42)
6.63
(6.88)
13.30
(6.84)
24.23
(18.68)
3.65
(0.86)
C
111.01
(509.84)
19.41
(21.22)
82.00
(467.18)
93.76
(410.92)
7.11
(4.12)
58.22
(586.35)
60.45
(222.46)
3.04
(0.12)
W
54.77
(123.74)
15.76
(26.07)
25.80
(29.06)
49.54
(127.12)
5.39
(9.65)
12.38
(5.69)
26.54
(50.74)
3.26
(0.65)
F
38.09
(32.62)
20.55
(76.73)
24.92
(21.06)
38.24
(91.25)
4.44
(2.19)
13.52
(15.15)
24.18
(21.69)
3.33
(0.37)
∅ 87.45
(314.55)
19.85
(56.58)
65.82
(217.16)
89.98
(385.15)
10.60
(88.62)
16.38
(46.49)
65.93
(252.26)
3.00
(0.00)
Table A.6.: Comparison of average costs (and std. dev.) for λ = 1000 – S-KNN
F11
CWF CW CF WF C W F ∅
Fr
CWF
26.71
(38.49)
16.52
(36.13)
26.44
(41.82)
17.74
(8.32)
8.93
(26.86)
11.44
(7.19)
18.33
(36.85)
3.65
(0.84)
CW
25.00
(25.94)
12.63
(7.59)
15.77
(21.94)
21.31
(24.61)
5.98
(2.08)
10.31
(7.60)
40.32
(365.61)
3.24
(0.26)
CF
22.24
(22.19)
245.17
(3399.07)
25.14
(110.30)
21.43
(35.13)
5.99
(2.15)
7.16
(9.05)
13.38
(11.22)
3.12
(0.16)
WF
20.69
(24.25)
10.58
(6.07)
20.42
(32.97)
19.18
(15.40)
4.90
(2.84)
9.83
(6.99)
17.18
(31.18)
3.44
(0.82)
C
53.94
(431.52)
11.63
(9.74)
42.90
(418.18)
34.48
(83.52)
7.11
(4.12)
8.36
(10.25)
25.86
(100.08)
3.04
(0.12)
W
21.10
(21.64)
10.96
(9.51)
18.08
(38.70)
30.48
(115.30)
4.84
(7.37)
17.63
(134.73)
14.62
(23.75)
3.14
(0.18)
F
38.81
(251.68)
37.91
(322.49)
32.77
(125.62)
21.75
(36.96)
4.28
(2.67)
8.87
(25.21)
17.33
(28.58)
3.10
(0.16)
∅ 39.03
(149.91)
15.59
(91.50)
29.73
(51.78)
216.29
(3356.90)
10.60
(88.62)
9.37
(20.53)
22.10
(39.20)
3.00
(0.00)
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Table A.7.: Comparison of average costs (and std. dev.) for λ = 5000 – DRI
F11
CWF CW CF WF C W F ∅
Fr
CWF
85.58
(113.11)
46.65
(74.48)
41.83
(34.35)
75.72
(118.47)
13.52
(7.42)
46.57
(81.23)
33.88
(32.81)
6.29
(5.09)
CW
49.78
(74.09)
30.62
(51.33)
31.43
(29.76)
45.84
(78.21)
13.45
(18.88)
26.29
(55.64)
51.15
(179.75)
7.05
(18.28)
CF
85.02
(118.67)
28.33
(39.21)
37.71
(34.80)
59.69
(94.90)
15.19
(20.72)
26.38
(70.81)
28.71
(25.05)
9.31
(36.47)
WF
62.64
(86.45)
29.34
(45.72)
41.90
(28.22)
73.26
(111.55)
16.26
(34.74)
26.10
(42.19)
36.56
(24.34)
9.32
(18.35)
C
101.81
(280.36)
48.51
(303.11)
66.91
(192.98)
88.81
(355.17)
9.49
(7.60)
20.36
(42.74)
87.31
(749.91)
5.30
(16.63)
W
74.62
(130.68)
29.90
(51.47)
50.39
(128.42)
47.82
(66.92)
13.67
(44.23)
28.63
(53.81)
44.50
(106.10)
11.37
(45.36)
F
319.24
(2413.33)
21.34
(45.88)
270.39
(2326.11)
423.81
(2891.41)
14.19
(109.44)
65.54
(720.39)
332.40
(2575.58)
4.91
(5.02)
∅ 167.08
(1148.11)
36.78
(128.01)
164.34
(1347.44)
474.60
(4064.72)
11.52
(51.98)
32.51
(202.76)
319.97
(3241.86)
3.02
(0.02)
Table A.8.: Comparison of average costs (and std. dev.) for λ = 5000 – KNN
F11
CWF CW CF WF C W F ∅
Fr
CWF
70.95
(103.29)
42.36
(70.92)
37.55
(34.42)
74.23
(118.97)
20.56
(31.18)
36.14
(69.15)
33.88
(32.81)
10.07
(22.24)
CW
79.15
(113.55)
28.15
(49.10)
37.36
(55.89)
42.58
(70.63)
8.59
(4.81)
23.04
(45.74)
58.19
(107.61)
7.55
(19.33)
CF
79.74
(94.73)
25.18
(60.02)
36.43
(36.03)
335.10
(1121.99)
11.26
(20.99)
19.18
(27.22)
33.78
(29.94)
7.73
(15.28)
WF
67.86
(95.35)
27.19
(43.16)
40.07
(28.04)
73.26
(111.55)
10.40
(17.62)
26.10
(42.19)
36.56
(24.34)
9.32
(18.35)
C
59.02
(129.74)
39.31
(175.90)
35.75
(101.12)
115.82
(786.03)
7.29
(3.04)
23.79
(89.53)
57.36
(185.27)
5.19
(17.44)
W
56.27
(64.13)
30.66
(54.84)
36.07
(61.17)
46.79
(65.00)
28.01
(258.85)
28.28
(53.26)
39.31
(69.32)
10.72
(43.62)
F
365.90
(2650.40)
21.18
(58.49)
317.93
(2483.21)
423.81
(2891.41)
6.54
(8.93)
64.82
(718.08)
332.40
(2575.58)
5.04
(5.60)
∅ 599.58
(6258.48)
29.44
(124.47)
316.40
(3344.43)
860.99
(8409.23)
6.14
(11.47)
28.08
(189.49)
265.49
(3165.54)
3.02
(0.02)
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Table A.9.: Comparison of average costs (and std. dev.) for λ = 5000 – S-KNN
F11
CWF CW CF WF C W F ∅
Fr
CWF
575.47
(1823.96)
13.69
(4.43)
292.69
(1253.33)
22.73
(18.37)
10.15
(11.53)
12.38
(16.39)
20.60
(16.82)
7.60
(16.68)
CW
28.76
(53.13)
16.12
(10.23)
29.62
(57.02)
24.63
(25.08)
13.06
(31.57)
10.35
(6.34)
31.16
(75.27)
7.44
(13.77)
CF
39.70
(72.00)
14.10
(43.32)
35.43
(68.95)
511.50
(7009.15)
9.90
(40.11)
11.31
(42.07)
501.69
(6937.52)
5.88
(34.99)
WF
25.78
(25.95)
44.93
(356.77)
21.31
(29.24)
24.14
(24.82)
10.56
(49.81)
29.84
(118.81)
47.45
(296.29)
9.35
(46.34)
C
28.29
(54.11)
16.38
(29.26)
16.25
(20.49)
30.11
(83.33)
7.29
(3.04)
9.11
(23.61)
22.48
(78.20)
5.19
(17.44)
W
22.76
(28.85)
11.91
(10.87)
20.05
(40.00)
18.77
(18.32)
6.13
(7.00)
10.65
(8.07)
16.09
(23.80)
5.04
(4.26)
F
306.05
(5374.64)
11.29
(27.53)
20.28
(42.49)
317.20
(5449.65)
7.07
(16.49)
8.82
(19.70)
309.01
(5468.77)
4.98
(24.08)
∅ 176.92
(2660.63)
11.21
(17.02)
159.71
(2631.68)
168.62
(2672.18)
6.14
(11.47)
7.64
(11.22)
149.87
(2624.62)
3.02
(0.02)
Table A.10.: Comparison of average costs (and std. dev.) for λ = 25000 – DRI
F11
CWF CW CF WF C W F ∅
Fr
CWF
96.49
(141.94)
24.27
(7.23)
27.87
(11.02)
38.43
(22.89)
14.83
(7.89)
16.48
(6.58)
59.80
(110.38)
18.33
(47.85)
CW
35.75
(7.44)
24.87
(7.52)
26.90
(5.83)
25.95
(5.94)
12.19
(4.80)
17.61
(9.95)
41.74
(55.24)
14.85
(60.70)
CF
83.85
(135.75)
25.40
(29.11)
23.06
(1.21)
38.22
(16.99)
19.33
(33.59)
65.53
(397.96)
57.65
(110.59)
19.78
(139.76)
WF
41.94
(15.30)
30.31
(14.18)
62.58
(64.94)
29.92
(8.80)
9.95
(7.57)
63.38
(109.25)
44.74
(41.15)
11.50
(29.38)
C
83.43
(183.79)
28.81
(54.29)
53.79
(114.07)
137.05
(539.52)
10.05
(6.35)
33.28
(127.76)
68.62
(301.43)
15.11
(145.81)
W
58.43
(82.86)
27.75
(62.30)
75.67
(221.38)
45.57
(43.30)
12.99
(16.01)
14.17
(8.33)
89.90
(427.79)
9.03
(17.38)
F
51.79
(26.03)
32.77
(109.89)
47.18
(26.08)
64.28
(58.02)
15.09
(47.48)
25.37
(55.79)
52.54
(41.98)
8.81
(19.09)
∅ 92.44
(213.50)
30.02
(98.58)
85.75
(412.86)
788.29
(12583.86)
6.67
(10.63)
27.33
(126.26)
114.78
(838.16)
3.04
(0.05)
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Table A.11.: Comparison of average costs (and std. dev.) for λ = 25000 – KNN
F11
CWF CW CF WF C W F ∅
Fr
CWF
37.74
(43.64)
31.81
(30.35)
14.43
(4.85)
135.76
(269.75)
14.55
(13.31)
79.25
(179.46)
54.49
(137.21)
28.04
(139.89)
CW
25.09
(13.20)
16.37
(9.73)
40.51
(156.88)
23.55
(17.03)
9.03
(5.77)
31.31
(80.94)
32.05
(108.47)
7.96
(16.16)
CF
24.57
(8.98)
12.46
(8.90)
26.34
(26.64)
31.01
(80.66)
32.60
(274.56)
21.62
(75.73)
39.25
(113.56)
13.97
(66.61)
WF
56.20
(137.55)
59.07
(267.65)
27.75
(42.77)
53.70
(139.07)
12.89
(28.92)
55.73
(266.29)
20.82
(16.05)
23.00
(228.87)
C
67.16
(321.79)
16.96
(27.05)
33.49
(88.73)
37.04
(172.17)
11.77
(34.38)
26.58
(170.94)
28.72
(163.91)
11.86
(145.45)
W
48.90
(165.58)
25.18
(70.02)
41.15
(148.87)
53.23
(205.32)
16.87
(43.48)
22.68
(66.91)
38.40
(145.89)
10.34
(25.05)
F
23.61
(27.14)
15.40
(52.37)
19.19
(25.76)
25.12
(47.52)
9.05
(24.44)
11.12
(17.37)
18.46
(22.36)
6.38
(12.00)
∅ 339.18
(6598.67)
13.91
(52.14)
47.48
(444.27)
30.68
(114.46)
5.42
(6.29)
10.94
(51.05)
19.37
(49.59)
3.04
(0.05)
Table A.12.: Comparison of average costs (and std. dev.) for λ = 25000 – S-KNN
F11
CWF CW CF WF C W F ∅
Fr
CWF
37.74
(43.64)
31.81
(30.35)
14.43
(4.85)
135.76
(269.75)
14.55
(13.31)
79.25
(179.46)
54.49
(137.21)
28.04
(139.89)
CW
25.09
(13.20)
16.37
(9.73)
40.51
(156.88)
23.55
(17.03)
9.03
(5.77)
31.31
(80.94)
32.05
(108.47)
7.96
(16.16)
CF
24.57
(8.98)
12.46
(8.90)
26.34
(26.64)
31.01
(80.66)
32.60
(274.56)
21.62
(75.73)
39.25
(113.56)
13.97
(66.61)
WF
56.20
(137.55)
59.07
(267.65)
27.75
(42.77)
53.70
(139.07)
12.89
(28.92)
55.73
(266.29)
20.82
(16.05)
23.00
(228.87)
C
67.16
(321.79)
16.96
(27.05)
33.49
(88.73)
37.04
(172.17)
11.77
(34.38)
26.58
(170.94)
28.72
(163.91)
11.86
(145.45)
W
48.90
(165.58)
25.18
(70.02)
41.15
(148.87)
53.23
(205.32)
16.87
(43.48)
22.68
(66.91)
38.40
(145.89)
10.34
(25.05)
F
23.61
(27.14)
15.40
(52.37)
19.19
(25.76)
25.12
(47.52)
9.05
(24.44)
11.12
(17.37)
18.46
(22.36)
6.38
(12.00)
∅ 339.18
(6598.67)
13.91
(52.14)
47.48
(444.27)
30.68
(114.46)
5.42
(6.29)
10.94
(51.05)
19.37
(49.59)
3.04
(0.05)
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[OBSERVATIONS]
#3 // number of observations (log entries)
[NEW] // the first observation (first log entry)
[TIMESTAMP]
ts_sec // time stamp with milliseconds precision
ts_usec // microseconds complement of time stamp above
[POSE] // the robot pose
XPos
YPos
Yaw
XSpeed
YSpeed
YawSpeed
[FIDUCIAL]
#1 // number of objects recognised
(ID:0) // object identification
px // position on X axis
py
pz
proll
ppitch
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pyaw
[LASER]
#181 // number of laser readings
range[0] range[1] range[2] ... range[180]
[SONAR]
#16 // number of sonar readings
range[0] range[1] range[2] ... range[15]
[BATTERY]
12.9 // current voltage of robot battery
16025 1403 4455 4929 discharging // laptop battery status
[WIFI]
42 -68 -256 // link_quality signal_level noise_level
[JOYSTICK]
speedrate // translational velocity
turnrate // rotational velocity
#2 // number of axes
axis[0] axis[1] // axis values
#10 // number of buttons
btn[0] btn[1] btn[2] ... btn[9] // button status
[NEW] // another observation
.
.
.
[END] // this is the end of the log file
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